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Abstract
Piezoelectricity is a fascinating research topic with wide-branching applications due to
the unique property of bidirectional energy transfer. Piezoceramics can be used as both
actuators and sensors without imposing any constraints on their supporting circuitry.
This property, coupled with their low manufacturing costs and high robustness has
enabled wide-spread usage in applications ranging from simple spark lighters or pres-
sure sensors to much more complicated energy harvesting systems and piezoelectric
transformers.
One governing property of piezoelectric devices is the existence of a mechanical fre-
quency of resonance, or the natural frequency of the device paired with an antires-
onance, which are material and size-dependent. From an electrical standpoint, the
equivalent behavior of a piezoelectric device depends on how close or far from its nat-
ural resonance the device is excited in terms of frequency. Based on this classication,
three distinct, useful electrical behaviors can be identied: a capacitive behavior promi-
nent at frequencies far from resonance, a resistive behavior encountered at resonance
and antiresonance peaks and an inductive behavior, encountered at frequencies between
the two.
These three distinct behaviors encountered in any piezoelectric device represents the ba-
sis of discussion in the thesis. Therefore the present PhD dissertation is an application-
based approach to researching all three behaviors individually, while nding solutions
to the challenges encountered along the way.
First, the capacitive behavior is studied, with the Piezoelectric Actuator Drive motor
as a direct application. At low frequencies, piezoelectric devices are ideal as micro-
and nanoscale positioning actuators but they are plagued by high levels of hysteretic
nonlinearities. A model is developed to estimate this behavior, followed by a low-
cost forward compensation method which achieves a positioning error reduction by a
factor 20. Next, the characteristics of the PAD motor are researched and a method of
extracting mechanical quality information and predict overload through feedback signal
analysis is demonstrated.
The next behavior studied is the inductive behavior, specically dealing with a bidirec-
tional dc-dc power converter employing a piezoelectric transformer as major component.
The main contribution here is achieving optimum tracking, hard-switching minimiza-
tion and power ow control during bidirectional operation of a self-oscillating converter.
Feasibility of using the converter in an MRI scanner is demonstrated.
The third and nal behavior researched is the resistive behavior. This is widely en-
countered since most piezoelectric motors, ultrasonic baths and some energy harvest-
ing systems operate at resonance. Friction control through squeeze-lm application
is achieved in an electrostatic surface actuator for the rst time ever. This enables
system functionality without glass gap material and concomitantly reduces minimum
electrostatic operating voltage by 70%.

Resume
Piezoelektricitet er et fascinerende forskningsemne med bredt forgrenede applikationer
pa grund af den unikke egenskab med tovejs energioverfrsel. Piezokeramiske ele-
menter kan bruges som bade aktuatorer og sensorer uden at lgge nogen begrnsninger
pa deres elektronikkredslb. Denne egenskab kombineret med deres lave produktion-
somkostninger og hje robusthed har udbredt piezokeramisk brug i applikationer der
spnder fra simple gnistlightere eller tryksensorer til meget mere komplicerede energi-
hst systemer og piezoelektriske transformatorer.
En styrende egenskab ved piezoelektriske enheder er eksistensen af en mekanisk reso-
nansfrekvens, eller den naturlige frekvens af enheden, parret med en antiresonans, der
er materiel- og strrelsesafhngig. Fra et elektrisk synspunkt afhnger den kvivalente
opfrsel af en piezoelektrisk enhed af, hvor tt pa eller langt fra sin naturlige resonans
enheden exciteres med hensyn til frekvens. Baseret pa denne klassikation, kan tre
forskellige, nyttige elektriske virkemader identiceres: En kapacitiv virkemade der er
fremtrdende ved frekvenser langt fra resonansspidsen, en resistiv virkemade der ndes
ved det prcise resonanspunkt, og en induktiv virkemade der er ndes ved frekvenser
mellem resonans- og antiresonansspidser.
Disse tre distinkte virkemader, der ndes hos alle piezoelektriske enheder, udgr grund-
laget for diskussionen i afhandlingen. Den nuvrende Ph.D.-afhandling bruger anven-
delsesbaseret forskning indenfor alle tre virkemader, samtidig med at der ndes ls-
ninger pa de udfordringer, der er ndes undervejs.
Frst er den kapacitive adfrd undersgt med en Piezoelectric Actuator Drive motor,
som en direkte applikation. Ved lave frekvenser er piezoelektriske anordninger ideelle
som mikro- og nanoskala positioneringsaktuatorer, men de er plaget af hje niveauer
af hystereseulineariteter. En model er udviklet til at estimere denne adfrd, efterfulgt
af en kompensationsmetode der kun krver lav datakraft. Der opnar en positioner-
ingsfejlreduktion med en faktor 20. Dernst er PAD-motorens egenskaber udforsket
og en fremgangsmade til udtrkke oplysninger om mekanisk kvalitet samt forudsige
overbelastning gennem feedback-signal analyse er pavist.
Dernst er den induktive funktionsmade udforsket. Her arbejdes specikt med en
bidirektional DC-DC power konverter, som anvender en piezoelektrisk transformer som
den centrale komponent. Det vsentligste bidrag her er at opna optimal sporing,
minimering af switchtab samt power ow kontrol under bidirektional drift af en selv-
oscillerende konverter. Muligheden for at benytte konverteren i en MR-scanner uden
vsentligt billedeforringelse er pavist.
Den tredje og sidste funktionsmade berrt i denne afhandling er den resistive ad-
frd. Dette er almindeligt kendt, da de este piezoelektriske motorer, ultralydsbade til
rengring og nogle energihst-systemer fungerer ved resonans. Ved brug af en squeeze-
lm i en elektrostatisk overadeaktuator er der for frste gang nogensinde opnaet en
meget vsentlig reduktion af gnidningsmodstanden. Dette muliggr at systemet fun-
gerer uden glasperler og samtidig kan den ndvendige elektrostatiske driftsspnding
reduceres med 70%.
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1
Introduction
If you want to nd the secrets of the universe,
think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration.
{ Nikola Tesla
The discovery of the capability of crystals such as quartz, topaz, cane sugar and Rochelle
salt, among others, to produce an electric charge when subjected to mechanical stress
is attributed to the Curie brothers who noticed this curiosity sometime in 1880. This
eect was quickly dubbed piezoelectricity, to distinguish it from at the time already-
established notions of static electricity and pyroelectricity. The converse eect, however,
was not discovered but mathematically deduced through thermodynamic principles one
year later, and then quickly proven experimentally.
This discovery at the time remained nothing more but a laboratory curiosity, as its
subtle eects were gravely overshadowed by the more discernible benets brought on
by electromagnetism. Then came World War I and with it, the rst truly impact-
ful application for piezoelectricity in ultrasonic submarine detection. The success of
this application spurred great interest from industrial nations, and the evolution never
stopped since [1, 2].
Piezoelectricity is therefore the naturally occurring property encountered in specic
crystalline materials whereby an electrical charge is accumulated in response to ap-
plied mechanical stress. Conversely, a structural deformation is observed under applied
electrical charge. Thus, piezoelectricity is a bidirectional energy transformation phe-
nomenon which converts energy between mechanical and electrical domains.
Just as the electrical and mechanical energy domains covered by piezoelectric devices
are interchangeable, so too are the domains they can be modeled in. Therefore, an
equivalent electrical representation of piezoelectric behavior is shown in Fig. 1.1(a)
with its mechanical counterpart, represented in force-voltage analogy, illustrated in
(b). In this representation, voltage sources in electrical domain become force sources
in mechanical representation. Currents are represented by velocities, while resistors,
inductors and capacitors become dampers, masses and springs, respectively.
Through their energy conversion capabilities, piezoelectric devices are ideal candidates
for mixed-domain modeling. Thereby, in simplied terms, if the electrical domain is the
system input, then they act as voltage-controlled force and displacement sources. Con-
versely, if the mechanical domain is considered the input, then they will act electrically
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Figure 1.1: Guan model of unloaded piezoelectric ceramics (a) and its force-voltage mechan-
ical equivalent (b).
Table 1.1: List of constitutive equation symbols and their units
Symbol Name SI Unit
S Strain component
D Electric displacement component C=m2
E Electric eld component V=m
T Stress component N=m2
d Piezoelectric constant m=V or C=N
s Elastic compliance constant m2=N
 Permittivity constant F=m
as force-dependent voltage and charge sources.
The linear interdependence in between these four properties fully describes both the
forward and reverse piezoelectric eects. This description is formalized through the
introduction of the piezoelectric constitutive equations. These oer a good description of
the direct and converse piezoelectric eects, or the mechanical-electrical and electrical-
mechanical conversion directions, respectively. This denes a polarized piezoceramic as
an energy transformation device. A multitude of forms describing dierent relationships
can be encountered, and one such form which relates stress and electric displacement
to strain and electric eld is presented in (1.1).
S = d  E + sE  T
D = d  T + T  E (1.1)
The superscripts in the equation represent constant condtions, i.e. T stands for con-
stant stress conditions, whereby the piezoelectric device is unclamped and E repre-
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Figure 1.2: Typical impedance response of piezoelectric ceramics.
sents conditions of constant electric eld, obtained usually by electrode short-circuiting.
Table 1.1 describes all quantities involved in (1.1).
1.1 Thesis structure
The starting point for discussing the topics presented in the thesis focuses on the
electrical-equivalent characteristic behavior of piezoelectric devices with respect to their
excitation frequency. In light of this, relative to the resonance or natural frequency these
devices exhibit, three distinct behaviors can be identied: capacitive, inductive and
resistive. These denitions originate from the dependency of their electrical impedance
on frequency of excitation, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.
Thereby, piezoelectric devices operated at low frequencies are equivalent in behavior
to capacitors, in that they store potential energy in an electric eld. Mechanically,
this is equivalent to potential energy stored in springs. As the excitation frequency
increases, the impedance of the device reaches its minimum point. This point is called
the resonance frequency, where the equivalent behavior becomes resistive. At this
frequency, a maximum displacement enhancement is observed under a constant voltage
drive condition, as current easily ows into the device. As the frequency increases
further, the impedance starts to rise again until it reaches a maximum. The frequency
corresponding to the point of maximum impedance represents the anti-resonance, which
also exhibits high displacement but under a constant current drive condition. The
region between the resonance and anti-resonance frequencies is where the piezoelectric
device behaves inductively, as it stores kinetic energy similar to an inductor and its
magnetic eld. Mechanically, this is analogous to the kinetic energy stored in a moving
mass.
These three distinct behaviors are encountered in any piezoelectric device, but they are
usually tailored to operate normally in one of the three modes. Moreover, their eld of
application is most often behavior-specic. Therefore the present PhD dissertation is
an application-based approach to researching all three behaviors individually, while pre-
senting the challenges encountered along the way. The whole thesis is then structured
around these distinct behaviors, divided into chapters that cover each individually.
4 Introduction
A visual illustration of the thesis ow is given on the following page. The topics
discussed in the key chapters are shown in the vertical ow and the connection between
the discussed topics and overlapping publications is marked.
1.2 Scope and objectives
The scope of this thesis is to provide a non-exhaustive overview on dierent applications
for piezoelectric devices through the prism of their equivalent electrical behavior. The
results achieved are part of the research carried out between February 2013 and Febru-
ary 2016, as a PhD student at the Electronics Group, Technical University of Denmark.
Most of the scientic results presented herein have been published or submitted for peer
review as conference papers, journals or patent applications. These publications form a
signicant part of the thesis and are included in the appendices. Thereby, the thesis is
to be viewed as a supplement to the publications, presenting a more cohesive overview
of the research and topics involved.
The major project objectives are:
 Study piezoelectric stack actuator quasi-static behavior and the inuence of hys-
teretic nonlinearities on positioning precision. The aim is to nd methods to
reduce the eects of these nonlinearities.
 Characterize the electrical and mechanical behavior of the Piezoelectric Actuator
Drive motor and derive a method for closed-loop control. Test the feasibility of
using this motor inside an MRI chamber.
 Design a control algorithm for maximizing the eciency of piezoelectric trans-
former based switch mode power supplies while allowing bidirectional power trans-
fer. Test the feasibility of using the converter inside an MRI chamber.
 Demonstrate the possibility of surface friction control through induced vibrations
for use in an electrostatic surface actuator.
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1.3 Technology background
Since the discovery of the eect, piezoelectricity and its numerous applications have
grown exponentially and will continue to do so according to the trend of its total market
value, which is estimated to reach $38 bn. by 2017 [3, 4] with the largest single market
being the Asia-Pacic region. Although sparked by demonstrations of its benets to
military applications, the true growth of piezoelectricity started with the discovery of
synthetic materials that can exhibit the eect after a process called poling [1, 5, 6].
The wide range of applications where piezotechnology is employed covers military, in-
dustrial, automotive and consumer markets. In military applications, piezoelectric
devices see the most use as underwater acoustic detection and communications sys-
tems (sonar) [7, 8] or grenade fuses and detonation systems [9{11]. The use of sonars
has expanded into civilian applications as well for naval depth measurements and sh
nding [12].
In light of the topics discussed in the thesis, of more direct interest are the industrial,
automotive, medical and consumer-oriented applications. Here, a year-by-year increase
in industry automation coupled with the appearance of sophisticated consumer elec-
tronics and advancements in medicine are major drivers in both sales and research
of piezoelectric devices. Notable applications with a mature market share segment in-
clude autofocus mechanisms in cameras, ultrasonic cleaners and welders, touch, impact,
position and pressure sensors, seismic sensors, ultrasonic drilling, piezo-transformers,
precision mechanics, ultrasonic imaging, ow meters, wheel balancers, motors, igniters,
speakers, ultrasonic sewing, microphones, data storage components, print heads and
the list goes on [4].
Individual applications in each market segment are too numerous to fully expand here,
therefore emphasis will be placed on the applications discussed in the thesis, through
the perspective of the three identiable behaviors based on the piezoelectric impedance
curve.
Capacitive
Capacitive behavior of piezoelectric devices is encountered at low-frequency operation,
where their use in precise positioning applications is dominant [4]. The high stiness
of piezoelectric actuators allows for strong voltage-dependent actuation, and relatively
linear behavior [13]. Coupled with their small strain of up to 1.7% the device size for
single-crystal devices [14], piezoelectric actuators are ideal for micro- and nanoscale
positioning and manipulation [15{19].
Piezoelectric actuators are nonetheless plagued by two major types of elastic nonlinear-
ities: hysteresis and creep. Hysteresis aects actuator positioning accuracy in dynamic
operation, while creep causes a drift in position during periods of static activity [20{22].
Modeling hysteresis in the piezoelectric motor is a necessary step in developing compen-
sation methods to negate the eects [23]. The most encountered method of modeling
hysteresis in literature remains the Preisach-Krasnoselskii scalar model [24], which pro-
vides a straightforward method of representing the hysteretic eect. Although initially
developed for the purpose of modeling magnetic hysteresis, due to its phenomenolog-
ical nature, the method can be used to model any type of hysteresis [25]. This fact,
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combined with the generally predictable performance has led the Preisach model to be
the preferred method used when hysteresis is involved, as attested by the numerous
publications dealing with the model and its inverse [26{30].
A less conventional application for piezoelectric actuators is in the Piezoelectric Ac-
tuator Drive motor, which, unlike most piezoelectric motors, runs at quasi-static fre-
quencies. The PAD is a type of rotary, non-resonant motor that transforms the linear
motion of piezoelectric stack actuators into a precise rotation [31, 32]. The operating
principle is based on a wobble-style motor, where the motor ring is actuated into an
o-center circular motion around an axially constrained shaft, thereby generating ro-
tation. A micro-mechanical toothing interface is machined between the ring and shaft
then enables both high positioning accuracy and output torque [33]. The actuation
method, combined with the type of toothing and the inherent large stiness of the
piezoelectric stack actuators makes the PAD appropriate for open-loop control [34{36].
Manufactured completely out of non-magnetic materials, the PAD is safe for use in
MRI scanners[37].
Inductive
Inductive behavior of piezoelectric devices is discussed in the thesis through the prism
of piezoelectric transformers. These devices exhibit higher power density, higher e-
ciency, lower cost and lower electromagnetic interference compared to their conventional
counterparts [38{40]. These advantages, together with their ceramic composition and
resulting magnetic neutrality has increased their popularity in replacing conventional
transformers [41].
Their high quality factor and high gain provided under matched load conditions [41, 42]
make these devices ideal for driving cold cathode uorescent lamps [43], electronic
ballasts [44, 45], high voltage inverters [46] and other technology related displays [47]
or LED lighting [48].
Although practically dicult, piezoelectric transformers are capable of achieving e-
ciencies of 98-99%, all while maintaining their magnetic neutrality. This allows them
to operate in magnetically-sensitive environments such as MRI scanners [49]. Further-
more, design of switch-mode converter topologies based on piezoelectric transformers
have proven to be capable of soft-switching while foregoing the use of any inductive
components [50{54].
The capability of switch-mode power converters to achieve soft-switching is essential to
increasing their eciency, especially when coupled with high frequency resonant opera-
tion [55{57]. When using piezoelectric transformer-based resonant tanks, the capability
of soft-switching relies entirely on transformer design and its ability to eectively oper-
ate in the inductive region [58{61]. By including this requirement in initial transformer
design, an empirical ZVS factor can be used in order to ensure soft-switching capabili-
ties [62]. This ensures the most favorable conditions for transformer inductive behavior
while still avoiding the use of an added series inductor [63, 64].
Besides piezoelectric transformer applications, the inductive behavior of piezoelectric
devices can also be used to replace inductors in power converters. These can then be
used alongside existing piezoelectric transformers to lessen transformer requirements
on soft-switching operation wile also maintaining magnetic neutrality [65, 66].
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Resistive
Resistive behavior of piezoelectric devices focuses on operation at resonance, where
the vibration response of the piezoelectric devices is amplied. This is useful for both
actuation and sensing, as it arguably represents the optimal energy transfer method
between domains [67{72] and is used extensively in piezoelectric motors, ultrasonic
baths, structural damage detection and energy harvesting [72{78].
A less-used application in which resonant piezoelectric actuators play a key role is ul-
trasonic levitation through squeeze lm induction, which is well-known in microuidics
and microacoustics [79{81]. A key role in this eld is the high volumetric power density
of piezoelectric devices and their feasibility in miniaturization. Nonetheless, piezo size
reduction is limited by heat generation through losses [82].
By applying the same principle of induced squeeze lm at a macroscopic level, levita-
tion or ultrasonic lubrication can be achieved in large systems, resulting in a reduction
of overall surface friction between contacting surfaces [83{89]. This provides a special
benet in haptic systems, where user feedback can be enhanced through friction mod-
ulation. Controlled vibration allows changing the relative feeling of smoothness in a
touch-based interaction surface which creates a much more involved user experience
compared to the smooth touch surfaces in use today [90{97].
Electrostatic lm actuators are thin, lightweight and exible actuators composed of fully
transparent plastic lms etched with ne-pitched electrodes [98, 99]. They have very
wide areas of application such as particle transportation or exible muscle actuation,
but feature most prominently in haptcis and human-machine interfaces where their
transparency allows them to be overlaid onto any traditional display surface or game
board. This allows enhancing these interfaces with actuation, motion and feedback
capabilities [100{103].
Despite their usefulness, a disadvantage of electrostatic actuators is the fact that they
require a layer of very small glass beads between stator and slider lms to act as both
gap material and friction reducer. This reduces the feasibility of the actuators since
the glass beads require periodic reapplication and also need cleaning up after use. By
inducing a squeeze lm between the contact surfaces through controlled piezoelectric
vibration, the necessity for glass beads can be reduced or totally eliminated.
2
Capacitive behavior of
piezoelectric actuators
This chapter touches on the rst relative region of interest in terms
of frequency for piezoelectric actuators { capacitive behavior, encoun-
tered at frequencies below resonance. This is also considered to be
the quasi-static region of operation, ideal for positioning applications.
Accuracy is highly limited by the hysteretic eect exhibited by the ac-
tuators between input voltage and output displacement. This eect is
discussed in the rst part of this chapter and covered more in-depth
in appendices A, B and C , together with methods of compensating
the behavior, detailed in appendix D. In the second part of the chap-
ter, the Piezoelectric Actuator Drive is introduced, together with its
characteristics, response and advantages. Details on this part can be
found in appendices E, F and G.
In the capacitive region of operation piezoelectric devices
behave electrically, as the name implies, like capacitors and
mechanically like springs and active sources of force or dis-
placement at the same time. It is this behavior that enables
their use in a large variety of applications including struc-
tural vibration damping, micro- and nano-scale positioning
or even more macroscopic applications such as linear or ro-
tary motors.
2.1 Piezoelectric multilayer actuators
The range of elongation in piezoelectric ceramics is in the order of nano- to microme-
ters, and is therefore not inherently useful in macroscopic energy transfer applications.
Stacking many layers of piezoceramics on top of each other creates a piezoelectric multi-
layer actuator (PMA). Fig. 2.1 illustrates the conceptual diagram (a) and actual image
(b) of a multilayer actuator. The advantage of PMAs over their single layer counter-
parts is the ability to produce larger deections and require a fraction of the voltage
levels of its single layer counterparts. The cost comes in the form of larger exhibited
capacitances and therefore higher currents for the same actuation speed.
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Figure 2.1: Piezoelectric multilayer actuator conceptual diagram (a) and photo (b).
A piezoelectric stack or multilayer actuator is made up of hundreds of individual piezo-
electric layers separated by thin electrodes. These layers are in a parallel conguration
electrically, enabling a reduced voltage level to produce the necessary electric eld.
Mechanically, they are in a series conguration and therefore the elongation of each
layer adds up to produce a larger displacement than a single element would. The nal
stack capacitance is given by the sum of each individual layer capacitance, due to their
parallel electrical conguration.
Besides their many desirable properties, piezoelectric devices in general exhibit two
dominating forms of nonlinearity that are not accounted for through their linear con-
stitutive equations: hysteresis and creep. Of the two eects, hysteresis has a much
larger impact on the positioning accuracy of the devices, especially under dynamic
operation while creep eects actuator position over long periods of static operation.
Hysteresis represents a non-unique mapping between device input and output, whereby
a specic input value can incur two dierent system output responses based on input
signal slope polarity. In piezoelectric devices, hysteresis is encountered between applied
voltage and obtained displacement and therefore output position cannot be correctly
ascertained in systems where closed-loop operation is not feasible.
2.1.1 Hysteresis eects and modeling
Modeling hysteresis in piezoelectric actuators is a necessary step in developing com-
pensation methods to negate the eects. The most encountered method of modeling
hysteresis in literature remains the Preisach-Krasnoselskii scalar model [24], which pro-
vides a straightforward method of representing the hysteretic eect. Although initially
developed for the purpose of modeling magnetic hysteresis, due to its phenomenolog-
ical nature, the method can be used to model any type of hysteresis [25]. This fact,
combined with the generally predictable performance has led the Preisach model to be
the preferred method used when hysteresis is involved.
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Figure 2.2: Parallel connection of elementary Preisach hysterons with weighting gains
The idea behind the classical scalar Preisach model consists of describing the hysteretic
eect through the use of an innite number of parallel-connected relay-type two-state
discontinuous operators  [u(t)], called basic hysterons. These elements represent
relay-like loops on the input-output plane with two values,  and , acting as the 'on'
and 'o' thresholds, with   . When an input signal u(t) becomes greater than
, the output of the operator becomes 'high' and goes to 'low' state only when the
input becomes less than . In between tresholds, the previous value is retained. More
explicitly, in the case of piezoelectric devices this can be written mathematically as
[u(t)] =
8><>:
 1 u(t)  ;
 [u(t)]   u(t)  ;
1 u(t)  :
(2.1)
Hysteresis can therefore be described as a nonlinearity with a non-local memory eect,
whereby the output of such a system depends on the current input as well as its past
values.
The structural block diagram of innite parallel hysteron connections is shown in
Fig. 2.2. It illustrates the connection and weighting of individual elementary hysterons,
whose sum produces the instantaneous output.
The proliferation of the Preisach hysteresis model is in no small part aided by its
geometrical interpretation, which also facilitates a better understanding of the active
and inactive surfaces that make up the hysteron plane or   plane. This interpretation
is exemplied in Fig. 2.3.
In this plane, a so-called Preisach triangle T0 is dened, which represents the region of
operation of the actuator, bordered by max; max; min and min. Only the surface
above the diagonal given by  =  has any physical meaning and therefore T0 is an
upper triangular surface. The elementary hysterons  [u(t)] have a direct correlation
to the     half-plane in such a way that at any point in time T0 is divided into
two surfaces S+ and S , representing the (; ) pairs for which [u(t)] = 1 or  1,
respectively. Mathematically, this is expressed as
x(t) =
ZZ
S+
(; ) [u(t)] d d +
ZZ
S 
(; ) [u(t)] d d; (2.2)
where u(t) is the voltage input to the piezoelectric actuator, x(t) represents the output
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Figure 2.3: Representation of the Preisach triangle, with examples for increasing (a), max-
imum (b), decreasing (c) and progressively decreasing amplitude (d) triangular
input and their respective surface divisions.
displacement, (; ) is the experimentally-obtained weighting function and [u(t)]
is the hysteron state.
Thereby, for a monotonic increase of the input u(t), the input-output plane shows an
ascending hysteresis branch, while the     half-plane 'lls up' from the bottom to
the horizontal line dened by  = f1j1  u(t)g. Similarly, a monotonic decrease in
input will then determine the surface to 'empty', but this process is orthogonal to the
one for increasing input. Therefore the 'lled' space T0 will empty starting from the
right towards the vertical line dened by  = f1j1  u(t)g. Thereby, a stochastic
input signal with several extrema will be represented as a combination of 'lled' and
'emptied' areas on the triangle, delimited by a boundary staircase layer or memory
curve denoted L. The coordinates of the corners on this curve will then fully describe
the output value based on current and past inputs.
The next step in completing the Preisach hysteresis model is discretizing the half-plane
and determining the (; ) weighting function. There are many ways in achieving
this, both parametric and nonparametric, but a constrained least squares iterative
minimization process is arguably the best suited nonparametric method for it [104]
since no initial assumption is made on the distribution shape. Through this method, the
square of the dierence between actual and modeled outputs is iteratively minimized
until the error is below a set threshold. The drawback is increased computational
intensity for large amounts of data and high levels of discretization. This discretization
is necessary for numeric implementation. Fig. 2.4 illustrates this process.
The weight distribution (; ) now retains one weight value for each discrete square in
the discretized   half-plane. Therefore, the output of the model will have a limited
number of discrete states it can attain and output changes are only determined when
the input signal variation is larger than the discretization step. It is then immediately
apparent that the model output approaches the real response as N(; )!1, where
N is the number of levels in the plane.
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Figure 2.4: Division of the Preisach plane into N = 12 equally-distanced values for  and ,
and the resulting 12 discrete levels obtained on the hysteresis curve.
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Figure 2.5: Block diagram of the experimental set-up (a) with close-up detail image (b). A
computer equipped with a PCI dSPACE board is used. The signal generated is
amplied through a voltage amplier. The unit under test is a Noliac custom
piezoelectric stack actuator. Elongation is measured using a Keyence LC-2440
laser sensor connected to a Keyence LC-2400 laser displacement meter (LDM).
In order to use the minimization method for determining the weighting matrix, the
full hysteretic eect needs to be mapped by applying a suciently rich identication
signal to the device input and mapping its output response. In this respect, a laser
displacement measurement system is used to measure piezoelectric elongation for a
receding amplitude saw-tooth signal input. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the block diagram of the
measurement set-up together with an image of the actual system.
The identication signal used together with its response are shown in Fig. 2.6(a) and
(b), respectively, while (c) illustrates the hysteretic eect between the input and piezo-
electric response. The input signal is a 1Hz receding sawtooth that starts at maximum
input amplitude and successively converges towards the bias point. There is a direct
correlation between the number of input signal periods or inversions and the number
of concentric hysteresis loops. For correct model identication, the number of reversals
has to at least match the discretization level employed so that all hysterons are excited
at least once.
The result of the identication procedure is then a weight matrix (; ), with each of its
values assigned to a corresponding square in the Preisach plane. Fig. 2.7(a) illustrates
the modeled versus measured responses while (b) presents the mapping of the weights
onto the plane for a discretization level of N = 30. The main diagonal elements account
for the bulk of the response and correspond to the quasi-linear diagonal shape of the
hysteretic curve.
In order for the model to more faithfully represent the real system response, a higher
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Figure 2.6: Receding amplitude sawtooth identication signal (a), obtained response (b) and
resulting hysteresis (c).
discretization level is required. During the experimenting process, identication is per-
formed with an input signal with 200 inversions and a corresponding discretization step
is applied. Fig. 2.8 illustrates the weight distribution for this identication procedure.
A simple visual comparison to Fig. 2.7(b) makes it obvious that the higher discretiza-
tion level can capture details in the hysteretic behavior much more intricately. The cost
comes in the form of time taken for the identication process. While the simpler model
with N = 30 steps takes 22 s to complete, for the much larger model with N = 200
steps this time increases to approximately 2 h. Nonetheless, this one-time penalty is the
only disadvantage, since after the identication process the modeling time itself does
not substantially increase with discretization, while its accuracy does.
The Preisach hysteresis model presented so far is a powerful method in black box -type
phenomenological hysteresis modeling. It is capable of representing any hysteresis shape
with complete disregard for the underlying physical phenomena involved. Nonetheless,
one major disadvantage of the method is its incapability, in its standard form, of mod-
eling either rate or temperature dependence { two eects that piezoelectric actuators
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Figure 2.7: Detail view of modeled versus measured responses (a) and corresponding weight
matrix (b) for a discretization level of N = 30.
Figure 2.8: A weight distribution plot for a discretization level of N = 200.
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Figure 2.9: Hysteresis versus voltage.
suer from.
In order to analyze the eect of temperature on stack actuator operation and con-
sequently on the modeling process, a set of measurements was performed wherein the
same identication function from Fig. 2.6(a) is applied to a piezoelectric actuator input.
Its response is then measured for 8 dierent temperature levels, ranging from 25 C to
200 C. The previously presented Preisach identication procedure is then applied with
a low discretization step of N = 20, in order to enable quicker interpretation of the
results. Thereby, 8 separate weighting matrices are obtained that correspond to the 8
dierent temperature levels.
Fig. 2.9 shows one loop of the hysteresis behavior of the studied device for each tem-
perature level. Herein, the maximum obtainable stroke of the piezoelectric actuator
increases with temperature, with the free displacement obtained at 200 C showing a
70% increase over room temperature values.
The Preisach model is then used to obtain 8 sets of dierent distribution matrices. From
the previous gure it can be observed that temperature only changes the maximum
stroke, but does not signicantly distort the hysteresis shape. This is also reected
in the obtained distributions, as the eects of temperature are only prominent on the
components situated on the main diagonal. Therefore, in order to visually illustrate the
eects of temperature on the Preisach plane, only the main diagonals of the obtained
matrices are analyzed. Fig. 2.10 shows the elements on these diagonals plotted in
increasing temperature order. The gure exhibits the same type of quasi-linear increase
in diagonal coecients between temperature levels.
The results obtained in this experiment support previous claims [105, 106] that the
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Figure 2.10: Value of Preisach distribution diagonal elements versus temperature.
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Figure 2.11: Linear t of the temperature trend (a) and obtained maximum relative error for
each temperature value (b).
piezoelectric stroke increases with temperature. Moreover, in the range of measure-
ment, a quasi-linear dependency between the two is observed. This previous research
then explains this trend by introducing a set of temperature-dependent constitutive
equations wherein the charge constant is directly proportional to temperature. Since
the Preisach model is phenomenological in nature, this physically-attributed temper-
ature trend is not inherently useful. Therefore, a better approach is to augment the
obtained weight function to include the temperature dependence as an added overall
linear weighting factor.
Fig. 2.11(a) shows the mean relative trend of the weights on the main diagonal of the
Preisach distribution matrix with respect to temperature. This linear t can now be
used to extrapolate model weights for dierent temperatures. Plot (b) in the same gure
then shows the evaluation of this approach by illustrating the maximum relative error
obtained at each temperature level versus the real weights directly modeled. Although a
deviation from the real weight by 22% seems signicant, this is the worst-case scenario
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for one single value in the entire diagonal. The actual average error is approximately
3%.
Therefore, the method proposed is considered suitable for extending the Preisach hys-
teresis model to cover temperature dependencies, when at least two sets of temperature
data are available and assuming a linear temperature relationship in the desired op-
eration area. In the case studied here, this area of operation stays linear over a large
temperature range.
2.1.2 Hysteresis compensation
Compensation of the eects of hysteresis is necessary in order to improve the positioning
accuracy of piezoelectric devices in applications where open-loop control is desirable.
Even in closed-loop applications, precompensation of hysteresis can help reduce require-
ments on control law dynamics and improve overall system behavior. In this respect,
an inverse Preisach model is built from the one presented in the previous section. One
of the disadvantages of the discrete Preisach method now becomes apparent, in that it
does not have an analytical inverse. Therefore, an approximate inverse is calculated,
based on a closest-match algorithm [107]. In short, the algorithm compares a desired
output to the output of the Preisach model and then successively increases or decreases
the input to the model until the two outputs are within specied tolerances.
This approximate inverse model can now be used in order to shape the input signal
such that the desired output displacement trajectory is obtained. The results of this
procedure will now be presented graphically, together with a verication process by
which a signal other than the one used for identication is set as trajectory and the
piezo output is measured to see the extent of the compensation. Fig. 2.12(a) shows
the measured and desired responses of a piezoelectric device. The desired trajectory
is used as an input to the Preisach inversion algorithm. The resulting input voltage is
presented in (b), and the measured response in (a) is the result obtained for this input
signal. The hysteresis plot in (c) shows a much more linear input-output response of the
device compared to Fig. 2.6(c). This proves that hysteresis precompensation greatly
reduces the nonlinear eects.
In order to further evaluate the performance of this compensation method, a pure sinu-
soidal displacement prole is set as the desired trajectory. The voltage signal obtained
from the Preisach inversion is then fed to the piezo device again, with the results being
shown in Fig. 2.13. Plot (a) shows a good match between desired and measured re-
sponses, with the nonlinearities almost completely eliminated. This is then reinforced
by the x-y plot showing hysteresis between desired and measured responses in (b). In
order to prove that the nonlinear eects have been transfered to the input voltage sig-
nal, plot (c) shows its hysteretic response with respect to the measured output. From
these results it can be concluded that the hysteresis inversion method used is eective
in obtaining a more linear response in piezoelectric devices with respect to their output
displacement. Through the closest-match inversion algorithm, an inverse hysteretic re-
lationship is embedded into the piezo voltage input. As a result, the direct and inverse
eects cancel each other out.
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Figure 2.12: Response of the system to an inverted identication input signal. The desired
and measured trajectory (a), obtained inverse input voltage (b) and hysteresis
between desired and measured trajectory (c).
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Figure 2.13: Response of the system to a sinusoidal excitation. The desired and measured
trajectory (a), hysteresis between the two (b) and hysteresis between inverted
system input and measured output (c). The hysteresis shape is inverted in this
case.
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Figure 2.14: Piezoelectric Actuator Drive motor. Production unit.
2.2 The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD)
The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD) is a new type of electrical rotary motor that
employs piezoelectric multilayer actuators to impart motion. A micro-mechanical gear-
ing is used to transform the linear motion of these actuators into a precise rotation.
These micrometer-sized teeth enable the PAD to achieve high positioning accuracy, sim-
ilar to stepper motors. The motor has a positioning accuracy of less than 2 arc-seconds
without the use of any positioning sensors. At the same time, the PAD achieves high
typical output torques of 4Nm without extra gearing. Unlike steppers, the motor is
not back-drivable and holds its position even when not powered due to its mechanical
gearing. Furthermore, its actuation principle places no lower limit on motor speed.
Another great advantage of using the PAD as a replacement for conventional servo
drives is the fact that, by machining all parts and housing out of titanium, the PAD
preserves the non-magnetic properties of the piezoelectric actuators used. This extends
the range of applications in which the PAD can be used beyond the possibilities of
more conventional drives, such as operation in high radiation or strong magnetic elds.
One such case is operation close to the bore of a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
scanner, as a patient table positioning motor to enable patient positioning without
disturbing the image produced by the scanner itself. This specic application is also a
base performance metric in the project.
Fig. 2.14 shows one version of a nal production-unit motor, while Fig. 2.15 oers an
exploded view of the motor components.
Despite the advantages of the PAD, there are some challenges associated with its oper-
ation. The piezoelectric devices used in its construction are stack actuators that exhibit
3:3 µF to 3:5 µF capacitance each. Purely capacitive loads, also called reactive loads,
do not dissipate power, but store it as energy within a half-cycle and pump it back
into the power supply in the other half-cycle. Thus, the power delivered to the motor
is highly reactive. Since only the real part of the power is eectively transformed into
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Figure 2.15: Exploded view of PAD components (image courtesy of Noliac A/S).
mechanical work and loss, the converter used to drive the motor needs to be able to
cope with large amounts of reactive power in order to be ecient.
Furthermore, sensorless operation of the PAD is desired in order to reduce fabrication
cost, improve reliability and maintain magnetic neutrality. This requires extracting in-
formation about rotor position, speed and motor torque from the motor signals without
the use of expensive external sensors. Due to the sti nature of the ceramic actuators,
the load has very little inuence on the motor signals and is therefore dicult to
correctly estimate. Adding to this diculty is the highly hysteretic behavior of piezo-
electric ceramics in general. This hysteresis needs to be compensated for in order to
correctly estimate rotor position.
2.2.1 Characterization
The internal conceptual structure of the motor is shown in Fig 2.16(a). Four piezo-
electric multilayer actuators are placed inside the motor housing { two sets of parallel
actuators, with the pairs having a 90 geometrical displacement between them. These
are xed to the motor housing on one side and to the motor ring on the other. This
ring has a square exterior prole with a circular cutout in its center which houses the
motor shaft. Both the surface on the inside of the motor ring and the circumference
of the shaft are machined into ne teeth with a pitch of 100 µm. Fig. 2.16(b) shows a
microscope image of the motor shaft and teeth. The ring and shaft have 313 and 312
teeth, respectively, with the shaft having one tooth less than the ring. This forms a
robust contact point between surfaces, suited for power transfer while also gives the
PAD the ability to output high levels of torque.
The multilayer actuators expand and contract linearly along their length, pushing and
pulling against the motor ring. This creates two axes of actuation within the plane of
the motor ring and shaft in which the ring exhibits a non-concentric movement around
the shaft. The contact point between the two then brings the ring into rotation through
friction.
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Figure 2.16: PAD principle (a) with a microscope image of the ne gearing on the motor shaft
(b) (image courtesy of Noliac A/S).
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Figure 2.17: Sine and cosine voltage signals applied to the actuators, normalized to their
period (a) and ideal spatial trajectory obtained (b)
By applying a dc-biased sinusoidal voltage to the actuators on one axis and a phase
shifted version of the same signal with a 90 phase shift to the other actuation axis,
the resulting spatial trajectory will be circular. Fig. 2.17(a) shows the voltages applied
to the actuators normalized to their sinusoidal periods, while Fig. 2.17(b) illustrates
the resulting trajectory. Thereby, the motor ring exhibits an o-center circular motion
around the shaft which is rotated in the opposite direction through the contact point
between them.
Each full period of the applied sinusoidal voltages determines the motor ring to do a
full revolution around the shaft and this, in turn, makes the shaft rotate a distance
equivalent to one tooth step. This is due to the inherent gearing ratio present through
the micromechanical toothing. Therefore, a 360 rotation of the contact point between
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Figure 2.18: The principle of rotation in the PAD motor. The magenta arrows represents the
direction of actuation, which is the same as the position of the contact point.
The shaft is xed by a bearing, shown here by the dotted line, while the ring is
free to rotate around it.
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Figure 2.19: Simplied mechanical representation of the PAD motor with voltage-driven force
sources.
the motor ring and shaft produces a 1.15 rotation in the output shaft of the motor
through the gear coupling with a ratio of 1=312. This style of actuation, illustrated in
Fig. 2.18, makes the PAD similar to other wobble motors that employ the same prin-
ciple. Moreover, the motor shaft angular position and speed with respect to electrical
angle and driving frequency can be expressed as
mech =
Nring  Nshaft
Nring
 el (2.3)
 =
Nring  Nshaft
Nring
 f
60
; (2.4)
where mech is the shaft angle, el the electrical angle,  is the shaft rotation speed in
RPM, Nring and Nshaft represent the number of teeth on the motor ring and shaft,
respectively, while f is the frequency in Hz of the applied input voltage. The electrical
angle is a time-varying quantity that can be linked to the same signal frequency f
through the relationship el(t) = 2ft.
In order to expand on the principle of rotation, a simple model for the PAD motor
that shows the power transfer between electrical and mechanical domains is derived.
Hereby, Fig. 2.16 can be extended to show a simplied mechanical representation of
the motor, as illustrated in Fig 2.19.
Particularizing the piezoelectric constitutive equations for expressing one-dimensional
motion of stacked piezoelectric actuators, the displacement of the motor ring on each
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individual axis can now be expressed in terms of piezoelectric coecient d33, spring
constant kp, generated force Fx;y and axis voltage Vx;y as
x(t) =   1
kp
Fx(t) + d33vx(t)
y(t) =   1
kp
Fy(t) + d33vy(t):
(2.5)
The quantities expressed here are the equivalent combination of the parallel stack for-
mation. Considering ideal driving voltages
vx(t) = V0 + V cos(el(t))
vy(t) = V0 + V sin(el(t));
(2.6)
then (2.5) can be rewritten to solve for the axis forces as
Fx(t) = kpd33V cos(el(t))  kpx(t)
Fy(t) = kpd33V sin(el(t))  kpy(t):
(2.7)
In the previous equations, bias voltage V0 has been omitted since its eect can be
encompassed into correct consideration of displacement starting point. Now, the motion
of the ring around the shaft can also be expressed geometrically as
x(t) = (rr   rs)cos(ring(t))
y(t) = (rr   rs)sin(ring(t));
(2.8)
where rr and rs are the ring and shaft radii, respectively. The position of the ring
center with respect to the shaft center is variable and will in practice not overlap during
operation, unlike illustrated in 2.19. Therefore, ring is dened as the complementary
of the angle formed by the contact point between ring and shaft and the x-axis. Motor
torque can now be expressed as the work done by the resultant force developed by the
two axes of actuation, coupled through the gearing ratio Ngear
 =
1
Ngear
Fresrs; (2.9)
with Ngear = (Nring   Nshaft)=Nring. Time dependency is dropped for clarity. The
resultant tangential force is the scalar product of the individual axis forces [34], therefore
Fres =  Fx(t)sin(ring) + Fycos(ring): (2.10)
The previous relationship results from the distance between ring and shaft centers dur-
ing operation. Now, by combining (2.7) and (2.8) and taking (2.10) into consideration,
an expression for the torque developed by the PAD motor can be given:
 =
kprs
Ngear
d33V sin(el   ring): (2.11)
Hereby, an externally-applied torque to the motor ring will incur a phase shift between
electrical and mechanical angles. This is equivalent in practice to a lag with respect to
electrical angle of the contact point between ring and shaft and is proportional with the
applied torque. The maximum torque developed by the motor is therefore dependent
on the coecient of friction between the ring and shaft.
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2.2.2 Driving
The model presented in the previous section uses ideal phase-shifted sinusoidal voltages
to drive the two sets of stacks. Unlike resonant-type piezoelectric motors, the power
capabilities of the PAD are signicant. The stacks inside the motor are rated at 200V.
With their capacitive behavior and a rated small-signal capacitance of 3 µF per stack,
operation at higher frequencies places a signicant burden on the power driver, as the
current draw is proportional to frequency in capacitors.
The peak power required to operate one actuator in the PAD at its maximum rated
frequency of 200Hz can be estimated [108] through
P = fCptan()V
2; (2.12)
where f is the excitation frequency, Cp is the small-signal capacitance, tan() is the
piezoelectric loss factor and V is the applied voltage amplitude. By using a typical loss
factor of 10%, a peak power estimation of 20W is obtained. Therefore, in order to
drive all four stacks in the motor, the power stage needs to be able to deliver 80W. In
reality, under dynamic operation these values are much higher.
Peak power, or apparent power in o-resonance piezoelectric actuators is high because
they behave like highly reactive loads. Apparent power, denoted S and measured in
VA, is a measure of total power in systems with reactive loads present. It represents
the vector sum of the total active and reactive power components. The phase angle
between voltage and current determines the amount of reactance, and consequently
how large each power component is. Apparent power can be expressed as
S =
p
P 2 +Q2; (2.13)
where P is the active power while Q is the reactive power. A set of measurements
are performed with the help of a power analyzer, in order to assess the real levels of
all power components in the motor. The measurements, shown in Fig. 2.20 represent
total motor power and are done with varying levels of load torque in order to map load
inuence on power requirements. These measured values are much higher than the ones
initially estimated, with apparent power peaking at almost 250 VA. This proves that the
standard piezoelectric power estimation formulas do not hold for the PAD motor. Since
applied voltage amplitude is constant, power increases almost linearly with frequency.
Moreover, it is interesting to see that the highest reactive power is encountered when
no load on the motor is applied. Conversely, real power increases linearly with load.
This is explained through the fact that only the real part of the power gets delivered
to the load, while the energy in the reactive part gets sent back to the driver. Adding
a load torque to the motor therefore only increases the real part of the motor power,
therefore reducing the phase angle between applied voltage and current. The system
becomes more resistive. This concept is illustrated with the help of power phasors in
Fig. 2.21. This behavior is also in agreement with the motor torque model expressed
in the previous section, and therefore a correlation between measurement and model is
acknowledged.
In order to drive the PAD motor, a power stage capable of satisfying the studied
power requirements is built. Fig. 2.22 shows a rst version of motor driver, which
employs linear amplication to achieve desired driving signals. This is a 4-channel
linear amplier based on high power op-amp modules capable of outputting 400W of
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Figure 2.20: Comparison between apparent (a) and real (b) powers versus frequency for dif-
ferent load levels
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Figure 2.21: The relationship between active, reactive and apparent power in the unloaded
(a) and loaded motor (b).
Figure 2.22: 4-channel linear amplier for driving the PAD motor.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.23: Switch-mode driver for the PAD motor (a) with thermal characteristics under
full load (b).
power per module. Designed with a gain factor of 40, a provided 2:5V biased input
signal is amplied to required voltage levels. The reason for choosing an initial linear
design is due to their very low distortion levels, as the PAD is sensitive to the presence of
high-frequency noise in its drive signals. Furthermore, a 4-channel approach was chosen
to both reduce the per-channel load and oer the exibility of individually driving each
stack inside the motor.
The major disadvantage of driving the PAD with a linear stage is the fact that this
type of amplier is incapable of bidirectional operation. Therefore, the large amounts
of reactive energy cannot be transferred back to the supply and is thus burned o as
heat on the amplier. Even though the active cooling present in the amplier is capable
of sustaining 165W of dissipation, this is severely limiting overall system eciency and
also puts unnecessary thermal stress on the power stage.
Therefore, switch-mode half bridge-based amplier was designed in parallel to the linear
one, as part of a student thesis project. This design, although having only 2 channels,
is much more ecient in operation since it can feed energy back to the power supply.
It therefore runs much cooler, even under full load. The amplier itself is shown in
Fig. 2.23(a), while (b) presents its loaded thermal performance.
2.2.3 Sensorless operation
Sensorless operation refers to the ability of a system, usually a motor drive, to operate
in closed-loop without feedback from explicit external sensors such as position or torque
sensors. The benet lies mainly in reduced cost and increased reliability, but the PAD
has the added benet of retaining its magnetic neutrality.
While the drivers covered in the previous section are capable of providing the necessary
power to run the PAD motor, a correct reference trajectory needs to also be provided, in
the form of the two sinusoidal driving signals as amplication reference. Furthermore,
to obtain sensorless closed-loop operation of the PAD, a feedback network is necessary.
One property that can be exploited in this respect is the capability of piezoelectric
devices to simultaneously act as both actuators and sensors.
In order to model the sensing capabilities of the actuators used in the motor, it is useful
to look at the constitutive equation that maps the dependence of charge on both force
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Figure 2.24: Sawyer-Tower measurement circuit.
and voltage. A particularization of the equation to the current application yields the
following charge-force-voltage relationship:
qx(t) =  d33Fx(t) + Cpvx(t)
qy(t) =  d33Fy(t) + Cpvy(t);
(2.14)
where the charges on each axis, qx and qy are related to their respective axis forces Fx;y
and voltages vx;y. By replacing the forces with (2.7) and using the ring trajectory from
(2.8), the charge can be expressed as
qx(t) = (Cp   d233)V cos(el) + kpd33(rr   rs)cos(ring)
qy(t) = (Cp   d233)V sin(el) + kpd33(rr   rs)sin(ring):
(2.15)
Since charge is here dependent on the angle of the contact point between ring and
shaft with respect to shaft center, an externally-applied load torque will then be sensed
through the piezoelectric charge. One way of sensing charge is by using a Sawyer-Tower
measurement circuit, shown in Fig. 2.24, whereby a large capacitor is added in series
with the piezoelectric actuator. The voltage across this capacitor is now a proportional
representation of the charge through the circuit branch. This method is prominent
throughout literature and is extensively used for ferroelectric device characterization.
The disadvantage of the Sawyer-Tower method, despite its simplicity, is the dependence
of measurement accuracy on the reliability and linearity of the measuring capacitor.
Moreover, since the circuit acts as a capacitive divider, the extra added capacitance
needs to be much larger than the measured sample, in order to maximize the voltage
drop on the device itself. In the case of the PAD, this means adding in a capacitor of
at least 300 µF, which is very bulky in size.
In order to circumvent these limitations, a more modern approach is sensing the current
through the branch by means of an added sense resistor in the ground path of the
capacitor. Then, through either an integrating op-amp or digital integration using a
signal processor, the value of charge can be obtained from this current.
The need for a signal processor in the project for driving purposes has guided the choice
towards the digital integration method, which oers additional exibility compared to
an analog integrator. Therefore, in order to provide driving signals to the motor and
sense the charge on each actuator, both a 4-channel signal generator and 4-channel
current measurement circuit were developed.
Fig. 2.25(a) shows the signal generator, which employs two 16-bit 2-channel D/A con-
verters that can generate arbitrary signals up to 1MHz. This is signicantly more than
the needed 200Hz bandwidth for the motor. The two converters are digitally-fed from
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.25: D/A-based 4-channel signal generator (a) and aerent 4-channel current sensing
circuit (b).
Figure 2.26: Custom SPI-like unidirectional protocol running at a data clock rate of 10MHz.
the circuit input through an isolation barrier, in order to fully isolate the digital and
analog parts of the motor system and driver, thereby protecting the digital processor
from mishaps and improving overall noise performance.
The D/A converters used for signal generation require a custom serial peripheral in-
terface (SPI) communication protocol with a payload of 24 bits, out of which 16 bits
are data and the other 8 are conguration and overhead. Each D/A converter is in-
dependently fed and provides two output channels which are time-multiplexed on the
data lines. Use of a eld-programmable gate array (FPGA) enabled the development
of a high-throughput custom protocol by minimizing payload overhead and foregoing
standard SPI bidirectionality, since this is not required here. Fig. 2.26 shows one data
packet to the D/A converter. The operating communications clock frequency is 10MHz,
which, by taking into account minimum set-up times between packets and multiplexing
of two channels on one line, yields a nal theoretical signal sampling rate of 550 kHz.
Fig. 2.27 then shows the four outputs from the signal generator. These are individually
controllable in amplitude, frequency and phase and therefore oer a high exibility in
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.27: Signal generator board output showing full quadrature (a) or two-by-two in-
phase operation (b).
Figure 2.28: Graphical interface for qualitative trajectory assessment.
researching dierent PAD driving modes and geometrical congurations.
One weakness of the PAD motor not yet discussed until now is its sensitivity to man-
ufacturing tolerances, mechanical irregularities and assembly process. Ring and shaft
alignment, roundness and tooth quality all aect the driving performance and torque
output of the motor. When too high torque is applied to the shaft, the motor ring
will slip and tooth skipping will occur. The geometrical point at which this occurs is
repeatable and represents the weakest connection point between ring and shaft. This
is determined by the afore-mentioned manufacturing process, as well as the nal me-
chanical assembly and centering.
In order to be able to qualify this tooth skipping phenomenon, a toolbox is developed
that allows a visual inspection of the trajectory of the ring around the shaft by ana-
lyzing the dierent motor signals it couples into. Fig. 2.28 illustrates the designed user
interface used to perform this analysis.
Oine, previously-acquired data from the two driving axes can be imported and is then
displayed in the central spatial plot in the gure. The number of teeth the motor passes
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Figure 2.29: PAD graphical user interface.
through is then calculated, and the interface allows the user to display any desired tooth
window that is of interest. Concomitantly, either a windowed time plot or spectrum
can be viewed on the right-hand side.
The roundness of the spatial plot of the axes currents gives an indication of the overall
motor contact point quality. Whenever the motor is nearing its overload point, ringing
can be observed on the circular trajectory. The amplitude of the oscillation then steadily
increases until tooth skipping occurs. This allows not only preempting when the motor
nears its limit, but also pinpointing the location and exact tooth at which skipping will
occur.
Finally, as part of the development process, an overall system user interface is designed,
which combines all the capabilities presented thus far. This enables quick driving and
experimentation with the motor system itself without in-depth knowledge of the system
hardware or software intricacies. This interface is shown in Fig. 2.29. Hereby, all
necessary hardware and software steps and precautions are taken and the system is
ready for intricate control algorithm development, live motor parameter estimation or
even adding features such as back-drivability through torque sensing.
2.2.4 MRI behavior
Magnetic resonance imaging is a medical principle that uses a magnetic eld and pulses
of radio wave energy to perform imaging of organs and structures inside the body.
Therefore, it is important that all equipment used inside the scanner room complies
with medical standards. The goal of this part of the project is to test the feasibility
of using the presented PAD motor inside such a scanner room, in order to drive the
patient positioning table. Thus, a basic requirement is fabricating all motor parts and
housing out of non-magnetic materials. For the nal design, the choice was narrowed
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down to titanium.
The performance of the motor inside an MRI scanner is then evaluated, by placing
the motor close to the scanner bore and analyzing the resulting inuence on images of
standard oil and water test phantoms. The test was performed in collaboration with
Siemens Healthcare and one of their Magnetom Spectra 3T scanners was used.
Fig. 2.30 shows the test set-up, wherein the motor is placed approximately 150mm
from the center of the measurement, which in turn lies in the center of the oil phantom
shown. Fig. 2.31 illustrates a perspective view of the three dierent imaging planes
that are presented in the upcoming results. Motor placement here is indicated by the
magenta arrows.
In order to be able to qualify the results, a rst image is taken with the motor absent
from the set-up. This is shown in Fig. 2.32. The top row of images represent the water
phantom, and are used to assess radio-frequency (RF) interference coupled into the
image. These will exhibit the presence of white areas within the ball, corresponding
to interfering frequencies. Even when no harmonic components are present, the overall
graininess of the images will increase with general RF noise present.
The bottom row of images show the oil phantom. Any magnetic materials present
around the scanner bore will incur a shift in its nominal resonance frequency. This
is visible in the oil phantom as black/white transitions, where every such transition
corresponds to a 0.25 ppm shift. In order for a device to be deemed suitable for
operation in MRI conditions, its presence must not provoke more than one 0.25 ppm
shift in resonance frequency measured directly in the center of the phantom.
Fig. 2.33 shows the inuence of the unpowered motor on the images. Naturally, no
RF components are present in the water phantom, while the oil phantom shows one
transition in the center of the image, which is deemed acceptable. Fig. 2.34 shows
the case where the motor is running at 10Hz. There is no signicant inuence on the
phantoms, compared to the unpowered case.
Conversely, there is no interference on the motor itself from the scanner as it is able to
operate normally. Torque output is also tested by coupling the motor to a load spring.
Its performance is identical both inside and outside the MRI room.
Finally, in order to justify the choice of titanium as a construction material for the
motor, Fig. 2.35 shows a measurement of the oil phantom with an older version of the
PAD motor which used stainless steel as its housing material. Even though stainless
steel is also deemed a non-magnetic metal, it is clear that its inuence on the scanner
image is unacceptable.
The measurements performed here attest the usability of the PAD motor inside MRI
scanners, thereby proving its potential for medical or other highly-magnetic applica-
tions.
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Figure 2.30: Placement of motor at 150mm versus oil phantom ball center.
TopSide Front
Figure 2.31: Placement of motor at 150mm versus oil phantom ball center.
Figure 2.32: Reference image with PAD motor absent.
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Figure 2.33: MRI signal degradation in the presence of the PAD motor. Motor is not powered.
Figure 2.34: MRI signal degradation in the presence of the PAD motor. The motor is running
at 10Hz
Figure 2.35: Old version of PAD using stainless steel as housing material.
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2.3 Chapter summary
This chapter focuses on the low-frequency operation of piezoelectric devices, where they
exhibit a capacitive behavior from an electrical point of view. This enables their use
in quasi-static applications, where the focus lies on either sensing, as a direct eect, or
positioning and actuation, as a converse eect.
The research focuses specically on piezoelectric stack actuators, which couple several
active piezoelectric layers together in order to obtain a larger net stroke at a reduced
input voltage, compared to their single-layer counterparts. Used in positioning appli-
cations, the hysteretic nonlinearities between applied input and resulting output stroke
are highly detrimental with respect to positioning accuracy.
Therefore, the extents of the eect are studied in detail and the concept of Preisach
model of hysteresis is introduced. This enables a phenomenological characterization
of hysteresis and, following an identication process and approximate inversion, allows
both estimation and compensation of the undesired hysteresis. Furthermore, the inu-
ence of temperature on piezoelectric stacks is studied and a method of inclusion in the
model is presented.
This leads to the introduction of the Piezoelectric Actuator Drive, a type of motor drive
that employs stack actuators to impart motion. Motor structure and characteristics are
presented in detail and a simplied model is introduced that links the forces generated
by the actuators to torque output. Next, power requirements are presented and two
separate power stages that can drive the motor are introduced. A discussion about the
concepts of sensorless operation and its benets follows, together with a presentation
of the analog and digital interfaces developed to support it.
Finally, the motor is intended for operation inside a magnetic resonance chamber, as a
driving stage for the patient positioning table. In this respect, the magnetic neutrality
of the PAD is exploited and measurements inside an MRI scanner follow in order to
demonstrate the feasibility of this type of application.
Further details about the concepts discussed in this chapter, covering both hysteresis
modeling and motor characteristics and driving can be found in appendices A, B, C,
D, E, F and G.
3
Inductive behavior of
piezoelectric actuators
This chapter touches on the second relative region of interest in terms
of frequency for piezoelectric actuators { inductive behavior, encoun-
tered between the resonance and anti-resonance frequency peaks. The
voltage across the piezoelectric device leads the current through it at
these frequencies. Therefore, the device electrically behaves like an in-
ductor. This behavior is almost exclusively encountered in piezoelectric
transformers. Besides their other benets, piezoelectric transformers
are also magnetically neutral. This property is of exceptional interest
since they can be used in non-magnetic power converters and therefore
be placed inside MRI scanners with little impact on imaging quality.
Focus is placed on a mixed analog and digital control method based on
dead-time control, detailed in-depth in appendices H, I and J. The
nal behavior is evaluated inside an MRI room.
Operation in the inductive region is almost exclusively en-
countered in piezoelectric transformer (PT)-based applica-
tions, since in this frequency region the piezoelectric ce-
ramic behaves like an equivalent inductor. Unlike the ca-
pacitive and resistive behaviors, the benet of this type of
operation is only apparent when energy from the piezo is
transfered through a mechanical interface back into elec-
trical domain. Therefore, as a transformer, the device is
actually composed of two mechanically-coupled actuators
that act as a two-port energy conversion circuit. An ac excitation signal on one side is
converted into a proportional mechanical vibration. This is then coupled to the other
side, which converts the mechanical vibration back into an electrical signal.
The high desirability of piezoelectric transformers stems in no small part from their
ability to single-handedly act as resonant tank circuits, thereby enabling the design
of high-frequency soft-switching power converters without the use of discrete inductor
components. This is imperative in order to develop an MRI-compliant power con-
verter. Furthermore, a strong mechanical coupling between the two devices comprising
a transformer is desired for ecient energy transfer. A resulting drawback is that the
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Figure 3.1: Mason model of single-resonance piezoelectric transformer.
quality factor Q of the structure will be high and therefore the bandwidth for inductive
operation is greatly reduced. Moreover, the frequency behavior of these transformers
changes with both load and thermal characteristics and is aected by aging.
All of these factors lead to a greatly increased diculty in maintaining circuit stability
with respect to frequency. A control circuit needs to therefore track the resonance
and keep the input signal frequency within the desired operating region for maximum
eciency.
3.1 Piezoelectric transformers
Presenting an equivalent electrical or mechanical circuit model is useful for express-
ing the frequency behavior of the transformer with respect to its complex impedance.
Fig. 3.1 shows the Mason-equivalent electrical representation of a piezoelectric trans-
former. This is the idealized case in which only one resonance is modeled. Any ad-
ditional resonances can be represented by adding an equivalent number of series RLC
structures in parallel with the original one. This combination of both inductive and
capacitive elements enables transformer use in resonant-type switching power convert-
ers. While a move to high frequency conversion brings many benets, switching losses
also start to dominate. Therefore, soft-switching becomes an imperative design metric
in order to achieve high overall eciencies [55{57].
Soft-switching in a switch-mode power converter represents the phenomenon by which
state changes in the switching nodes happen only when either voltage across or current
through them is zero. These methods are called zero-voltage or zero-current switching,
or ZVS and ZCS, respectively. In the idealized case, this completely eliminates losses
during switching events. Therefore, focus throughout the whole design procedure is
placed on achieving ZVS capabilities, which in the case of piezoelectric transformers
is a property of the transformer itself [109]. Conversely, hard-switching represents
switching with no regards to loss minimization.
Although the macroscopic behavior of dierent piezoelectric transformers is the same,
the actual mechanical construction can greatly vary based on shape and vibration cou-
pling direction. Throughout the present research, dierent models of transformers are
used, which were designed by Noliac A/S in close collaboration with DTU Electron-
ics. Fig. 3.2 shows two dierent designs of radial mode transformers. Of the two, the
round design was the major focus for experiments and analysis, since it presents both
stable operation and good ZVS capabilities. Fig. 3.3 shows a few designs of interleaved
electrode transformers with more exotic electrode congurations, where the main focus
was an improvement in power throughput while also adding additional features such as
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Figure 3.2: Radial mode piezoelectric transformers.
Figure 3.3: Interleaved interdigitated electrode (IDE) piezoelectric transformers.
current sensing elements [49, 110].
3.1.1 Dead-time control
If a piezoelectric transformer-based switch-mode power converter is capable of ZVS
operation, then one way of ensuring this is by controlling the time when both high and
low side switches are o. This implies variable-frequency control, since the period of
the switching signals varies with their o time.
Fig. 3.4 shows the block diagram of the a half-bridge switch-mode power converter used
for developing the control algorithm that ensures ZVS operation. Fig. 3.5 illustrates
the concept of on and o time between the pulses driving the half-bridge. Dead-time is
represented by the magenta areas in the gure, and is generally expressed in % of one
switching period. This time needs to be sucient for the current into the transformer
to carry enough energy in order to to charge and discharge its input capacitance. At
the same time, it needs to ensure that the switches are never on simultaneously, in
order to avoid shoot-through. An optimal dead-time ensures that the switching events
happen only when the voltage dierence is null between the switched node and Vcc for
high-side activation or ground for low-side activation. This represents the basis for ZVS
operation and sets the stage for delay-based pulse-shaping.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of on versus o time in a half-bridge switch-mode converter.
Optimum dead-time
In order to ensure the most favorable amount of dead-time necessary, a so-called op-
timum dead-time circuit is developed. This is an analog detection algorithm whose
operation principle is illustrated by Fig. 3.6. Basically, the switching node voltage is
tracked and four conditions are tested for:
 if the node voltage equals or exceeds the voltage rail, then activate high-side;
 if the node voltage equals or is below reference, then activate low-side;
 if the node voltage has reached its local maximum, then activate high-side;
 if the node voltage has reached its local minimum, then activate low-side;
In normal operation, the transformer has enough energy in its oscillation so its capaci-
tance will be charged and discharged all the way to rail and ground. Two comparators
ensure that, when either level is reached, the voltage is clamped to the corresponding
side, since the transformer's voltage swings outside of the rails. Thereby, minimum
energy loss and maximum power transfer is ensured. This is represented by the two
comparison blocks in the gure.
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Figure 3.6: Principle of operation of the optimum dead-time block (ODT).
There are cases, such as the start-up sequence or sub-optimal operation for example,
where the resonant current does not have the necessary energy to charge the input
capacitor. In these cases, while soft-switching cannot occur, there is still an optimum
point of oscillation corresponding to the least amount of energy wasted through hard-
switching. This is the point where the distance between the oscillating voltage and
either one of the rails is minimal. Therefore, it is the representation of the signal
extrema before it starts to fall, respectively rise again. These points are detected
through an analog extrema detector circuit, whereby the input signal is compared to
a minimally delayed version of itself. The crossing points between the original and
delayed signals will represent a fairly good approximation of the minimum or maximum
reached in the current oscillation cycle. The approximation becomes more accurate as
the amount of delay tends towards zero. In practice, if too little delay is used, noise
will cause spurious fake detections. The detector is represented by the block between
the two comparators in the gure.
All of these four distinct events generate triggers which, through logic processing in
the control block, will mark the rising edges of either high- or low-side pulses, thereby
concluding the respective dead-time periods in the cycle. Therefore, the optimum dead-
time block ensures either continued ZVS operation or at least minimum hard-switching,
if full soft-switching is not possible.
3.1.2 Delay-based pulse shaping
Due to the high mechanical coupling between stages in piezoelectric transformers, the
frequency band where these behave inductively is quite narrow. Therefore, piezoelectric
impedance in this region has a very steep slope with regards to frequency. Thus even
minor changes in the operation point of transformers due to load or temperature changes
will cause a relatively large shift in its frequency. Since, as previously mentioned,
tracking this frequency is essential in maximizing performance, the resolution at which
this needs to occur presents a non-trivial challenge.
In order to maintain converter agility, fast response times and cycle-by-cycle control,
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Figure 3.7: Simplied circuit of the dynamic delay line.
frequency tracking through integrative means such as phase-locked loops are not con-
sidered. Since the converter is controlled by means of dead-time and the operation is
periodic, the desired frequency tracking performance can be translated to a minimum
time resolution necessary to detect changes and adjust its operation from one cycle to
the next.
With regards to ensuring this, the current feedback path using transformer resonant
current to generate switching pulses is employed, as shown in Fig. 3.4. This is called
a self-oscillating loop, whereby the switching frequency and transformer oscillation
frequency are locked together. Next, in order to be able to correctly track changes
in transformer operation, the phase shift within the loop needs to be kept at zero.
There will always be some phase shift added by the dierent components in the loop,
but due to the periodicity of the converter operation, zero shift is equal to 2 shift
in phase. The role of the controller is therefore to detect this and apply the correct
amount of time delay to ensure a 2 shift.
Dynamic time delay
Initial investigation of the time step resolution required to nely adjust the total loop
delay is performed by mapping relative changes in transformer frequency to output
voltage changes. The result of this investigation shows that there is an outstanding
change in the amplitude of the PTs output voltage for every 10Hz change in switching
frequency. Due to high mechanical coupling, the quality factor of transformers is also
very high. This implies that the slope of the impedance curve for inductive behavior is
very steep, which explains the large operating point changes observed with only small
frequency variations. For example, if the operating frequency of 100 kHz increases by
10Hz, the output voltage shows a considerable change in amplitude. Therefore, a
precision of minimum 10Hz in frequency is required for an ideal operation, which is
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equivalent to 1 ns time delay resolution, as
tres =
 1f2   1f1
 )  1100000   1100010
  1 ns: (3.1)
Implemented in digital alone, this would equate to having to use a digital controller
with a clock frequency of at least 10GHz and even then, only 10 discrete time steps
are possible within a period.
Therefore, a mixed analog and digital control method through delay-based pulse shaping
is developed. This is implemented as the dynamic time delay block in Fig. 3.4. A
simplied version of the circuit diagram that shows its operation is presented in Fig. 3.7.
The output signal of the current estimation zero crossing block (CEZC) is roughly a
50% duty cycle square wave signal, whose anks represent the points where the resonant
current crosses zero. This signal has therefore the same frequency as the transformer.
The output of the CEZC block is then tied to the dynamic time delay block (DDL).
The edges of this CEZC signal are considered as start triggers to the hardware integrator
in the dynamic time delay. Namely, when any input signal edge is encountered, the
feedback capacitor in the op-amp negative feedback starts charging, thereby creating
a xed voltage slope. This is then compared to the variable reference voltage provided
by the FPGA through a D/A converter. Upon crossing the reference, the integrator is
reset through the switch by discharging the feedback capacitor. Since the input pulse
triggers the start of the integration, the variable reference provided to the comparator
by the D/A converter coupled with the voltage slope work together to create a time-
delayed version of the input pulse which is proportional to the D/A converter value.
The comparator output is then latched for a short time to provide one-shot pulses to
the output of the DDL.
Hereby, the maximum delay is selected through adjusting the value of the integrating
capacitor. Since the D/A converter used has 16 bits of resolution, this allows a very ne
time delay adjustment with a minimum theoretical step of 1=(216   1). The generated
delay pulses will then be used as trigger for the beginning of the dead-time period.
Next, Fig. 3.8 shows a detailed drawing of the main signal waveforms in the circuit.
The inuence of the previously-presented optimum dead-time circuit as well as any
propagation delays are ignored for clarity. Vf is the transformer's primary-side voltage
while exhibiting soft-switching and stable operation. Ires shows its ideal resonance
current. This current is dependent on the characteristic parameters of the PT and it
changes its polarity when either switch turns on. Therefore, depending on the operating
frequency and temperature of the PT, there is a phase shift between the resonance
current and switching voltage. Consequently, it is important that the circuit is capable
of compensating for this phase shift as well. DDLin represents the input signal to the
delay block after edge detection. This signal is then arbitrarily delayed in order to
provide DDLout, which in turn deactivates the switches, thereby determining the start
of the dead-time period.
The performance of the implemented time delay is evaluated through an automated
test set-up which measures the instantaneous delay obtained compared to the input
pulse as well as the stability of the output signal by means of its mean jitter averaged
over 5 seconds in every possible point. The measurement was performed using a 2GHz
bandwidth LeCroy oscilloscope and took four days to complete.
The maximum obtainable delay was arbitrarily set to 3 µs, thereby obtaining a theo-
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Figure 3.9: Timing diagram. The left gure (a) shows the obtained delay at every sample
and proves that linearity is not an issue. The right gure (b) shows a plot of the
jitter at every corresponding delay point.
retical minimum step size of 46 ps. The results in Fig. 3.9 show that the delay obtained
is very linear with respect to given reference. On the other hand, the jitter plot on the
right shows an average overall jitter of 85 ps, which is larger than the minimum time
step, but nonetheless well within initial design parameters of the desired 1 ns resolution.
Control block
The contributions of both the optimum dead-time and dynamic time delay nally come
together in the aptly-named control block. The block diagram of this is shown in
Fig.3.10. This is the part of the circuit that is responsible for generating the nal gate
drive signals used to drive the half-bridge switches. It is constructed fully of logic gates
and two ip-ops. The ip-ops are congured to act as set-reset latches, whereby their
data input D is permanently wired to logic high and their clock and clear inputs are
used to set and reset their respective outputs.
During normal operation, the signals that turn on the half-bridge switches are provided
by the ODT block and pass through unhindered to the clock inputs of the two ip-
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Figure 3.10: Conceptual diagram of the control block.
ops. Thereby, either the high or low side switch is activated. Next, the delayed signal
provided by the dynamic time delay is wired to both clear inputs of the ip-ops,
driving the switches low. In this state, the role of the FPGA is only to adjust the
provided delay in order to drive the loop phase to an integer 360.
For exibility during research and for debugging purposes, the FPGA is able to override
the functionality of either the ODT, DDL or both at the same time. By breaking
the self-oscillating loop and providing the drive signals directly, it is able to control
the converter in open-loop. This is useful whenever the transformer is replaced with
a dierent one, as a frequency sweep here can help quickly identify new operating
conditions.
The last block in the diagram is added for protection, in order to deactivate the half-
bridge entirely in case the pulses to the switches overlap.
The functionality of this control block was essential during the development stage, as
it allowed isolating the eects of the dierent collaborating parts in the circuit, thereby
speeding up the debugging stage.
3.1.3 Bidirectional operation
One of the major advantages of piezoelectric ceramics in general, and piezoelectric
transformers in particular is their capability of bidirectional energy transfer. The con-
cepts previously-introduced in this chapter can be fully duplicated and applied to the
secondary side of the transformer, thereby blurring the line between primary and sec-
ondary sides and allowing for power to be eectively transfered both ways. This is
especially desirable in systems with complex, reactive loads or applications where the
direction of power ow depends on the desired system state, such as o-grid systems
with local storage.
Therefore, Fig. 3.11 expands the diagram introduced in Fig. 3.4 by adding a second
half-bridge coupled to a capacitive load, with full accompanying circuitry to allow
self-oscillation and control. In this implementation, the system symmetry enables a
load connection on either side of the transformer. Moreover, since the implemented
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Figure 3.11: Operational block diagram of the bidirectional piezoelectric transformer-based
power converter with closed-loop control.
Figure 3.12: Graphical user interface for converter interaction.
control method does not require an electrical connection between the two sides of the
transformer, the added benet of galvanic isolation between sides is also obtained.
The advantage of using an FPGA board as controller also becomes more obvious at
this stage, since a eld-programmable gate array is capable of true parallel operation.
Thereby, two of the D/A converter custom communication protocols detailed in the
previous chapter are implemented and operate independently from each other. Nev-
ertheless, it is still possible to pass data between regions of the FPGA through direct
memory access. This is a main requirement in developing a future master control
algorithm, as well as expanding converter capabilities.
An FPGA development board from National Instruments was chosen, in order to speed
up the design process. Specically, a power electronics-oriented single board RIO
equipped with both an FPGA, a powerful signal processor accompanied by an attached
mezzanine card containing a large amount of peripherals enabled a quick start on the
design and a fast development process on the software side. The nal iteration of the
control system has a graphical user interface, allowing quick demonstrations and ease of
use. This interface is shown in Fig. 3.12. All previous capabilities are maintained, with
the added possibility of running both converter sides in open-loop, both in closed-loop
or a mix of open and closed operation.
The block-based design approach to the whole system started to be prevalent during
the debugging process. This is when the exibility of the mix and match possibilities
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provided by the digital block truly started to become apparent in speeding up develop-
ment. Therefore, the whole system { both hardware and software { were designed with
this in mind. Software-wise, dierent modes of operation are implemented and the user
can quickly switch between these at whim. On the hardware side of things, a mother-
board was built that ts onto the FPGA mezzanine extension. This motherboard is a
base that holds and interconnects the dierent circuit modules used.
Everything is kept fully modular, and this brings with it many benets from a research
point of view. Firstly, the circuit complexity and component count are both high so
this design approach allows a quick replacement of just a part of the circuit in case of
catastrophic failure. Furthermore, the whole converter can quickly be recongured from
unidirectional to bidirectional operation on either side of the transformer by swapping
out modules. Adding to this is the ease through which dierent implementations of
the same module can be tested out. Finally, a complete reconguration of signal paths
is also possible on the y in order to try out dierent system iterations. All of these
features were used extensively during the whole research period.
The fully-assembled nal system illustrating this modular design principle is shown in
Fig. 3.13(a), with the piezoelectric transformer itself featured prominently. Fig. 3.13(b)
shows the same set-up from the front, whereby the amount of circuit board stratication
can be seen.
Finally, a snapshot showing bidirectional converter operation is presented in Fig. 3.14.
All important signals are shown, with the contribution from the optimum dead-time
block being concentrated into the four signals ending with DLon. The dynamic delays
are represented by signals ending with DLoff , while also showing all gate drive signals
as well. Lastly, analog channels C1 and C2 are the measured voltages on both sides of
the transformer. The delays on the two sides of the transformer are ne-tuned in order
to obtain ZVS operation. The converter is hereby self-oscillating at 115 kHz.
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Figure 3.13: Image of the nal system used for bidirectional control of piezoelectric trans-
formers. Top view (a) and side view (b).
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Figure 3.14: Oscilloscope snapshot showing bidirectional converter operation.
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Figure 3.15: Placement of enclosure containing converter at 400mm versus MRI bore center.
3.1.4 MRI behavior
Part of the MRI testing phase introduced in Chapter 2 included evaluating the feasibil-
ity of operating the piezoelectric transformer-based converter inside a large magnetic
eld. Evaluation is performed, as before, based on the quality of imaging obtained from
both an oil and a water phantom.
The oil phantom rests in the center of the scanner bore, while the water phantom is
placed right next to it, as shown in Fig. 3.15. The converter is encased in an EMI
shielding enclosure, placed 400mm from the center of the bore.
During this test, the whole relevant frequency spectrum for MRI was scanned with the
antennas inside the magnet bore in order to detect any disturbing stray radiation at
xed frequencies. The nominal resonance frequency in the volume of the oil phantom
is 125:25MHz, while the measurement span is approximately 9 minutes.
From an RF perspective, neither the self-oscillating switching frequency of 116:2 kHz or
the FPGA clock frequency of 80MHz have any higher-order harmonic components that
directly interfere with the measurement. Even so, the overall signal to noise ratio of
the imaging system is reduced by approximately 10 dB. Conversely, the large magnetic
eld has absolutely no inuence on converter operation.
Since the distance of the circuit from the bore is signicant, no inuence is seen on the
oil phantom. Therefore, only the image from the water phantom is shown in Fig. 3.16.
The right hand side image shows the measurement with the converter in place but
not powered, while the left hand side image represents the same measurement with
the converter on. Any direct interfering frequency component would be visible as a
lighter area withing the phantom. The visibly higher granularity in the image with the
converter running represents an overall SNR degradation of 10 dB. This degradation
is attributed to the large physical size of the boards used and a sub-optimal choice of
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enclosure, since the one used here is lacking a conductive lid seal.
Despite the SNR reduction, the experiment proves that the piezoelectric transformer-
based power converter is a suitable candidate for use in very large magnetic elds.
Careful circuit design will prevent any switching harmonics from appearing in the reso-
nance image of the scanner, while a good EMI shielding enclosure will reduce RF noise
emanation and MRI SNR degradation.
Figure 3.16: RF noise generated by the converter circuit inside the MRI scanner, as measured
by the water phantom.
3.2 Chapter summary
Operation above mechanical resonance enables piezoelectric ceramics to behave induc-
tively, allowing them to act as transformers capable of highly ecient soft-switching
when coupled with resonant switch-mode power converter designs. Even more so, they
still retain their other benets such as bidirectional operation and high power density,
while sidestepping the issue of magnetic radiation that plagues traditional transformer-
based designs.
This last property allows them to be used in power supplies designed for applications
where magnetic neutrality is imperative. This was the basis for the bidirectional con-
verter presented in this chapter, which is intended to be used inside MRI chambers to
power the PAD motor presented in the previous chapter.
Designing an inductorless power converter is in and of itself a nontrivial challenge. This
is furthermore enhanced by the accuracy and sensitivity required in precisely controlling
the piezoelectric transformer to maintain its ideal operating point where its eciency is
maximized. Power considerations throughout the chapter were not touched upon since,
at this stage, power throughput is still severely limited by transformer manufacturing
processes. Therefore, the focus of this part of the project was on innovation through
newly-developed mixed-signal control methods.
This innovation is considered to be achieved through the development of dead-time
optimality tracking and delay-based pulse shaping, both of which provide a good start-
ing point for new avenues of research. Also, the overall system design allows for great
exibility in further experiments through the combination of modular hardware and
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software design. All of these concepts are tested and proven to work both in the lab
and in a real-world test inside an MRI scanner, and are therefore the subject of two
individual patent applications and publications.
Further details on the design principles presented here as well as more measurements
and performance metrics are found in appendices H, I and J.
4
Resistive behavior of
piezoelectric actuators
This chapter touches on the third relative region of interest in terms of
frequency for piezoelectric actuators { resistive behavior, encountered
at the resonance peak. The natural mechanical vibration amplication
encountered at this specic frequency is coupled into a large surface
tted with an electrostatic actuator. By matching the resonant fre-
quency of the actuators with a higher-order resonance in the actuated
surface, a squeeze-lm is created on the electrostatic actuator surface.
The eect is that of a large reduction in friction while the vibration is
active. System details and performance are presented in appendices K
and L
Operation at mechanical resonance is probably the most
desirable application for piezoelectric actuators, since at
this precise frequency any interference on the actuator in-
put is constructive and additive in nature. Therefore, any
input signal at this frequency will naturally yield an am-
plied response from the excited actuator.
From an electrical standpoint, this corresponds with the
point of least impedance and is therefore also the most
energy-ecient frequency of operation for voltage-based ex-
citation, as minimum input energy is required to keep the vibration going. Moreover,
at this point, the voltage across and current through the piezoelectric device are in
phase and therefore the device behaves like a resistive load.
This mode of operation is employed by all forms of ultrasonic cleaning devices as well as
industrial ultrasonic baths, crystal oscillators, frequency-tuned transducers, vibration
energy harvesters and ultrasonic lubrication.
4.1 Ultrasonic lubrication
This rather unusual terminology of ultrasonic lubrication is not something commonly
encountered in literature, but nonetheless, it is the author's belief that it perfectly sums
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Figure 4.1: Concepts of static and kinetic friction.
up the eect of friction reduction through application of vibration energy. Humans have
an innate understanding of the principle and eect produced, as even children learn
early on that a heavy object which is stuck in place is easier to move by slowly rocking
and twisting it, rather than just pulling on it. Formally, what needs to be overcome in
this case is the phenomenon of static friction (stiction), which is one of the components
of dry friction. Thereby, if two surfaces are in continuous relative motion with respect
to each other, stiction can never settle in. Thus, by inducing vibration into one of the
contacting surfaces, the eects of stiction can be eliminated.
Unfortunately, kinetic friction, the second component of dry friction, is proportional to
the relative velocity between two contacting surfaces and is therefore normally increased
through vibration. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the principle of dry friction, being composed of
static and kinetic parts. The graph shows the variation of an external force acting
horizontally on a rigid mass resting on a at surface while it is set into motion.
Nonetheless, ultrasonic lubrication can actually be used to both eliminate static friction
and reduce kinetic friction as well, if it is correctly tuned to the system such that it
creates a so-called squeeze-lm eect between surfaces.
4.1.1 The electrostatic actuator
Electrostatic lm actuators are thin, lightweight and exible, composed of plastic lms
etched with ne-pitched electrodes. Because their only components are either conduc-
tors or insulators, these actuators can be made fully transparent. Their principle of
actuation is presented in Fig. 4.2. A three-phase voltage is applied to electrodes in
both the stator surface and the slider, which are facing each other through a small gap
maintained traditionally by glass beads. This then generates an electrostatic attraction
force between the two. By phase-shifting these signals with respect to each other, a
spatial displacement of electrostatic potential is created which allows controlling the
horizontal component of this electrostatic force in both magnitude and orientation.
This type of actuator has wide areas of application such as nanoparticle transporta-
tion, exible muscle actuation, paper feeding system, and features most prominently
in haptics and human-machine interfaces where their transparency allows them to be
overlaid onto traditional display surfaces or game boards. This allows enhancing these
interfaces with actuation, motion and feedback capabilities, essentially allowing a coex-
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Figure 4.2: The principle of operation for electrostatic actuators [101].
Figure 4.3: Example applications for electrostatic actuators [100, 101]. High-force linear ac-
tuator (left) and interactive haptic surface (right).
istence of tangible objects with digital information, thereby enriching human-computer
interaction. Two examples of applications involving electrostatic actuators are shown
in Fig. 4.3. The image on the left shows a unidirectional high-force exible actuator
that can be used as muscle, while the image on the right shows a human-machine in-
teraction system where the user can play catch with the animated cat using a paper
football.
Despite their usefulness, a disadvantage of electrostatic actuators is the fact that they
require a layer of small, 100 µm glass beads between stator and slider lms to act as
both gap material and friction reducer. This reduces the feasibility of actuators since
the glass beads require periodic reapplication and also require clean-up after operation.
The necessity for glass beads can be reduced or totally eliminated by introducing a
squeeze-lm between the contact surfaces through controlled piezoelectric vibration.
This vibration traps a very thin layer of air (or any other gas) between parallel plate
surfaces, thereby creating the squeeze-lm eect. This thin air layer can successfully
substitute the use of glass beads in electrostatic lm actuators.
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Figure 4.4: Perceived eect of squeeze-lm on human tactile senses.
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Figure 4.5: Exaggerated eect shown for greater detail.
4.1.2 Squeeze-lm eect
The squeeze-lm eect is the eect whereby a very thin layer of gas gets trapped
between parallel surfaces if these are kept in relative motion versus one another. This
eect is the result of an overpressure phenomenon present between these surfaces when
the correct structural wavelength is excited [111]. The eects are most prominent in
hydrodynamic uid bearings, a low-maintenance high-performance bearing type which
relies on compression of some form of uid { mostly air { instead of bearing balls to
reduce friction.
Another research area that has noticed the benets of this eect is human tactile
stimulation, where squeeze-lm is used to create stronger haptic immersion through
friction modulation [96, 97]. Thereby, the sense of friction a human hand feels on a
surface with vibration applied to it can be changed by correctly adjusting the vibration
frequency, as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The result is that the same surface can feel either
rough or smooth to the touch, enabling the creation of more engaging human-machine
interfaces.
The analytical model for the overpressure generated by squeeze-lm eect was derived
by Biet et al. in [97], while taking into account the width of the epidermal ridges in
ngers. Because in the current application the two surfaces in contact are relatively
large compared to their surface roughness, the equation for the air lm thickness,
denoted as (1) in the cited publication, can be simplied to:
h(t) = hr + hvib(1 + cos(!0t)); (4.1)
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Figure 4.6: Electrostatic actuator principle without the need for glass bead separation gap.
where hr denotes the total surface roughness of both stator and slider, hvib is the vibra-
tion amplitude and !0 is the frequency. After obtaining the one-dimensional Navier-
Stokes equation and nding the non-dimensional governing Reynolds equation [97], the
expression for mean normalized pressure inside the air gap for innite contacting surface
areas becomes:
P1 =
r
3
2
p0  p
1  2 ; (4.2)
where p0 is the surrounding air pressure and  represents the normalized vibration
amplitude. The reduction in relative friction coecient on the electrostatic surface
actuator is now expressed as:
0

= 1  (P1   1)
Ps
; (4.3)
with Ps representing the pressure exerted by the slider on the vibrating surface. This
is illustrated in exaggerated fashion in Fig. 4.5.
Thus, when correctly applied, the squeeze-lm eect reduces the friction coecient in
electrostatic actuators, eliminating the continued need for glass beads as gap material.
Thereby, the principle previously illustrated in 4.2 becomes the one shown in 4.6.
4.1.3 Eects of squeeze-lm on the electrostatic surface actuator
In order to eectively apply the squeeze-lm eect to an electrostatic actuator, design
must start at a structural level while taking into consideration system constraints. The
goal of the design is to match resonant frequencies of both exciter and excited surface in
order to maximize coupling. Specically, an enhancement of already-existing actuators
is desired and therefore the starting point is a large glass plate base with electrodes
printed on top, which the Advanced Mechatronics Lab at the University of Tokyo
already had in stock. After determining the constraints, analyzing the system and
selecting desired excitation frequencies, piezoelectric actuators can be sized accordingly.
A good starting point for the design is the modal analysis of the existing glass plate.
This plate measures 345mm in length, 250mm in width with a thickness of 1.8 mm. In
order to obtain a strong squeeze-lm eect, the plate needs to be excited at one of its
mechanical resonances. Moreover, the excitation frequency needs to be beyond human
hearing range, in order to maximize usability and comfort. Therefore a full modal,
frequency and time-analysis is performed using Comsol Multiphysics. The existence
of the printed electrodes is ignored at this point, since the added mass through screen
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Figure 4.7: Modal analysis of a 345mm x 250mm x 1.8mm glass plate.
printing is deemed insignicant compared to the glass itself. Fig. 4.7 shows the result
of the analysis, with a good resonance found at 21:7 kHz, giving a surface vibration
half-wavelength of 12:5mm.
In order to correctly excite the glass at the obtained frequency, two copper-berylium
resonators with attached piezoelectric actuators were sized and glued to the glass plate
through epoxy resin, based on a design introduced by Giraud et al. [96]. The dierence
between and challenge compared to the cited design lies with the signicantly larger
surface that needs actuation.
Therefore, the resonators underwent the same analysis as the glass plate. In the nal
design, they measure 250mm x 50mm x 2 mm, where the long edge is constrained by
the width of the glass while their width is determined through modal analysis in order
to obtain the same half-wave as the glass surface. The width of the CuBe resonators
permits forming of two full wavelengths in transversal direction and the actuators are
therefore placed on the peak of the rst wave looking into the center of the glass plate,
as shown in Fig. 4.8
The initial design used six 11mm x 50mm x 1mm piezos on each resonator, designed
to operate in d31 mode. Unfortunately, due to manufacturer delivery times on fully
custom-sized actuators, these were substituted with two 120mm x 10mm x 5mm actu-
ators which were readily available. Also, their nal placement shifted into the center
of the resonators.
The nal system sketch is shown in Fig. 4.9. The substantial dierence in size with
respect to the original design resulted in a resonance frequency shift of the entire system
into the audible range. Fortunately, this specic size also hits a resonance in the glass-
CuBe assembly, albeit at around 18 kHz, as illustrated in Fig. 4.10.
An image of the nal system, with the large replacement piezos, etched glass plate and
resonators is then shown in Fig. 4.11. The nal system shows a very strong resonant
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Figure 4.8: 2D modal analysis of CuBe resonators with attached piezoelectric actuators.
Piezo Glass CuBe
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Figure 4.9: Sketch of the electrostatic actuator glass surface with attached resonators and
piezoelectric actuators.
Figure 4.10: Squeeze-lm eect on electrostatic actuators.
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Figure 4.11: Squeeze-lm eect on electrostatic actuators.
coupling at 18:6 kHz, which is very close to the simulated 18 kHz.
Dierences in resonance between the real and modeled systems can be attributed to
material parameter dierences, since the exact glass composition is unknown and there-
fore standard silicon dioxide glass parameters were used. Another source of discrepancy
is bonding and coupling between structures, since ideal rigid couplings are used in the
model instead of the epoxy resin used in the real system.
While the obtained resonance frequency is high enough to be inaudible for some people,
the high coupling factor between the resonators and glass produced some unbearable
screeching, so much so that the experiments had to be limited to evenings when the
laboratory was empty and they had to be carried out while wearing serious ear protec-
tion. Therefore, tting the system with the originally-sized piezoelectric actuators is
highly recommended for continued ease of operation and auditory safety.
Nevertheless, the system shows promising performance enhancements since it meets the
goal of eliminating the need for glass beads in the electrostatic actuator system used.
Moreover, an initial measured minimum voltage of 500V on the electrostatic system is
necessary in order to create enough force to overcome static friction. This value becomes
150V with the vibration active. This equates to a 70% reduction in electrostatic voltage
requirements, which could allow for smaller pitches on the electrodes and therefore
larger generated forces overall.
As a second performance metric of the coupling strength of the vibration into the glass,
a round, rigid glass plate with a diameter of 100mm was placed on the surface. When
the vibration is activated, the glass sheet levitates erratically across the surface, with no
electrostatic force present. This proves that a signicant reduction in relative friction
is achieved.
With the vibration-enhanced electrostatic surface actuation system, a new, previously-
inexistent capability is also added { friction modulation. By activating and deactivating
the piezoelectric vibrator, the surface friction coecient can be changed. Thereby, fric-
tion can be reduced for enhanced slider acceleration, whereas friction can be increased
for sudden stop of the slider. This feature increases the dynamic response of the whole
actuator system, and is particularly benecial in interactive systems such as the one
presented in [100], where an object needs to stop instantly when an obstacle is detected.
In order to test the performance of the system with and without squeeze-lm, an exper-
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Figure 4.12: Stopping performance of the system under dierent conditions. In (a), the elec-
trostatic actuation force is removed. In (b), the vibration is eliminated while (c)
shows both eects being disengaged.
iment is carried out where a round 80mm transparent slider cut from a sheet of OHP is
accelerated to a constant rotational velocity through the use of electrostatic actuation
and under the inuence of squeeze-lm. Three cases are then tested: removing the
electrostatic actuation, removing the vibration and cutting both at the same time.
The slider is equipped with two ducial marks and the motion is captured by a Keyence
VW-6000 high-speed camera. The result of the experiment is presented in Fig. 4.12.
The top set of graphs show the spatial trajectory of the two ducial marks as captured
by the camera, while the lower set corresponds to the time it takes for the slider to
come to a full stop in each case.
In Fig. 4.12(a), removal of the electrostatic force causes the slider to drift out of control,
due to reduced surface friction. It comes to a full stop in approximately 5 s, after
hitting the electrical connections and piezoelectric elements. Case (b) shows that when
vibration is removed but electrostatic force is kept active, the slider comes to a stop in
just 0:5 s and with no positional instability. This is signicantly faster than case (c),
where both eects are removed. The reason is that due to the sudden increased friction,
the vertical attractive component of the electrostatic force dominates, increasing friction
even more.
This simple test case proves that the enhancements to the electrostatic surface actuator
through squeeze-lm application are signicant. Hereby, the basis has been set for
even more improvements, such as continuous friction modulation through piezo burst-
mode operation which can be combined with dierent electrostatic voltage sequences
for added eect.
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4.2 Chapter summary
Friction reduction through application of vibration energy, coined here as ultrasonic
lubrication, is denitely an area of research with great potential for innovation. Even
more so, it is a quite thrilling topic due to the visible and tangible benets it provides.
Squeeze-lm theory has a well-documented industrial presence in uid bearing opera-
tion, but, as shown in this chapter, other areas can also benet from the eect. Specif-
ically, the electrostatic surface actuator, a 2-DOF planar actuation system particularly
plagued by high friction forces, has shown a signicant improvement in its dynamic
response through the use of vibration. Not only that, but the small, messy glass beads
used previously to provide an air gap and less friction can now be completely eliminated.
Nothing comes without a cost though, as system complexity and nancial cost is in-
creased. Applying the squeeze eect properly to any system requires an arduous analy-
sis process, coupled with a good nal design. The whole procedure is very error-prone,
because the whole concept of mechanical resonance greatly depends on material prop-
erties, total mass and surface area. Materials can contain impurities, or the required
parameters for modeling could be missing. Moreover, modeling every system detail is
not usually feasible. Therefore, the nal result may drift from the original design in
signicant ways. In terms of energy cost, a conclusion cannot be stated at this time
since no measurements were made that take into account total system energy with and
without vibration active. It is estimated though that with proper design, the system
total energy can be kept at least at the same levels as or lower than before vibration
application.
Nevertheless, all the added benets and extra capabilities brought on by the applica-
tion of squeeze-lm to the electrostatic surface actuator are deemed to outweigh the
presented diculties. Ultrasonic lubrication is therefore a research topic of great future
interest.
More details on the squeeze-lm system design, its application to the electrostatic
surface actuator as well as the performance measurements can be found in appendices K
and L.
5
Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the results of the research in all three piezo-
electric behaviors. Furthermore, perspectives on future work are given.
Although the fascination for piezoelectricity began with encountering the very unique
Piezoelectric Actuator Drive at the start of this PhD project, the vast area of existing
applications covered by piezoceramics and their large potential for providing innovation
in numerous areas more, due to their as of yet untapped potential, have led the author
to both guratively and literally broaden the spectrum of his research to cover their
dierent behaviors and usage scenarios.
By considering the equivalent electrical impedance behavior of piezoelectric devices
with respect to frequency as a unifying characteristic, the approach to the research
presented herein is dened through the prism of three distinguishable behaviors: ca-
pacitive, inductive and resistive.
The capacitive section focuses on static and quasi-dynamic behavior of piezoelectric
stack actuators, while considering their inherent nonlinear behavior. Focus is then
shifted to the implications of their use in the PAD motor. The contributions in this
section are:
 A hysteresis model based on the classical discrete Preisach method is success-
fully demonstrated to capture incrementally ner details of piezoelectric stack
hysteresis by increasing the discretization factor. A pseudo-inverse model is im-
plemented through the closest-match algorithm. Thereby, hysteresis precompen-
sation is achieved and the relative hysteretic positioning error is reduced by a
factor of 20.
 An investigation of the thermal eects on stack hysteresis shows a quasi-linear
dependency between its temperature and free displacement. This dependency
directly translates into the Preisach hysteresis weighting matrix, and a method is
proposed for its inclusion in the model. Results show an average deviation of 3%
between real hysteresis model at 200 C and its extrapolated counterpart from
25 C.
 A simplied model for the Piezoelectric Actuator Drive corroborates empirical
observations of the relationship between motor torque and electrical phase lag.
This is further enforced through a thorough motor power analysis that illustrates
a slight lowering in the total reactance with added mechanical load.
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 The eects on motor assembly and manufacturing tolerances on the quality of
feedback signals is studied. A graphical user interface is designed that allows
a qualitative evaluation of the motor and detection of weak points on the ring
and shaft. Concomitantly, tooth skipping through mechanical overload can be
predicted.
 An MRI test proves the usability of the PAD motor inside a scanner bore. The
motor causes an acceptable frequency shift in MRI resonance of 0.25 ppm when
placed 150mm from the imaging area center.
The inductive section focuses on control design for non-magnetic piezoelectric transformer-
based power converters to allow ecient, bidirectional energy transfer. The contribu-
tions in this section are:
 A new method for ensuring ZVS operation or minimizing hard-switching in a
PT-based power converter is developed through the concept of dead-time opti-
mization. The implementation is based on detecting the peaks and valleys in
transformer resonant voltage and turning on the converter switches when the
maximum amplitude is reached.
 Implementation of dynamic delay is performed through a mixed digital-analog
solution based on analog integration and digital referencing. It oers a selectable
delay range, 16-bit delay step control and exhibits high linearity and low jitter.
Demonstration done on a 3 µs delay range shows a 46 ps time step with an average
jitter of 85 ps.
 By combining the optimized dead-time with the dynamic delay, full digital con-
trol of converter self-oscillation is implemented and demonstrated. Control is
performed through a graphical user interface and the methods developed are the
subject of a patent application.
 These concepts are extended to the converter secondary side. Thereby, full bidi-
rectional power transfer with power ow control is demonstrated with ZVS oper-
ation. The implementation is the subject of a second patent application.
 The feasibility of using the converter in an MRI scanner is demonstrated. The
circuit causes no artifacts in the imaging process and RF noise is acceptable.
The resistive section focuses on analysis of resonant vibrations and its eects on the
surface friction coecient. The contributions in this section are:
 Resonance coupling in the glass base of an electrostatic surface actuator is an-
alyzed and vibration is applied through the use of piezoelectric actuators. The
existence of a squeeze lm between the electrostatic surface and overlaying slider
is proven experimentally, for the rst time ever.
 The achieved reduction in friction prevents the need for using glass beads as gap
material in the actuator. Moreover, the minimum electrostatic driving voltage
required for actuator operation is reduced by 70%.
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5.1 Perspectives on Future Work
The ambitious scope of the research has resulted in advancements and improvements
in all three behaviors covered and has at the same time opened the door for further
innovation. Some key points for future research are:
 The frequency dependency of piezoelectric hysteresis has not been considered.
Inclusion of rate-dependency in the Preisach model would therefore allow it to
oer a more complete solution in hysteresis compensation. Furthermore, use of a
less demanding identication process could enable real-time modeling and control.
 The eects of hysteresis compensation in improving PAD positioning accuracy
have been theorized, but experimental results are needed to demonstrate a denite
improvement.
 The control method introduced for PT-based power converters has only been
proven conceptually. Scaling it to high power is essential in order to prove its
practical use, but piezoelectric transformer production limitations prevented a
move to higher power. Moreover, the method is applicable to any resonant-type
power converter but further investigation is required to prove its feasibility with
other topologies.
 The benets of adding ultrasonic lubrication to electrostatic surface actuators has
been proven, but the capabilities thereby acquired actually extend beyond the
initial scope. More research needs to be performed in order to fully benet from
the concept. Moreover, investigations into other applications that can benet
from this form of friction reduction are certain to yield interesting results.
Much research area has been covered but many more possibilities lie beyond the horizon
for all forms of piezoelectric applications. It will be interesting to see what innovations
the future will bring. The author would therefore like to conclude with the same quote
the thesis began with, and after three years of research this quote rings true now more
than ever:
If you want to nd the secrets of the universe,
think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration.
{ Nikola Tesla
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6
Other Research Topics
This chapter briey presents other research interests, that were co-
authored during the PhD studies.
Besides the topic of piezoelectricity, during the course of the PhD other ideas were
also pursued. Born out of either necessity or chance, but nonetheless tackled with a
healthy dose of curiosity, these ideas covered challenges such as designing an automated
employee door sign generator based on an active database look-up, programming an
FPGA-based pulse test sequence for an in-house designed IC or supervising the design
of an enhanced kayaking ergometer. Of particular interest is this last topic, which is
covered in detail in appendix M, but will be presented here in brief.
6.1 Improved Kayaking Ergometer Using a Switch-mode
Converter Driven Alternator
The work concerns an improvement on existing professional indoor rowing machines
by replacing its mechanical resistance with a controlled alternator to oer variable
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Close-up of the system (a) and its use at the 2015 Canoe World Cup (b).
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resistance. With mechanical systems, the stroke through water cannot be emulated
correctly, as the resistance exhibited by commercial ergometers is constant throughout
the stroke. By adding a controllable resistance in the form of a converter-powered
alternator, water drag can be emulated by sensing the paddle position with respect to
a dened water level and applying resistance only when the paddle is under this level.
Furthermore, the system can be expanded through dynamically changing the resistance
based on a computer model of the athlete-kayak-paddle system. This oers marked
improvements compared to any commercially-available ergometer today. This was con-
rmed by the system's warm reception, in its non-nal state, by professional athletes
at the 2015 Canoe Sprint World Cup. Some rowers stated that it is superior to other
professional ergometers, even without advanced dynamics-based resistance modeling.
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Abstract
The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD) is a type of rotary motor that transforms the linear motion of
piezoelectric stack actuators into a precise rotational motion. The very high stiffness of the actuators
employed make this type of motor suited for open-loop control, but the inherent hysteresis exhibited by
piezoelectric ceramics causes losses.
Therefore, this paper presents a straightforward method to measure piezoelectric stack actuator equiv-
alent parameters that includes nonlinearities. By folding the nonlinearities into a newly-defined cou-
pling coefficient, the inherent hysteretic behavior of piezoelectric stack actuators can be greatly reduced
through precompensation. Experimental results show a fitting accuracy of 98.8 % between the model
and measurements and a peak absolute error reduction by a factor of 10 compared to the manufacturer-
provided parameter. This method improves both the static and dynamic performance of the Piezoelectric
Actuator Drive (PAD) while still permitting open-loop control.
Introduction
Piezoelectric stack actuators are widely used in applications ranging from rotary motors [1] and micro-
pumps [2] to structural vibration damping [3]. Their advantage lies in very high stiffness and larger
deflections (100 m range), while reducing applied voltage levels compared to their bulk ceramic coun-
terparts.
Often, the stack datasheets only provide information limited to free displacement and blocking force,
maximum applied voltage range, travel range and piezoelectric material constants such as d coefficients,
s coefficients and coupling (k) coefficient. This gives no indication about the highly hysteretic behav-
ior present between the mechanical and electrical parameters that the stacks exhibit [4]. This behavior
limits usage of piezoelectric stacks in applications where precise dynamic operation is required without
positional feedback possibilities.
A type of rotary motor that converts periodic elongation of piezoelectric stack actuators into precise rota-
tional motion of a rotor is the Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD). The operating principle is illustrated in
Figure 1. The micro-mechanical toothing present in the ring and shaft enables high positioning accuracy
and output torque. This type of toothing combined with the inherent large stiffness of the piezoelectric
stack actuators makes the PAD appropriate for voltage-driven open-loop control [5]. Nonetheless, the
hysteresis effects inherently present in the stack actuators are detrimental to efficient open-loop operation.
Therefore the paper presents a simple method for measurement and identification of the nonlinear piezo-
electric one-dimensional bulk equivalent parameters in a piezoelectric stack actuator along its actuation
dimension. The piezoelectric parameters’ extraction is based on the quasi-static measurement method,
due to its simplicity and comparable accuracy to other methods [6]. The accuracy of the achieved non-
linearity compensation is verified against measurements.
Piezoelectric stack actuator and model
Figure 2 shows the typical structure of a piezoelectric stack actuator. The stack can be considered to
comprise hundreds of individual piezoelectric layers separated by thin electrodes. These layers are in
a parallel configuration electrically, enabling a reduced voltage level to produce the necessary electric
field. Mechanically, they are in a series configuration and therefore the elongation of each layer adds up
to produce larger displacement than a single element would.
A widely-used model for piezoelectric structures is described in the IEEE Standard on Piezoelectric-
ity [7], but this model does not inherently take nonlinear behavior into consideration. Other models exist
that take nonlinearities into consideration [8], [9], but these separate the linear piezoelectric and hys-
teretic components. Moreover, these models require intimate knowledge of all the physical properties
of the stacked actuator such as number and thickness of the layers, active area and number of inactive
layers. This information is usually not provided by manufacturers.
Piezo actuator
Preload 
spring
Welding
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Fig. 1: Piezo Actuator Drive (PAD) principle [1]
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Fig. 2: Diagram of a piezoelectric stack actuator. A, L
and h represent the stack’s surface area, length
and layer height, respectively
Equations (1) and (2) represent the second alternative form of the constitutive equations given by the
IEEE Standard [7], particularized for direction 3, which is the dimension of actuation for a stack actu-
ator, assuming no stress in other directions. Table I shows the quantities, their names and their units of
measurement.
S3 D d33 E3C sE33 T3 (1)
D3 D d33 T3C T33 E3 (2)
Although the constitutive equations presented in (1) and (2) are widely recognized [7], they can be rewrit-
ten to couple easily measurable quantities by substituting S ,D,E and T with their definition in (3) – (6).
S D x
L
(3)
D D q
A
(4)
E D V
h
(5)
T D F
A
(6)
Table II presents the redefinition of the quantities presented in the constitutive equations. Based on these
and (3) – (6) and considering that strain is measured in conditions of no stress and that dielectric dis-
placement (charge) is measured with no applied electrical field, the constitutive piezoelectric equations
can be simplified to (7) – (8).
x D n d33 V jT3D0 (7)
QD n d33 F jE3D0 (8)
Where nDL=h is the number of piezoelectric layers inside the stack andQD n q denotes the total stack
charge. While the physical quantities of surface area and stack length can be easily measured, the number
Table I: List of constitutive equation symbols and their units
Symbol Name SI Unit
S3 Strain component
D3 Electric displacement component C=m2
E3 Electric field component V=m
T3 Stress component N=m2
d33 Piezoelectric constant m=V or C=N
s33 Elastic comliance constant m2=N
33 Permittivity constant F=m
Table II: Redefined constitutive equation symbols and their units
Symbol Name SI Unit
x Displacement m
q Layer charge C
V Applied voltage V
F Applied force N
A Stack active surface area m2
L Stack active height m
h Stack layer height m
of active piezoelectric layers inside the stacks is not usually disclosed. The only way to find the internal
layer structure is by destructive dissection, which renders the stack useless. The method proposed in this
paper circumvents this problem by folding the actuator physical properties into the coupling factor d33.
Therefore, a new piezoelectric coefficient is defined in (9).
D33 D n d33 (9)
This coefficient is now directly measurable and better represents the electrical-mechanical or mechanical-
electrical coupling inside a given piezoelectric stack. The disadvantage of this redefinition is that unlike
d33, which is material-specific, D33 is now specific to material and structural composition. Moreover,
access to the stack is required before it is embedded in an application. In a small-scale usage scenario,
this drawback is negligible when only a few stacks need to be characterized.
Measurement setup
In order to measure the piezoelectric equivalent parameters, the piezoelectric stack under test is con-
nected to a power amplifier with a reference signal input. The amplifier is fed by a signal generator with
a 0:1 Hz sine wave reference. The output of the amplifier is a sinusoidal voltage with a 110 VDC bias
and 90 V amplitude. This produces a quasi-sinusoidal displacement ranging between 3 m and 35 m,
measured by an LVDT probe connected to a gage amplifier. All data is acquired through data acquisition
card to a PC and post-processed using MATLAB. The mock-up of the measurement setup can be seen
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Fig. 3: Mock-up of the measurement setup
Table III: Devices in the measurement setup
Item Name Model
1 Piezoelectric stack under test -
2 Power amplifier Noliac NDR6880
3 Signal generator Agilent 33250A
4 Gauge amplifier TESA Tesatronic TT60
5 LVDT probe TESA S32080861
6 Data acquisition board Measurement Computing PCI-DAS6014
in Figure 3, while Table III provides the names and manufacturer models of the devices used.
Hysteresis compensation and experimental results
Figure 4 illustrates a typical piezoelectric stack hysteretic behavior between applied voltage and mea-
sured free displacement. This means that the x   V characteristic is nonlinear and open loop posi-
tioning repeatability cannot be guaranteed without nonlinearity compensation.
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Fig. 4: Stack hysteretic behavior between applied voltage and measured displacement
The proposed solution for this compensation consists in encapsulation of the nonlinearities into the de-
fined D33 coefficient. The quasi-static measurement method is used by applying a sinusoidal voltage
input and measuring the output displacement. Piecewise discretization and differentiation of the obtained
hysteresis curve yields a vector of slopes representingD33 in a nonlinear form, as shown in (10). Linear
interpolation of the obtained vector gives a piecewise linear approximation of the hysteretic behavior.
D33 D d.x/dV (10)
Figure 5 shows good matching between the measured and compensated displacement values, as opposed
to the uncompensated response which shows large deviation from measured values. The detail view
shows slight mismatching at the waveform minima, attributed to presence of a small friction in the
displacement measurement probe. The effect of the compensation on the hysteresis loop can be seen in
Figure 6. The compensated behavior is approximately linear compared to the uncompensated one.
The relative error graph, calculated as the ratio between the absolute error and instantaneous measured
value, is shown in Figure 7. While the uncompensated response shows a peak relative error of 21:3%, this
peak is reduced through compensation to 9:1 %. Moreover, the nonlinear model fits the measurements
in proportion of 98:9% on average. As shown in Figure 8, the maximum absolute error sees a reduction
by a factor of 10, from 3:6 m to 0:36 m.
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Conclusion
This paper presents a straightforward method for piezoelectric equivalent parameters measurement for a
multilayer piezoelectric stack. The effective piezoelectric constant is redefined to include both nonlinear-
ities and stack structural information. The nature of this result enables real-time hysteresis compensation
after initial characterization. By inherently acting as a look-up table, this approach is both fast and
requires little to no processing power and is therefore embedded processor friendly. Therefore, the pro-
posed method is ideal for use in conjunction with the PAD, yielding an improved static and dynamic
behavior of the motor during open-loop operation.
The results obtained show a good fit with experimental measurements and a large improvement over
the parameters provided on the datasheet. The maximum absolute error is reduced through nonlinear
compensation by a factor of 10 compared to the uncompensated case. Therefore, the dynamic perfor-
mance of the piezoelectric stack is greatly increased and performance in piezoelectric applications where
feedback is not available is improved.
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Abstract — The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD) is
a precise piezoelectric motor generating high-torque rotary
motion, which employs piezoelectric stack actuators in a wobble-
style actuation to generate rotation. The piezoelectric stacked
ceramics used as the basis for motion in the motor suffer from
hysteretic nonlinearities. In order to model these nonlinearities,
the first-order hysteresis reversal curves of the actuators are
measured and a discrete Preisach model is derived. This forms a
basis that enables the study of different compensation methods.
The results show matching between measured and estimated
responses within 95.8%
Keywords — motor, actuator, piezoelectric, stack, multilayer,
hysteresis, model, Preisach
I. INTRODUCTION
The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD) shown in Fig. 1
is a type of rotary motor that transforms the linear motion
of piezoelectric stack actuators into a precise rotation [1]. The
operating principle, illustrated in Fig. 2, is based on a wobble-
style motor, where the motor ring is actuated into an off-center
circular motion around an axially constrained shaft, thereby
generating rotational motion. A micro-mechanical toothing
interface is machined between the ring and shaft, as shown in
Fig. 3. This enables both high positioning accuracy and output
torque [2]. The actuation method, combined with the type of
toothing and the inherent large stiffness of the piezoelectric
stack actuators makes the PAD appropriate for open-loop
control [3].
By construction, the PAD motor behaves like a fully capac-
itive rotary machine, due to the piezoelectric stack actuators
it employs. These actuators exhibit desirable properties such
as large stiffness and a reversibility of the piezoelectric effect,
enabling them to act as both actuators and sensors [4]. Never-
theless, two dominating nonlinearities persist in the control of
piezoelectric-based actuation, namely hysteresis and creep [5].
Of the two effects, hysteresis has a much larger impact on the
positioning precision of the motor, especially under dynamic
operation. The purpose of this paper is to model this effect in
order to correctly predict the response of the PAD.
Modeling hysteresis in the piezoelectric motor is a neces-
sary step in developing compensation methods to negate the ef-
fects. The most encountered method of modeling hysteresis in
literature remains the Preisach-Krasnoselskii scalar model [6],
which provides a straightforward method of representing the
hysteretic effect. Although initially developed for the purpose
Fig. 1: The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD)
of modeling magnetic hysteresis, due to its fenomenological
nature, the method can be used to model any type of hys-
teresis [7]. This fact, combined with the generally predictable
performance has led the Preisach model to be the preferred
method used when hysteresis is involved.
Many modifications and improvements to the original
model have been proposed, such as accounting for dynamic in-
put changes [8], [9] or reducing the computational complexity
by simplifying the parameter identification process [10]. For
this paper, simplicity and real-time execution are the most im-
portant factors in determining the method used. Therefore, the
classical model enhanced with Mayergoyz’s observations on
determining the Everett function from the first-order inverting
loops [6], [11] is chosen. The paper starts by presenting the
underlying principle of the classical Preisach model in section
II, followed by a short description of the experimental set-up
and tests performed in section III. The model response is then
compared to experimental measurements in Section IV, after
which the conclusion is presented in section V.
II. THE CLASSICAL PREISACH MODEL
The idea behind the classical scalar Preisach model con-
sists of describing the hysteretic effect through the use of an
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Fig. 3: Microtoothing on the motor shaft. Tooth distance is 120 µm and depth
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infinite number of parallel-connected relay-type two-state dis-
continuous operators ˛ˇ Œu.t/, called basic hysterons. These
elements represent relay-like loops on the input-output plane
with two values, ˛ and ˇ, acting as the ’on’ and ’off’
thresholds, with ˇ  ˛. When the input signal u.t/ becomes
greater than ˛, the output of the operator becomes ’high’
and goes to ’low’ state only when the input becomes less
than ˇ. In between tresholds, the previous value is retained.
More explicitly, in the case of piezoelectric devices this can
be written mathematically as
˛ˇ Œu.t/D
8ˆ
<
:ˆ
0 u.t/ ˇI
˛ˇ Œu.t/ ˇ  u.t/ ˛I
1 u.t/ ˛:
(1)
This representation of the basic hysteretic operator, repre-
∑
Fig. 4: Parallel connection of elementary Preisach hysterons with weighting
gains
Fig. 5: The elementary Preisach hysteron with thresholds ˛ and ˇ . The arrows
represent one-way state transitions
sented graphically in Fig. 5, is in agreement with the property
of a hsyteretic system where the output depends not only on
the input, but past values of the input as well. In other words,
hysteresis is a nonlinearity with a non-local memory effect.
In order to be able to reproduce a wide range of hys-
teresis curves, the outputs of the basic hysterons are then
weighted with an experimentally-determined weighting func-
tion .˛;ˇ/. Determining this function represents the major
challenge in deriving and using the Preisach hysteresis model.
The structural block diagram of the Preisach model is
shown in Fig. 4. It illustrates the parallel connection and
weighting of individual elementary hysterons, whose sum
produces the instantaneous output. Mathematically, this is
expressed as
x.t/D
“
˛ˇ
.˛;ˇ/˛ˇ Œu.t/d˛ dˇ (2)
where u.t/ is the voltage input to the piezoelectric actua-
tor, x.t/ represents the output displacement, .˛;ˇ/ is the
experimentally-obtained weighting function and ˛ˇ Œu.t/ is
the hysteron state.
A geometrical interpretation of the hysteron plane (also
called the ˛%ˇ plane) greatly facilitates the understanding of
(2) and the Preisach model in general. In this plane, a so-called
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Preisach triangle T0 is defined, which represents the region
of operation of the actuator, bordered by ˛max ;ˇmax ;˛min
and ˇmin. Only the surface above the diagonal given by
˛D ˇ has any physical meaning and therefore T0 is an upper
triangular surface. The elementary hysterons ˛ˇ Œu.t/ have a
direct correlation to the ˛%ˇ half-plane in such a way that
at any point in time T0 is divided into two surfaces S
C and
S#, representing the .˛;ˇ/ pairs for which ˛ˇ Œu.t/D 1 or
0, respectively. This is in stark contrast to the method being
applied to describe magnetic hysteresis, where in order to wipe
out the magnetization, a negative input has to be applied. In
other words, in piezoelectric phenomena a lack of excitation
field results in a zero net output.
Thereby, for a monotonic increase of the input u.t/,
the input-output plane shows an ascending hysteresis branch,
while the ˛%ˇ half-plane ’fills up’ from the bottom to the
horizontal line defined by ˛ D f˛1j˛1  u.t/g. Similarly, a
monotonic decrease in input will then determine the surface
to ’empty’, but this process is orthogonal to the one for
increasing input. Therefore the ’filled’ space T0 will empty
starting from the right towards the vertical line defined by
ˇ D fˇ1jˇ1  u.t/g. Thereby a stochastic input signal with
several extrema will be represented as a combination of ’filled’
and ’emptied’ areas on the triangle, delimited by a boundary
staircase layer, denoted L. The problem then boils down
to finding the area under the obtained staircase curve. This
process is visually exemplified in Fig. 6.
An important property of the Preisach model is the wipe-
out feature, whereby the input history is erased when the input
increases above (or decreases below) the previous points of
extrema. Specifically, in Fig. 6d if the input were to increase
beyond ˛1, then the pair .˛1;ˇ2/ would be removed from
the history. Visually, the corner represented by .˛1;ˇ2/ on the
half-plane would be ’engulfed’ by the vertically increasing SC
surface. In time domain, this coincides with u.t/ increasing
in amplitude beyond its previous extremum. This feature is
important in order to prevent excessive history growth.
Using the presented geometric interpretation, the Preisach
model (2) can be rewritten as
x.t/D
“
SC
.˛;ˇ/˛ˇ Œu.t/d˛ dˇC
“
S"
.˛;ˇ/˛ˇ Œu.t/d˛dˇ
(3)
Considering that in the case of piezoelectric actuators
˛ˇ Œu.t/ D 0ju.t/ˇ and ˛ˇ Œu.t/ D 1ju.t/˛ , (3) can be
reduced to
x.t/D
“
SC
.˛;ˇ/d˛ dˇ (4)
The next step in completing the Preisach hysteresis model
is determining the .˛;ˇ/ weighting function. This is done
more easily by using the system’s first-order reversal curves,
shown in Fig. 7a, to construct the describing Everett func-
tion [12], thereby eliminating the computationally-intensive
double integration. A term denoted with x˛ is defined as the
piezoelectric expansion on the limiting ascending branch of
the hysteresis curve corresponding to an input value of ˛ and,
similarly, x˛ˇ is defined as the expansion on the descending
branch that starts at the previous x˛ . Hereby, the Everett
α=
β
T0
(a)
T0
(b)
α=
β
T0
(c)
S+
S+
S
L
T0
(d)
Fig. 6: Representation of the Preisach triangle, with examples for increasing
(a), maximum (b), decreasing (c) and progressively decreasing amplitude (d)
triangular input and their respective surface divisions.
function is defined as
X.˛;ˇ/D
1
2
.x˛ %x˛ˇ / (5)
By choosing two arbitrary points x˛ and x˛ˇ as shown in
Fig. 7b and expressing them in terms of Preisach equation, the
geometric interpretation of the Everett function shows that:
x˛ D
“
SCCT1
.˛;ˇ/d˛ dˇ (6)
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u(a)
x
α=
β
u
(b)
Fig. 7: First-order reversal curves used to construct the Everett function (a) and
an example of obtaining the function together with the graphical interpretation
(b). The surface T1 represents the difference in S
C when the input decreases
from ˛ to ˇ .
x˛ˇ D
“
SC
.˛;ˇ/d˛ dˇ (7)
(8)
Now by rewriting (5) and taking (7) and (6) into account while
considering that the double integral over the total surface SCC
T1 is equal to the sum of the integrals over each surface,
X.˛;ˇ/ becomes:
X.˛;ˇ/D
1
2
“
T1
.˛;ˇ/d˛dˇ (9)
This shows that the Everett function represents the double
integral of the weighting function over a component surface.
Finding the actual weighting function .˛;ˇ/ requires a dou-
ble differentiation of the measured sum of Everett functions,
but doing that with noisy, experimental data introduces even
more noise and might render the result unusable. Therefore,
it is more convenient to now introduce the discrete Preisach
model and re-express the initial formulation shown in (2) to
include the Everett terms [8]. By considering an N number of
memorized extrema, the piezoelectric expansion becomes:
x.t/D
8ˆ
ˆˆˆˆ
ˆˆ<
ˆˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆ:
X.u.t/;ˇN /C
C
NP
iD1
.X.˛i ;ˇi#1/%X.˛i ;ˇi // Pu.t/ > 0I
X.˛N ;ˇN#1/%X.˛N ;u.t//C
C
NP
iD1
.X.˛i ;ˇi#1/%X.˛i ;ˇi // Pu.t/ < 0:
(10)
In order to obtain the values needed for each Everett function,
Fig. 8: Division of the Preisach plane into N D 12 equally-distanced values
for ˛ and ˇ , and the resulting 12 discrete levels obtained on the hysteresis
curve.
and consequently the discrete Preisach model, the previously-
defined limiting triangle T0 is now split up into a mesh con-
taining values for the point pairs f.˛i ;ˇj /ji D 1::N;j D i::N g.
Fig. 8 shows the geometrical interpretation of the discrete
Preisach plane on the left hand side, together with the obtained
input-output representation on the right-hand side, for an
arbitrary value of N D 12. The number of ˛ and ˇ values
equals the number of discrete steps on the hysteresis curve.
Naturally, the higher N is chosen, the finer the mesh becomes
and consequently, the finer the hysteresis representation will
become. This is at the expense of exponentially increasing
memory requirements to store all the values.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Through (10), a theoretical basis for modeling hysteresis
in piezoelectric actuators is set. The PAD motor employs four
piezoelectric stack actuators in order to generate rotational
motion, as presented in Fig. 2. In order to be able to model the
effects of hysteresis in the motor, the first-order reversal curves
of these actuators have to be measured and the corresponding
Preisach plane needs to be created. To accomplish this, an
experimental set-up that can measure these parameters was
built.
The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 9 and consists
of a computer with a dSPACE single-board PCI system, a
linear voltage amplifier and a laser displacement sensor. The
laser sensor is a Keyence LC-2440 sensor head connected to
a Keyence LC-2400 controller. The measurement system has
measuring range of ˙3mm, maximum resolution of 0.2 µm
and a bandwidth of 20 kHz. The unit under test is a Noliac
custom piezoelectric stack actuator laser-welded into a spring-
load casing with 750N preloading. The actuator is rated for
200V input voltage, producing a maximum elongation of
60 µm.
A Matlab script is used to produce a positively biased re-
ceding sawtooth waveform which is then amplified and drives
the actuator. The waveform is adjustable in time, envelope
slope and number of teeth. This type of waveform is chosen
in order to eliminate the effects of creep while keeping all
hysteresis information intact. Data acquisition of the position
value is then performed and all data is stored into Matlab for
processing.
IV. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to identify the Preisach model and build the
˛%ˇ plane, the first-order reversal curves are measured for a
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LDM
Driver
Fig. 9: Block diagram of the experimental set-up. A computer equipped with
a PCI dSPACE board is used. The signal generated is amplified through
a voltage amplifier. The unit under test is a Noliac custom piezoelectric
stack actuator. Elongation is measured using a Keyence LC-2440 laser sensor
connected to a Keyence LC-2400 laser displacement meter (LDM).
single piezoelectric actuator from the four. The other actuators
are assumed to be identical with the measured one. This
assumption is reasonable, within the fabrication tolerances of
the actuators themselves but it will of course impact the model
accuracy.
Fig. 10a shows the receding sawtooth voltage signal ap-
plied to the stack actuator, as measured from the output of the
voltage amplifier. The frequency of the signal is 0.5Hz, it has
a length of 50 periods and a linear recession slope of −2V
per period. The low frequency is chosen so that the dynamic
properties of the actuator do not affect its response.
The measured displacement of the actuator corresponding
to the input voltage is shown in Fig. 10b. It has the same
frequency and length as the input signal, but the envelope
of the recession shows an exponential response with a sub-
unitary exponent, instead of the linear recession seen in the
voltage signal. The glitches present in the signals at around
the 45 second mark are the result of the measurement system
buffer overflowing and missing some samples. A new set of
measurements needs to be carried out with special attention
to acquisition buffer size and amount of data.
Nevertheless, the response estimated by the developed
model is in good agreement with the measured response.
Fig. 11 shows a comparison between the real and modeled
displacements for an applied voltage signal swinging between
31V-173V-33V-171V. This specific input voltage swing was
chosen at random out of the ranges for which measurements
exist, so as to be able to evaluate the model response. The
relative error plot in Fig. 11c illustrates that the model response
matches the measurements within 95.8%. Therefore the model
correctly estimates the actuator’s exponential displacement
response as a direct result of the triangular input excitation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper models the effects of hysteresis in the piezo-
electric stack actuators that make up the Piezoelectric Actuator
Drive motor. A discrete Preisach model was chosen due to its
popularity as a hysteresis modeling tool, relative simplicity
and ease of implementation. The model was built based on
the measurement of 50 hysteresis reversal curves, from which
the corresponding Everett functions were extracted. Validation
against a randomly-chosen input variation was done. Finally,
the developed and implemented discrete Preisach model allows
estimating the displacement of the stacks within the motor with
a relative accuracy of 95.8% and serves as a good starting point
for studying and developing different compensation algorithms
that are able to eliminate hysteresis.
Future work will focus both on deriving an inverse model
for compensation, as well as studying improvements to the
developed model. Increasing the number of reversal curves
measured to obtain higher accuracy, as well as investigating
the effects of higher frequency dynamics on the model are
being considered.
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Fig. 10: Measurement of the first order reversal curves used to extract the
model parameters. (a) shows the receding sawtooth signal applied to the
piezoelectric stack actuator, measured from the output of the amplifier. (b) is
the measured displacement of the piezoelectric actuator. (c) shows the actual
reversal curves obtained.
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Fig. 11: Result of the model compared with the actual measured output for
an input voltage pattern swinging between 31V-173V-33V-171V. (a) shows
the comparison in time, (b) shows the matching hysteresis curves and (c)
contains the relative error plot.
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Abstract: 
The Preisach model is a powerful tool for modelling the hysteresis phenomenon on multilayer piezo actuators 
under large signal excitation. In this paper, measurements at different temperatures are presented, showing the 
effect on the density of the Preisach matrix. An interpretation is presented, aiming at defining a temperature-
dependent phenomenological model of hysteresis for a better understanding of the non-linear effects in piezo 
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Introduction 
Quasi-static multilayer piezoelectric actuators are 
generally used in quasi-static applications under large 
signal excitation. In these conditions, the hysteresis 
effect is pronounced and can become a limitation, in 
particular for positioning applications. 
To address this, two main approaches are possible: 
sensor-based or model-based. In the sensor-based 
approach, a sensor (displacement, force…) is used to 
close the loop and effectively linearize the 
piezoelectric effect. Although it provides excellent 
results, this approach is not always preferred or even 
possible, because of cost, size or performance. In the 
model-based approach, the behaviour of the actuator 
is characterised and this model is inverted to provide 
open-loop control of the actuator. This approach has 
become very popular with the availability of powerful 
real-time controllers. Several models have been 
proposed [1, 2], among others Ishlinskii hysteresis 
model [3], Maxwell resistive capacitor-based 
lumped-parameter model [4], variable time relay 
hysteresis model [5] and Preisach model [6]. 
The Preisach model [7, 8] is a phenomenological 
approach that can accurately describe any hysteresis 
behaviour. It is often the preferred approach for 
piezoelectric actuators and its large number of 
degrees of freedom makes it possible to adjust very 
precisely to experimental data. 
 
The Preisach model 
In a simple Preisach model, the hysteresis effect is 
decomposed into an infinity of individual elements 
called hysterons. These elements act as relays with an 
activation threshold α and a de-activation threshold 
β. 
A geometrical interpretation of the hysteron plane 
greatly facilitates the understanding of the Preisach 
model in general. In this plane, a so-called Preisach 
triangle  is defined, which represents the region of 
operation of the actuator, bordered by 
 , 	 , 
 		
	 . Only the surface above 
the diagonal given by  = 
  has any physical 
meaning and therefore   is an upper triangular 
surface. The elementary hysterons have a direct 
correlation to the half-plane in such a way that at any 
point in time  is divided into two surfaces  and  representing the (, 
) pairs for which the relay 
elements are active or inactive, respectively.  
Thereby, for a monotonic increase of an input (), 
the input-output plane shows an ascending hysteresis 
branch, while the   half-plane ’fills up’ from the 
bottom to the horizontal line defined by  =
	|	 ≤ ()}. Similarly, a monotonic decrease in 
input will then determine the surface to ’empty’, but 
this process is orthogonal to the one for increasing 
input. Therefore the ’filled’ space   will empty 
starting from the right towards the vertical line 
defined by 
 = 
	|	
 ≥ ()} . Thereby, a 
stochastic input signal with several extrema will be 
represented as a combination of ’filled’ and ’emptied’ 
areas on the triangle, delimited by a boundary 
staircase layer, denoted L. The problem then boils 
down to finding the area under the obtained staircase 
curve. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.  
 
The standard equation for this type of model is: 
() = 	 (, 
) !"#,  $()	
	
!%"
 
Where   is the model output,   represents a 
weighting matrix that mathematically particularizes 
the model to fit different hysteresis shapes and  !" 
represents the hysteron elements that can take values 
from the set −1, 1}. 
Terms on the diagonal (α = β) dictate the general 
trend of the curve without hysteresis while the density 
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within the triangle (α > β) corresponds to hysteresis 
effects. 
 
 
 
 Fig. 1: Illustration of Preisach model  
 
In many applications, the actuator will be required to 
operate over a wide temperature range, which will 
affect the Preisach triangle. In such case, working 
with a constant Preisach model will induce errors in 
the open-loop control of the actuator. 
In the present paper, a Preisach model is applied to 
the hysteresis relationship between dielectric charge 
and voltage (electric field). This set of parameters was 
chosen because it can be further processed in an 
electrostrictive behaviour model [9, 10]. However 
other parameter sets such as displacement versus 
voltage can be considered directly. 
 
Experiment design 
In our experiments, a multilayer piezoelectric element 
was submitted to a variable voltage while its 
dielectric charge was measured using a Sawyer-
Tower circuit [11]. The element was placed in an 
oven (Fig. 2), allowing measurement between 25 and 
200°C by steps of 25°C. 
 
 
 
 Fig. 2: Experiment setup  
 
Experimentation was performed using different input 
signals. In the end we selected a sinusoidal signal at 
100Hz with a DC offset of 50V (corresponding to 
1,5kV/mm, half the maximum peak-peak amplitude) 
and an amplitude decreasing by steps. Each wave is 
repeated to provide a statistical basis. The input signal 
is illustrated on Fig. 3. The first activation cycle at 
maximum voltage effectively “resets” the initial state 
of the Preisach matrix. 
 
 
 
 Fig. 3: Voltage input signal 
 
From these measurements we used two different 
methods to evaluate the Preisach matrices: analytical 
and recursive. 
The analytical method is based on the following 
process: 
• Identification of voltage reversal points. These 
define separation lines within the α-β plane, 
creating subdivisions of the plane. The selected 
input signal presents 40 reversal points, 
therefore a 39*39 discrete Preisach matrix can 
be built. 
• Interpolation of charge values when the input 
signal crosses the separation lines. 
• Starting from the smallest loop, charge 
differences can be calculated. The charge value 
in the Preisach matrix corresponds to the 
measured charge increase minus the charge 
increase measured over the same range in 
smaller loops (in other words the sum of the 
terms already identified in the same line for 
increasing voltage or in the same column for 
decreasing voltage). 
• Charge density values (in C/V2) are calculated 
by dividing each charge value by the area of 
the subdivision. 
The recursive method relies on setting up a 
constrained least-squares minimization problem of 
the form: 
(, 
) = 	 min+(!,") ||	Γ#,  $() − 	()	||-, 
 
Where   represents the weight matrix, Γ  is the 
Preisach operator,   is the current input,   
represents the initial relay state vector while  is the 
measured system output.  
Thereby, the square of the difference between 
modelled and measured outputs is iteratively 
minimized until the error lies below a set threshold. A 
weight matrix (, 
) is obtained, which contains the 
hysteretic nonlinearities specific to the modelled 
system. This method is implemented in MATLAB. 
The two methods give comparable results. 
 
Results 
The graphs on Figs. 4 to 6 are 3D representations of 
the identified Preisach matrix at respectively 25, 100 
and 200°C (using the analytical method). The scaling 
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is identical for comparison and the colour scale is 
deliberately finer in the lower values. 
 
 
 
 Fig. 4: Hysteresis matrix at 25°C 
 
 
 
 Fig. 5: Hysteresis matrix at 100°C 
 
 
 
 Fig. 6: Hysteresis matrix at 200°C 
 
The density is characteristic of soft-doped PZT 
actuators, with most of the hysteresis present at low 
αvalues. These correspond to the “belly” of the 
hysteresis curve. In other words the P-E curves tend 
to get more elongated at high field as previously 
observed in [12]. 
Considering how the density evolves with 
temperature, two observations can be made: 
• The density along the diagonal increases rapidly 
with temperature. This corresponds to the well-
known increase of capacitance with temperature 
and is analysed in more details in [13]. 
• The density within the triangle increases only 
marginally with temperature. This indicates that, 
in proportion, hysteresis decreases at high 
temperature. 
 
Analysis 
The Preisach model can also be interpreted in terms 
of energy, where a given hysterion needs an 
activation energy corresponding to a voltage α to 
change state and returns to its original state if energy 
falls below a level corresponding to a voltage β. In a 
physical approach, the “switching” can correspond 
to domain re-orientation or domain wall movement; 
however the Preisach approach being 
phenomenological, the cause of the hysteresis is not 
relevant. Still, the effect of high temperature will be 
to facilitate the activation and de-activation of these 
“switches”. In other words, hysterons shift towards 
the origin in the Preisach matrix. 
This phenomenon has been studied for 
electromagnetics, for which it was proposed to use 
temperature-dependent scale factors for α  and β 
[14]. However in the case of piezoelectric actuators, 
the relationship still needs to be formalised. 
Nevertheless, it can be considered that both the 
Preisach density and the state line are affected by 
temperature. Using the same example as in Fig 1, if 
the element is subsequently submitted to a 
temperature change from θ0 to θ1, the state line will 
shift (Fig 7). Therefore the poling state of the element 
will change since a certain area (a) will switch to S-. 
 
 
 
 Fig. 7: Illustration of the impact of 
temperature on the state line 
α 
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Also, it would make sense to extend the Preisach 
plane in the β < 0 range. This range would 
correspond to remanent poling. Obviously, the 
behaviour at θ1 will be different from θ0. But in 
addition, after return to θ0 the initial state of the 
element will not be the same. Some remanent poling 
may be “lost” (S-). However it can be easily recovered 
at the first activation. This phenomenon is often 
observed on soft-doped PZT, often in the fact that an 
actuator will provide a large free displacement at the 
first activation. 
 
Extension of the model 
Due to the adoption of a simple Preisach model, the 
proposed approach cannot include time-dependent 
phenomena such as frequency dependency and creep. 
This is contrary to observations. More advanced 
variants of the Preisach model have been proposed 
that include frequency dependency by adding 556  as a 
parameter for the weighing function  . Also the 
model can be extended to describe “viscous” effects 
such as creep by adding a random noise on the input 
signal [6]. 
However these implementations are complex and do 
not catch the full extent of poling dynamics as 
described for example by [15]. It is proposed to apply 
such behaviour models to individual hysterons, 
leading to time-dependency both in terms of creep 
and frequency dependency.  
 
Control aspects 
A temperature-dependent Preisach model is a very 
useful element of a reliable control circuit for a 
piezoelectric actuator. Several configurations can be 
considered: 
In a sensor-less configuration (temperature unknown), 
this model is however of little interest. The controller 
will have to assume a certain temperature in order to 
estimate the state of the actuator. 
If the temperature information is available, the 
controller would be capable of constantly adapting 
the Preisach matrix, thereby keeping an image of the 
state of the actuator, for example its free displacement. 
It is also possible to sense the charge absorbed by the 
actuator. In such a case, the controller can compare 
the actual charge to the model and deduct the 
temperature of the actuator. 
Finally, a combination (temperature + charge 
measurement) would allow the controller to deduct 
two variables such as position and external force. 
Combinations with displacement or force sensors are 
of course also possible, each additional parameter 
allowing the estimation of a variable or a 
consolidation of the estimates. 
 
Conclusions 
The target of this paper is to propose a temperature-
dependent phenomenological model of hysteresis. 
Depending on the adopted sensor configuration, this 
model can be used within a control loop in order to 
determine the state of an actuator (free displacement), 
its temperature or the generated force. 
Essentially, the target is to reach a better 
characterisation of the non-linearity of piezoelectric 
actuators and a better understanding of non-linear 
effects, leading to improved control capabilities. 
Measurements give an indication of how the Preisach 
density evolves with temperature, with a general 
scaling as well as a shift of the hysterons towards the 
origin. 
The adoption of a simple Preisach model implies rate-
independent behaviour, however it would be possible 
to extend it to a rate-dependent model. 
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Zero computational cost piezoelectric hysteresis
compensation for quasi-dynamic applications
Abstract — The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD) is
a precise piezoelectric motor generating high-torque rotary
motion, which employs piezoelectric stack actuators in a
wobble-style actuation to generate rotation. The piezoelectric
stacked ceramics used as the basis for motion in the motor
suffer from hysteretic nonlinearities. In order to model these
nonlinearities, a least squares constraint algorithm is used to
extract a weighting function and a discrete Preisach model is
derived. Hysteresis temperature dependence is discussed and
a linear influence of temperature on the Preisach weights is
proposed, with an average error of 3% between extrapolated
and measured responses at 200 C. Compensation is achieved
through an improved closest-match algorithm. The results show
a relative error of less than 3% between measured and reference
responses, validated with two separate trajectory signals.
Keywords — motor, actuator, piezoelectric, stack, multilayer,
hysteresis, model, Preisach
I. INTRODUCTION
The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD) shown in Fig. 1
is a type of rotary motor that transforms the linear motion
of piezoelectric stack actuators into a precise rotation [1]. The
operating principle, illustrated in Fig. 2, is based on a wobble-
style motor, where the motor ring is actuated into an off-center
circular motion around an axially constrained shaft, thereby
generating rotational motion. A micro-mechanical toothing
interface is machined between the ring and shaft, as shown in
Fig. 3. This enables both high positioning accuracy and output
torque [2]. The actuation method, combined with the type of
toothing and the inherent large stiffness of the piezoelectric
stack actuators makes the PAD appropriate for open-loop
control [3].
By construction, the PAD motor behaves like a fully capac-
itive rotary machine, due to the piezoelectric stack actuators
it employs. These actuators exhibit desirable properties such
as large stiffness and a reversibility of the piezoelectric effect,
enabling them to act as both actuators and sensors [4]. Never-
theless, two dominating nonlinearities persist in the control of
piezoelectric-based actuation, namely hysteresis and creep [5].
Of the two effects, hysteresis has a much larger impact on the
positioning precision of the motor, especially under dynamic
operation. The purpose of this paper is to model this effect in
order to correctly predict the response of the PAD.
Modeling hysteresis in the piezoelectric motor is a neces-
sary step in developing compensation methods to negate the
effects. The most encountered method of modeling hysteresis
in literature remains the Preisach scalar model [6], which pro-
vides a straightforward method of representing the hysteretic
effect. Although initially developed for the purpose of model-
ing magnetic hysteresis, due to its fenomenological nature, the
method can be used to model any type of hysteresis [7]. This
fact, combined with the generally predictable performance has
Fig. 1: The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD)
led the Preisach model to be the preferred method used when
hysteresis is involved.
Many modifications and improvements to the original
model have been proposed, such as accounting for dynamic
input changes [8], [9] or reducing the computational complex-
ity by simplifying the parameter identification process [10].
For this paper, simplicity and real-time execution are the most
important factors in determining the method used. Therefore,
the classical model enhanced through a least squares weight
determination [6], [11], [12] is chosen.
The Preisach hysteresis model is a powerful method in
black box-type phenomenological hysteresis modeling. It is
capable of representing any hysteretic shape with complete
disregard for the underlying physical phenomena involved.
Nonetheless, one major disadvantage of the method is its
incapability, in its standard form, of modeling temperature
dependence, a limitation also identified in [13]. Therefore,
an empirically-supported model for hysteresis dependence on
temperature is introduced
Compensation of the effects of hysteresis is necessary in
order to improve the positioning accuracy of piezoelectric
devices in applications where open-loop control is desirable.
Even in closed-loop applications, precompensation of hystere-
sis can help reduce requirements on control law dynamics and
improve overall system behavior. In this respect, building an
inverse Preisach model is necessary. One of the disadvantages
exhibited by this model now becomes apparent, in that it
does not have an analytical inverse. Therefore, an approximate
inverse is calculated, based on a closest-match algorithm [11],
[13]–[15].
Piezo actuator
Preload spring
Welding
Mount
Joint
Motor shaft
Motor ring
Fig. 2: PAD operating principle
Fig. 3: Microtoothing on the motor shaft. Tooth distance is 120 µm and depth
is 38 µm
The paper starts by presenting the underlying principle of
the Preisach model of hysteresis in section II, followed by
presenting temperature dependence in section III and model
inversion in section IV. The experimental set-up is described
in section V, while measurements and validation is presented
in section IV. The conclusion follows in section VII.
II. THE PREISACH MODEL OF HYSTERESIS
The idea behind the classical scalar Preisach model con-
sists of describing the hysteretic effect through the use of an
infinite number of parallel-connected relay-type two-state dis-
continuous operators gab[u(t)], called basic hysterons. These
elements represent relay-like loops on the input-output plane
with two values, a and b, acting as the ’on’ and ’off’
thresholds, with b  a. When the input signal u(t) becomes
∑
Fig. 4: Parallel connection of elementary Preisach hysterons with weighting
gains
greater than a, the output of the operator becomes ’high’
and goes to ’low’ state only when the input becomes less
than b. In between tresholds, the previous value is retained.
More explicitly, in the case of piezoelectric devices this can
be written mathematically as
gab[u(t)] =
8><>:
 1 u(t) b;
gab[u;g0](t) b u(t) a;
1 u(t) a:
(1)
The hereby-defined hysteron output depends on both signal
input and its initial output, defined in (1) as g0jg02[+1; 1].
This representation of the basic hysteretic operator, represented
graphically in Fig. 5, is in agreement with the property of a
hsyteretic system where the output depends not only on the
input, but past values of the input as well. In other words,
hysteresis is a nonlinearity with a non-local memory effect.
In order to be able to reproduce a wide range of hys-
teresis curves, the outputs of the basic hysterons are then
weighted with an experimentally-determined weighting func-
tion µ(a;b)jµ(a;b)0;8(a;b)2T . Determining this function repre-
sents the major challenge in deriving and using the Preisach
hysteresis model.
The structural block diagram of the Preisach model is
shown in Fig. 4. It illustrates the parallel connection and
weighting of individual elementary hysterons, whose sum
produces the instantaneous output. Mathematically, for a given
input u() this can be expressed as
x(t) =
ZZ
ab
µ(a;b)gab[u;g0](t)dbda (2)
where u(t) is the voltage input to the piezoelectric actua-
tor, x(t) represents the output displacement, µ(a;b) is the
experimentally-obtained weighting function and gab[u(t)] is
the hysteron state.
Thereby, an operator G can be defined that describes
the dependence of the output on current and past inputs as
expressed by (2):
x(t) = G[u;g0(a;b)](t); (3)
where g0(a;b) represents the initial state of each relay.
1-1
Fig. 5: The elementary Preisach hysteron with thresholds a and b. The arrows
represent one-way state transitions
A geometrical interpretation of the hysteron plane (also
called the a b plane) greatly facilitates the understanding of
(2) and the Preisach model in general. In this plane, a so-called
Preisach triangle T0 is defined, which represents the region
of operation of the actuator, bordered by amax;bmax;amin and
bmin. Only the surface above the diagonal given by a= b has
any physical meaning and therefore T0 is an upper triangular
surface. The elementary hysterons gab[u;g0](t) have a direct
correlation to the a b half-plane in such a way that at any
point in time T0 is divided into two surfaces S+ and S ,
representing the (a;b) pairs for which gab[u;g0](t) = 1 or  1,
respectively.
Thereby, for a monotonic increase of the input u(t), the
input-output plane shows an ascending hysteresis branch,
while the a  b half-plane ’fills up’ from the bottom to the
horizontal line defined by a = fa1ja1  u(t)g. Similarly, a
monotonic decrease in input will then determine the surface
to ’empty’, but this process is orthogonal to the one for
increasing input. Therefore the ’filled’ space T0 will empty
starting from the right towards the vertical line defined by
b = fb1jb1  u(t)g. Thereby a stochastic input signal with
several extrema will be represented as a combination of ’filled’
and ’emptied’ areas on the triangle, delimited by a boundary
staircase layer, denoted L. The intersection point between this
memory curve and the diagonal defined by a = b represents
the current value of the input u(t). The problem then boils
down to finding the area under the obtained staircase curve.
This process is visually exemplified in Fig. 6.
An important property of the Preisach model is the wipe-
out feature, whereby the input history is erased when the input
increases above (or decreases below) the previous points of
extrema. Specifically, in Fig. 6d if the input were to increase
beyond a1, then the pair (a1;b2) would be removed from the
history. Visually, the corner represented by (a1;b2) on the
half-plane would be ’engulfed’ by the vertically increasing S+
surface. In time domain, this coincides with u(t) increasing
in amplitude beyond its previous extremum. This feature is
important in order to prevent excessive history growth.
Using the presented geometric interpretation, the Preisach
α=
β
T0
(a)
T0
(b)
α=
β
T0
(c)
S
+
S
+
S
L
T0
(d)
Fig. 6: Representation of the Preisach triangle, with examples for increasing
(a), maximum (b), decreasing (c) and progressively decreasing amplitude (d)
triangular input and their respective surface divisions.
model (2) can be rewritten as
x(t) =
ZZ
S+
µ(a;b)gab[u;g0(a;b)](t)dbda
+
ZZ
S 
µ(a;b)gab[u;g0(a;b)](t)dbda
(4)
Considering that gab[u;g0(a;b)](t) =  1ju(t)b and
gab[u;g0(a;b)](t) = 1ju(t)a, (4) can be reduced to
x(t) =
ZZ
S+
µ(a;b)dbda 
ZZ
S 
µ(a;b)dbda (5)
Fig. 7: Division of the Preisach plane into N = 12 equally-distanced values
for a and b, and the resulting 12 discrete levels obtained on the hysteresis
curve.
The next step in completing the Preisach hysteresis model
is discretizing the half-plane and determining the µ(a;b)
weighting function. There are many ways in achieving this,
both parametric and nonparametric, but a constrained least
squares iterative minimization process is arguably the best
suited nonparametric method for it [14] since no initial as-
sumption is made on the distribution shape. Through this
method, the square of the difference between actual and
modeled outputs is iteratively minimized until the error is
below a set threshold. The drawback is increased computa-
tional intensity for large amounts of data and high levels of
discretization. Therefore, in the case of the Preisach model,
µ(a;b) will then be
µ(a;b) = min
µ(a;b)
gab[u;g0(a;b)](t) µ(a;b)  x(t)2jµ(a;b)0
(6)
In order map actual values for each hysteron weight to
the Preisach plane, the previously-defined limiting triangle T0
is now split up into a mesh containing values for the point
pairs f(ai;b j)ji= 1::N; j= i::Ng. Fig. 7 shows the geometrical
interpretation of the discrete Preisach plane on the left hand
side, together with the obtained input-output representation on
the right-hand side, for an arbitrary value of N = 12. The
number of a and b values equals the number of discrete steps
on the hysteresis curve. Naturally, the higher N is chosen,
the finer the mesh becomes and consequently, the finer the
hysteresis representation will become. This is at the expense
of exponentially increasing memory requirements to store all
the values.
Through (5), a theoretical basis for modeling hysteresis in
piezoelectric actuators is set. The PAD motor employs four
piezoelectric stack actuators in order to generate rotational
motion, as presented in Fig. 2. In order to be able to model
the effects of hysteresis in the motor, the actuators need to
be excited by a sufficiently rich input in order to activate
all hysterons within the defined plane at least once [15]. In
this respect, a biased receding amplitude sawtooth signal is
used, whose envelope converges towards the bias value. This
produces a spiral hysteretic response, as illustrated in Fig. 6d.
By ensuring that the number of identification periods is at least
equal to the discretization step, all hysterons can be excited.
The result of the identification process is a piecewise
constant Preisach half-plane populated with the values of the
weighting function µ(a);b).
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Fig. 8: Hysteresis versus voltage.
III. INLFUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON THE MODEL
In order to analyze the effect of temperature on stack
actuator operation and consequently on the modeling process,
a set of measurements was performed using the identification
signal described. Its response is then measured for 8 different
temperature levels, ranging from 25 C to 200 C.
The previously presented Preisach identification procedure
is then applied with a low discretization step of N = 20, in
order to enable quicker interpretation of the results. Thereby,
8 separate weighting matrices are obtained that correspond to
the 8 different temperature levels.
Fig. 8 shows one loop of the hysteresis behavior of the
studied device for each temperature level. Herein, the maxi-
mum obtainable stroke of the piezoelectric actuator increases
with temperature, with the free displacement obtained at
200 C showing a 70% increase over room temperature values.
The Preisach model is then used to obtain 8 sets of different
distribution matrices. Fig. 8 shows that temperature changes
the maximum stroke and at the same time the hysteretic
behavior is reduced with temperature increase. This is also
supported by an increase in the weights on the main diagonal
of the Preisach plane, paired with a decrease in the off-
diagonal terms. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.
While the increase in actuator output with increased tem-
perature is significant, the relatively small change in the off-
diagonal terms in the Preisach plane suggest that the effect of
temperature on hysteresis opening is not significant compared
to its influence on maximum stroke. Furthermore, the increase
in stroke suggests a linear dependence to temperature.
The observations in this experiment support previous
claims [16], [17] that the piezoelectric stroke increases with
temperature. Moreover, in the range of measurement, a quasi-
linear dependency between the two is observed. This pre-
vious research then explains this trend by introducing a
set of temperature-dependent constitutive equations wherein
the charge constant is directly proportional to temperature.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 9: Difference between identified Preisach weights at 25 C (a) and 200 C
(b).
Since the Preisach model is phenomenological in nature, this
physically-attributed temperature trend is not inherently useful.
Therefore, a better approach is to augment the obtained weight
function to include the temperature dependence as an added
overall linear weighting factor.
Based on the expression for the Preisach operator G in (3),
a new operator GT can be introduced that takes temperature
behavior into effect through a temperature proportionality
factor kT . This can be expressed as
GT [u;g0(a;b);kT ](t) = kTG[u;g0(a;b)](t): (7)
Therefore, the temperature-dependent Preisach model output
becomes
x(t) = GT [u;g0(a;b);kT ](t) =
= kT
ZZ
S+
µ(a;b)dbda kT
ZZ
S 
µ(a;b)dbda (8)
IV. PREISACH MODEL INVERSE
Based on the notion of discretization illustrated in Fig. 7,
the surface T contains N(N+1)=2 piecewise-constant weights
µ, where the density in each cell is constant, but can vary from
cell to cell. Similarly, model input sensitivity is now reduced
to a minimum variation Du = (umax  umin)=N, by virtue of
discretization. Therefore, the model output will only change
for an input variation that is larger than Du.
Now, given an initial memory curve L0, the goal is to
find an input value uˆ 2 T such that the model output is equal
or close to a desired output xd [13]. Written in terms of (3)
discretized,
jG[uˆ;L0]  xd j=min
u2T
jG[u;L0]  xd j: (9)
In short, the algorithm compares a desired output to the
output of the Preisach model and then successively increases
or decreases the input to the model until the error between the
two outputs is smaller than the discretization step.
The implemented algorithm is based on the original one
provided in [13], but improves upon it by grouping condi-
tions, minimizing branching and reducing looping in order to
enhance clarity and reduce execution time. For purposes of
completeness, the full algorithm is provided in Alg.1.
Algorithm 1 Closest-match algorithm
Require: xd ;L0;Dn
Ensure: uˆ; Lˆ
n= 0
if xd [n]  x[n] == 0 then
(uˆ; Lˆ) = (u[n];L0[n])
return
else
while abs(xd [n]  x[n])> 0 do
if u[n] = umax then
(uˆ; Lˆ) = (u[n];L0[n])
return
else
u[n+1] = u[n]+Du  sgn(xd [n]  x[n])
n= n+1
x[n] = G(u[n];L0[n 1])
end if
end while
if abs(xd [n]  x[n] abs(xd [n]  x[n+1] then
(uˆ; Lˆ) = (u[n];L0[n])
return
else
(uˆ; Lˆ) = (u[n 1];L0[n 1])
return
end if
end if
The resulting estimated voltage uˆ will now represent the
inverse hysteretic input that will cancel out the system hys-
teresis. Due to discretization, uˆ now contains high frequency
components in the form of discrete steps which can excite
system dynamics and cause unnecessary strain in the actuators.
These can be partially removed through interpolation [13],
[15]. The drawback of the method is that it only provides
piecewise-smoothing from step to step, and therefore a better
LDM
Driver
Fig. 10: Block diagram of the experimental set-up. A computer equipped
with a PCI dSPACE board is used. The signal generated is amplified through
a voltage amplifier. The unit under test is a Noliac custom piezoelectric
stack actuator. Elongation is measured using a Keyence LC-2440 laser sensor
connected to a Keyence LC-2400 laser displacement meter (LDM).
solution is to apply high order digital filtering. Normally, this
would also introduce undesired phase shift in the input signal,
thereby negating the applicability of the inverse.
To avoid undesired phase shift, use of a zero-phase filter
is proposed [18]. Zero-phase filtering implies processing of
the input data in both forward and reverse directions in order
to eliminate phase lag. This implies a loss of causality and
therefore impossibility of implementation in a closed-loop
system. For the current application, this is not an issue since
only forward compensation is desired.
This approximate inverse model can now be used in order
to shape the input signal such that the desired output dis-
placement trajectory is obtained. Thereby, forward hysteresis
compensation is achieved. The results of this procedure will
be presented in the results section of this paper, together with
a verification process by which a signal other than the one
used for identification is set as trajectory and the piezo output
is measured to see the performance of the compensation.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 10 and consists
of a computer with a dSPACE single-board PCI system, a
linear voltage amplifier and a laser displacement sensor. The
laser sensor is a Keyence LC-2440 sensor head connected to
a Keyence LC-2400 controller. The measurement system has
measuring range of 3mm, maximum resolution of 0.2 µm
and a bandwidth of 20 kHz. The unit under test is a Noliac
custom piezoelectric stack actuator laser-welded into a spring-
load casing with 750N preloading. The actuator is rated for
200V input voltage, producing a maximum elongation of
60 µm.
A Matlab script is used to produce a positively biased re-
ceding sawtooth waveform which is then amplified and drives
the actuator. The waveform is adjustable in time, envelope
slope and number of teeth. This type of waveform is chosen
in order to eliminate the effects of creep while keeping all
hysteresis information intact. Data acquisition of the position
value is then performed and all data is stored into Matlab for
processing.
VI. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
Results on the forward model of hysteresis
In order to identify the Preisach model and build the
a  b plane, the system response is measured for a single
piezoelectric actuator from the four existing ones in motor. The
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Fig. 11: Receding amplitude sawtooth identification signal (a), obtained
response (b) and resulting hysteresis (c).
other actuators are assumed to be identical with the measured
one. This assumption is reasonable, within the fabrication
tolerances of the actuators themselves but it will of course
impact the model accuracy.
The identification signal used together with its response
are shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b), respectively, while (c) illus-
trates the hysteretic effect between the input and piezoelectric
response. The input signal is a 1Hz receding sawtooth that
starts at maximum input amplitude and successively converges
towards the bias point. There is a direct correlation between the
number of input signal periods or inversions and the number of
concentric hysteresis loops. For correct model identification,
the number of reversals has to at least match the discretization
level employed so that all hysterons are excited at least once.
The result of the identification procedure is then a weight
matrix µ(a;b), with each of its values assigned to a corre-
sponding square in the Preisach plane.
Fig. 12a. illustrates the modeled versus measured re-
sponses, limited to the last 10 s of the signal to illustrate more
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Fig. 12: Detail view of modeled versus measured responses (a) and corre-
sponding weight matrix (b) for a discretization level of N = 30.
detail. The response estimated by the developed model is in
agreement with the measured response. Therefore the model
correctly estimates the actuator’s exponential displacement
response as a direct result of the triangular input excitation.
Fig. 12b. presents the mapping of the weights onto the
plane for a discretization level of N = 30. The main diagonal
elements account for the bulk of the response and correspond
to the quasi-linear diagonal shape of the hysteretic curve.
Temperature effects on hysteresis
Fig. 8 illustrates a quasi-linear dependence between ac-
tuator temperature and its measured response. This is also
reflected in the obtained distributions, as the effects of tem-
perature are only prominent on the components situated on
the main diagonal. Therefore, in order to visually illustrate
the effects of temperature on the Preisach plane, only the
main diagonals of the obtained matrices are analyzed. Fig. ??
shows the elements on these diagonals plotted in increasing
temperature order. The figure exhibits the same type of quasi-
linear increase in diagonal coefficients between temperature
levels.
Fig. 13b. shows the mean relative trend of the weights
on the main diagonal of the Preisach distribution matrix with
respect to temperature. This linear fit, whose slope represents
the value for the introduced temperature coefficient kT can
now be used to extrapolate model weights for different tem-
peratures. Plot 13c. then shows the evaluation of this approach
by illustrating the maximum relative error obtained at each
temperature level versus the real weights directly modeled.
Although a deviation from the real weight by 22% seems
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Fig. 13: Value of Preisach distribution diagonal elements versus temperature
(a), linear fit of the temperature trend (b) and obtained maximum relative error
for each temperature value (c).
significant, this is the worst-case scenario for one single value
in the entire diagonal. The actual average error is 3%.
Inverse model validation
Fig. 14a. shows the measured and desired responses of
a piezoelectric device. The desired trajectory is used as an
input to the Preisach inversion algorithm. The resulting input
voltage is presented in (b), and the measured response in (a) is
the result obtained for this input signal. The hysteresis plot in
(c) shows a much more linear input-output response of the
device compared to Fig. 11(c). This proves that hysteresis
precompensation greatly reduces the nonlinear effects.
In order to further evaluate the performance of this com-
pensation method, a pure sinusoidal displacement profile is
set as the desired trajectory. The voltage signal obtained from
the Preisach inversion is then fed to the piezo device again,
with the results being shown in Fig. 15. Plot (a) shows a
good match between desired and measured responses, with
the nonlinearities almost completely eliminated. This is then
reinforced by the x-y plot showing hysteresis between desired
and measured responses in (b). In order to prove that the
nonlinear effects have been transfered to the input voltage
signal, plot (c) shows its hysteretic response with respect to
the measured output.
From these results it can be concluded that the hysteresis
inversion method used is effective in obtaining a more linear
response in piezoelectric devices with respect to their output
displacement. Through the improved closest-match inversion
algorithm, an inverse hysteretic relationship is embedded into
the piezo voltage input. A look-up table is then used to store
input values and as a result, the direct and inverse effects
cancel each other out.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper models the effects of hysteresis in the piezo-
electric stack actuators used in the Piezoelectric Actuator
Drive motor. A discrete Preisach model was chosen due to
its popularity as a hysteresis modeling tool, relative simplicity
and ease of implementation. A modeling approach is chosen
whereby the model weights are identified through a least
squares algorithm.
Next, the effects of temperature on hysteresis response are
shown, and a modification to the Preisach operator is proposed
to include this dependence as a linear coefficient. The method
is validated through comparison of the measured response at
200 C and the extrapolated one from 25 C, which shows an
average error of 3%.
A model inversion method is then implemented using an
improved closest-match algorithm. The improvements brought
on reduce algorithm looping and branching, leading to an
overall reduction in computational time. Validation of the
model inverse is performed on two sets of reference trajec-
tories, whereby the mean relative errors between desired and
measured outputs do not exceed 3% in either case.
Therefore, the modeling, temperature dependence and in-
version methods shown herein prove to be a practical tool in
hysteresis forward compensation.
Future work will focus on investigating the effects of
higher frequency dynamics on the model, as well as the
influence of creep on static operation.
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Fig. 14: Response of the system to an inverted identification input signal.
The desired and measured trajectory (a), trajectory error (b), obtained inverse
input voltage (c) and hysteresis between desired and measured trajectory (d).
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Fig. 15: Response of the system to a sinusoidal excitation. The desired and
measured trajectory (a), trajectory error (b), hysteresis between the two (b)
and hysteresis between inverted system input and measured output (c). The
hysteresis shape is inverted in this case.
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Abstract—The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD) is a new
type of electrical motor that employs piezoelectric multilayer
actuators coupled with a form-fitted micro-mechanical gearing to
generate rotary motion. The PAD is precise, having a positioning
error of less than 2 arc-seconds. Its typical output torque is
4N m, without any additional gearing. The whole motor is fully
non-magnetic, enabling its use in applications where magnetic
neutrality is of importance. The main challenges of the PAD are
the hysteretic behavior of the ceramic actuators used and their
highly capacitive nature. After compensating for the hysteretic
behavior, the current waveforms of the motor can be used
to extract all necessary parameters for sensorless operation.
Moreover, these signals provide a qualitative information about
the precision in motor centering and show any mismatch between
the actuators used.
Index Terms—Piezoelectricity, multilayer actuator, motor, hys-
teresis, compensation, control
I. INTRODUCTION
THE Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD) is a new typeof electrical rotary machine that essentially uses special
ceramic actuators to impart motion. The ceramics used have
piezoelectric properties – this means they physically stretch
when a voltage is applied to them. This linear motion is on
the order of micrometers, and is very precise.
A micro-mechanical gearing is then employed to transform
the linear motion of piezoelectric actuators into a precise
rotational motion [1]. These micrometer-sized teeth enable the
PAD to achieve high positioning accuracy, similar to stepper
motors. The motor has a positioning accuracy of less than 2
arc-seconds without the use of any positioning sensors. At the
same time, the PAD achieves high typical output torques of
4N m without extra gearing [2]. To give a relative idea of
strength, this is enough to lift a 65 kg sack of cement attached
to a rope that is winding around the shaft.
The main advantage of using the PAD as a replacement
for conventional servo drives is the fact that the PAD is a
fully non-magnetic motor. This allows the PAD to be used in
applications where conventional drives are inadequate, such as
operation in high radiation or strong magnetic fields. One such
case is operation close to the bore of a magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scanner, as a patient table positioning motor
to enable patient positioning without disturbing the image
produced by the scanner itself.
Despite the advantages of the PAD, there are some chal-
lenges associated with its operation. The piezoelectric actua-
tors used act as large capacitors, having a capacitance of 3 µF.
Therefore the power delivered to the motor is highly reactive.
Since only the real part of the power delivered to the motor is
effectively transformed into mechanical work, the power stage
used to drive the motor needs to be able to cope with large
amounts of return power in order to be efficient.
Furthermore, sensorless operation of the PAD is desired in
order to reduce fabrication cost, improve reliability and main-
tain magnetic neutrality. This requires extracting information
about rotor position, speed and motor torque from the motor
signals without the use of expensive external sensors. Due to
the stiff nature of the ceramic actuators, the load has very
little influence on the motor signals and is therefore difficult
to correctly estimate. Adding to this difficulty is the highly
hysteretic behavior of piezoelectric ceramics in general [3].
This hysteresis needs to be compensated for in order to
correctly estimate rotor position and speed.
While the micro-mechanical toothing combined with the
large actuator stiffness make the PAD motor ideal for use in
voltage-driven open-loop control [4], efficient operation and
load-sensing capabilities can only be obtained in a closed-
loop control structure. This requires overcoming the afore-
mentioned challenges.
II. PIEZOELECTRIC STACK ACTUATORS
Piezoelectricity has the property of being a bidirectional
effect. The direct effect allows these ceramics to generate
an electrical charge on their electrodes which is proportional
to the force applied to their surface. The converse effect
enables these materials to expand and contract a distance
proportional to the voltage applied to their electrodes. The
actuators employed in the motor use the converse piezoelectric
effect to transform electrical energy to mechanical energy.
The range of elongation in piezoelectric ceramics is in the
order of nano- to micrometers, and is therefore not inherently
useful in transferring energy. Stacking many layers of piezoce-
ramics on top of each other creates a piezoelectric multilayer
actuator (PMA). These layers are connected electrically in
parallel but mechanically in series, as shown in Fig. 1. The
advantage of PMAs over their single layer counterparts is the
ability to produce larger deflections and require a fraction
of the voltage levels of its single layer counterparts. The
cost comes in the form of larger exhibited capacitances and
therefore higher currents for the same actuation speed.
V+ V-
ElectrodesCeramic layers
Elongation
(a) (b)
Fig. 1: Piezoelectric multilayer actuator (PMA) structure diagram (a) and
actual image (b). The electrodes (black lines in (a) and silver surface with
connection points in (b)) are inserted with an alternating polarity into the
ceramic structure. Application of a voltage on these electrodes produces a
vertical expansion of the structure.
III. PAD OPERATING PRINCIPLE
The PAD and its internal structure are shown in Fig. 2a and
Fig. 2b. Four PMAs are placed inside the motor housing –
two sets of parallel actuators, with the sets having a 90° angle
between them. The PMAs are fixed to the motor housing on
one side and to the motor ring on the other. This ring has
a square exterior profile with a circular cutout in its center
which houses the motor shaft. This shaft is fixed to the motor
housing through ball bearings, allowing only rotation. Both the
surface on the inside of the motor ring and the circumference
of the shaft are machined into micro-mechanical teeth with
a pitch of 100 µm. Fig. 2c shows a microscope image of the
motor shaft teeth. The ring and shaft have 313 and 312 teeth,
respectively, with the shaft having one tooth less than the ring.
This forms a robust contact point between surfaces, suited for
power transfer while also gives the PAD the ability to output
high levels of torque through the inherent gearing ratio.
The multilayer actuators expand and contract linearly along
their length and thereby push and pull against the motor ring.
This creates two axes of actuation within the plane of the
stack actuators, the motor ring and shaft, thereby enabling the
motor ring to exhibit movement around the shaft. By applying
a sinusoidal voltage to the actuators on one axis and a phase-
shifted version of the same signal with a 90° phase shift to the
other actuators, the resulting space-vector and trajectory will
be circular. Fig. 3a shows the voltages applied to the actuators
normalized to their sinusoidal periods, while Fig. 3b illustrates
the resulting spatial trajectory. Thereby, the motor ring exhibits
an off-center circular motion around the shaft which is rotated
in the opposite direction through the contact point between
them.
Each full period of the applied sinusoidal voltage determines
the motor ring to do a full revolution around the shaft and
this, in turn, makes the shaft rotate in the opposite direction
for the distance equivalent to one tooth step. This is due
to the inherent 312 gearing ratio present through the micro-
mechanical toothing. Therefore a 360° rotation of the contact
point between the motor ring and shaft produces a 1.15°
rotation in the output shaft of the motor. This principle is
illustrated in Fig. 4 Moreover, the frequency of the applied
signals determines the speed of rotation, reduced by the same
gearing ratio, such that
 D Nring  Nshaf t
Nring
 f
60
; (1)
where  is the shaft rotation speed in RPM, Nring and Nshaf t
represent the number of teeth on the motor ring and shaft,
respectively, and f is the frequency in Hz of the applied
sinusoidal voltage signals.
IV. HYSTERESIS EFFECTS AND COMPENSATION METHODS
As mentioned in the introduction, a disadvantage of piezo-
electric ceramics is the high level of hysteresis they exhibit
between the applied voltage signal and the resulting displace-
ment. This is even more pronounced in PMAs, where the real
elongation of the actuator can vary by over 20% through the
middle of the stroke [5], as shown in Fig. 5a. Since hysteresis
has no effect on the actual displacement amplitude of the
PMAs, it does not impact open-loop positioning accuracy
when motion is executed along integer number of teeth. Since
one electrical revolution equals to one tooth step, a fraction
of that will result in sub-tooth motion. But since this implies
partial actuator expansion, this type of motion will be heavily
affected by hysteresis and in turn negatively affect sub-tooth
positioning accuracy. Thereby, the absolute motor accuracy is
reduced significantly.
A simple way of eliminating PMA hysteresis is to measure
the extent of the effect and forward-compensate for it by
adapting the driving signals, as proposed in [5]. This method
was proven to reduce the absolute positioning error of the
actuator under test by a factor of 10. The effects of hysteresis
compensation on displacement are shown in Fig. 5a and
Fig. 5b. Due to the manufacturing process of the actuators
which involves chemical, thermal and polarization processes,
the tolerance of their parameters is high, even for PMAs
produced in the same batch. Therefore, although showing
good results, the presented method requires measuring the
characteristics of every actuator individually. While this might
be feasible for low and very low volume manufacturing of
PADs, a different method would be required for a feasible
manufacturing line assembly process.
Therefore, a more feasible way of compensating for PMA
hysteresis is a closed-loop approach. Methods for achieving
this are currently under investigation.
V. SENSORLESS CONTROL
Sensorless control of electrical motors implies measuring
the motor response only through its electrical signals and using
these measurements to estimate all necessary motor quantities:
position, speed, acceleration and torque. This allows the motor
to be fully controlled without the use of external positioning
or torque sensors, which represent a large part of the overall
motor cost.
(a)
Piezo actuator
Preload spring
Welding
Mount
Joint
Motor shaft
Motor ring
(b) (c)
Fig. 2: PAD motor (a), internal structure (b) and micro-mechanical gearing (c). The internal structure of the PAD is made up of 4 PMA actuators acting
against a motor ring, which in turn is coupled to the shaft through a micromechanical gearing. The pitch of the gears is 100 µm.
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Fig. 3: Sine and cosine voltage signals applied to the actuators, normalized to their period (a) and ideal spatial trajectory obtained (b)
Due to its inherent structure, the PAD motor behaves
like a fully capacitive, voltage-driven rotary machine. The
piezoelectric stack actuators forming the basis of motion in
this motor give it a capacitive nature. This, coupled with the
reversibility of the piezoelectric effect enable the stacks to act
as both actuators and sensors [6]. The current flow to and from
the motor provides information about rotor speed and position,
but it also indicates the quality of mechanical contact between
stator and rotor through electromechanical coupling between
the shaft and the stacks. In order to qualify this coupling,
the motor was driven in open-loop and the current waveforms
were measured and plotted against each other to form a spatial
trajectory plot. Analysis of the measured data yields interesting
results. Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b show the trajectory of the traveling
contact point between the motor ring and shaft during a pass
over 15 teeth in the rotor, under conditions of 3N m load and
no load, respectively. Each blue curve represents one electrical
revolution of the ring and one tooth step of the shaft. The red
pegs each represent a rotation of one tooth on the shaft and
help with visually keeping track of shaft position. The dotted
black circles represent the ideal, undistorted trajectory.
These data show that position and speed can both be
estimated from the measured current waveforms, although
sub-tooth precision cannot be guaranteed due to hysteresis
strongly affecting the measurement. Moreover, a resonance
can be observed in the case of the loaded motor which cannot
be seen in the unloaded case. This effect is the result of
hard electromechanical coupling between the actuators and
Fig. 4: The principle of rotation in the PAD motor. The red arrow represents the direction of actuation, which is the same as the position of the contact point.
The shaft is fixed by a bearing while the ring is free to rotate around it. One revolution of the contact point will cause the motor shaft to turn the distance
equivalent to one tooth.
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Fig. 5: Effects of hysteresis on PMA displacement versus input voltage (a), and time (b) uncompensated and compensated. Through compensation, the
hysteresis exhibited between the input voltage signal and actual PMA elongation is almost fully eliminated.
the shaft, induced by the high load on the motor. This is an
indication that the motor is very close to its power limit. If
load or speed is increased further, a tooth skip will occur at
the point of resonance.
Furthermore, a lack of symmetry along the first diagonal of
the trajectory plot is observed. This indicates that the loading
on the stack actuators is not symmetrical. Specifically, the
flattened region visible in both the loaded and unloaded cases
in the lower right area of the figures suggests a lack of proper
centering between the ring and shaft. The current does not
increase as it should, therefore the stacks are blocked and
cannot expand properly in that quadrant.
Thus, the performed measurements provide valuable in-
formation about the motor itself without the use of any
external sensors. Therefore, sensorless operation based only
on the motor current is deemed possible, but only after proper
compensation of any hysteretic effects. This is the next natural
step in the project.
VI. CONCLUSION
The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive is a rotary motor that
employs the micrometer precision of piezoelectric multilayer
actuators coupled with a form-fit micro-mechanical gearing
in order to produce a precise, powerful rotary motion. These
features, coupled with the added benefit of complete magnetic
neutrality make the PAD an ideal motor to be used in harsh,
radiation-heavy environments or large magnetic fields. One di-
rect application is patient positioning in an MRI scanner where
the motor has to cope with magnetic fields of up to 7 Tesla
and at the same time ensure that the sensitive imaging process
is not disturbed. Therefore, achieving sensorless operation is a
requirement since by eliminating all external positioning and
torque sensors both the cost and impact on the imaging are
reduced.
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Fig. 6: Normalized contact point trajectory plot under load (a) and no load (b). In both images, the black dashed circle represents the ideal, desired trajectory.
Dark blue and dark red denote a more recent revolution and tooth step, while lighter colors are used to represent the ’history’ of the trajectory point in time.
A first step in improving the dynamic operation of the motor
is to compensate for the hysteretic behavior of the PMAs,
which form the basis of the motion in the motor. Some good
results have been achieved through precompensation, but this
method is limited in practicality and therefore a feedback-
based compensation method is being investigated.
The preliminary analysis of the information contained in
the motor current waveforms shows the quality of the me-
chanical contact point between the motor ring and shaft. A
first observation is the major impact PMA hysteresis has on
the measurements performed. Nonetheless, the trajectory plot
of the ring-shaft contact point extracted from the normalized
current measurements indicate rotor-ring misalignment as well
as show the absolute position of the weakest point of contact
between the two.
Future work will encompass a full removal of all the effects
of hysteresis, followed by a new set of current measurements
in order to better analyze the behavior of the actuators. This
will eventually lead to estimating the desired motor quantities
– position, speed and torque – from the measured current
waveforms and thereby achieving closed-loop sensorless op-
eration.
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Abstract — The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD) is an
accurate, high-torque rotary piezoelectric motor that employs
piezoelectric stack actuators and inverse hypocycloidal motion
to generate rotation. Important factors that determine motor
performance are the proper concentric alignment between the
motor ring and shaft and the similarity of the stack actuators
used. This paper investigates the electromechanical coupling of
these factors into the motor current through experimental means.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD) which can be seen
in Fig. 1 is a type of rotary motor that transforms the linear
motion of piezoelectric stack actuators into a precise rotational
motion [1]. The operating principle is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The micro-mechanical toothing present in the ring and shaft,
shown in Fig. 3, enables high positioning accuracy and output
torque [2]. This type of toothing combined with the inherent
large stiffness of the piezoelectric stack actuators makes the
PAD appropriate for voltage-driven open-loop control [3].
Due to its inherent structure, the PAD motor behaves
like a fully capacitive, voltage-driven rotary machine. The
piezoelectric stack actuators forming the basis of motion in
this motor give it a capacitive nature. This, coupled with the
reversibility of the piezoelectric effect enable the stacks to act
as both actuators and sensors [4]. The current flow to the motor
provides information about rotor speed and position, but also
indicates the quality of mechanical contact between stator and
rotor through electromechanical coupling between the shaft and
the stacks.
The aim of this paper is to use current measurement from
the piezoelectric stack actuators to describe and qualify the
mechanical coupling between the motor ring and shaft under
both heavy and no load conditions.
II. MOTOR OPERATION PRINCIPLE
A piezoelectric stack actuator comprises of hundreds of
individual piezoelectric layers separated by thin electrodes. A
Fig. 1: The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD)
voltage applied to the stack produces a proportional mechanical
elongation. The layers are in a parallel configuration electri-
cally, enabling a reduced voltage level to produce the necessary
electric field. Mechanically, they are in a series configuration
and therefore the elongation of each layer adds up to produce
larger displacement than a single element would.
A widely-used model for piezoelectric structures is de-
scribed in the IEEE Standard on Piezoelectricity [5]. A simpli-
fied version of the second alternative form of the constitutive
equations given by the IEEE Standard are shown in (1) and (2),
particularized for the dimension of actuation of a stack actuator.
Stress in other directions is assumed to be null. Table I shows
the quantities, their names and their units of measurement.
x DD33 V   1
k
F (1)
QD C V CD33 F (2)
TABLE I: List of constitutive equation symbols and their units
Symbol Name SI Unit
x Displacement m
Q Stack charge C
V Applied voltage V
F Applied force N
D33 Piezoelectric constant m=V or C=N
k Stack spring constant N=m2
Piezo actuator
Preload spring
Welding
Mount
Joint
Motor shaft
Motor ring
Fig. 2: PAD operating principle
Two sinusoidal voltages with a 90 phase shift between
them are applied to stack actuators placed orthogonally, as
shown in Fig. 2. Thereby the motor ring moves in a circular tra-
jectory defined by Cartesian coordinate pair .rx ; ry/, expressed
by the parametric equations (3) and (4). This will, in turn,
produce a rotation in the motor shaft in the opposite direction
to the ring.
rx D x1  sin.2f  tC1/ (3)
ry D x2  sin.2f  tC2/ (4)
Where x1 and x2 represent the elongation of the orthogonal
stacks in m, f is the frequency of rotation in Hz and 1 and
2 are the phases in rad, with the restriction that 1  2 D
=2. The trajectory produced is perfectly circular only if
x1 D x2. This requires that the stack actuators are identical.
Stack mismatch, improper shaft centering, hysteresis effects,
and mechanical effects coupling into the motion will all produce
deviations from circularity and in practice this will always be
the case.
Every full rotation of the ring will cause the shaft to step
one tooth. Therefore the relationship between the electrical and
mechanical angular velocities !el and !m is shown in (5),
with Nshaf t and Nring representing the number of teeth on
Fig. 3: Microtoothing on the motor shaft. Tooth distance is 120 µm and depth
is 38 µm
the motor shaft and ring, respectively.
!m D !el  Nshaf t  Nring
Nshaf t
(5)
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments were conducted using a PAD7220 pro-
duced by Noliac A/S, shown in Fig. 5. It contains two
piezoelectric stack actuators on each actuation axis. They are
represented by the red and blue rectangles in the figure. Their
capacitance is rated at 3.5 µF. The rated motor speed is 56.7 rpm
with a gearing ratio between ring and shaft of 312. Rated torque
is 4N m. The applied sinusoidal voltages have an amplitude
of 100V and an offset of 100V.
An oscilloscope and current clamps with a bandwidth of
50MHz were used to acquire and log the motor current. Mea-
surements were taken with the motor running at 60Hz electrical
speed, under conditions of no load and 3N m of load torque. A
data acquisition window of 5 seconds together with a sampling
rate of 200 kSa/s were used in order to capture accurate data
for a full mechanical revolution. The block diagram of the test
setup is presented in Fig. 4.
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Analysis of the measurement data yields interesting results.
The acquired data was first normalized for easier comparison
between the loaded and unloaded cases. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show
Signal
generator Driver PAD
Oscilloscope
Vx
Vy
ix
iy
Fig. 4: Block diagram of the experimental setup
Fig. 5: The PAD7720 without the black cover. The stack ends are exposed:
two on the X axis (red rectangles) and two on the Y axis (blue rectangles).
the trajectory of the traveling contact point between the motor
ring and shaft during a mechanical quarter-circle motion. Each
blue curve represents one electrical revolution and tooth step.
The red pegs each represent one tooth on the shaft and help
with visually keeping track of shaft position. The dotted black
circles represent the ideal, undistorted trajectory.
The first observation is a pronounced deviation from cir-
cularity of the trajectory which is caused by lack of hys-
teresis compensation. Piezoelectric stack actuators are highly
hysteretic [6] [7] and this effect can readily be seen in the
contact point trajectory.
A second observation is the presence of a resonance in the
case of the loaded motor which cannot be seen in the unloaded
case. This resonance is the result of hard electromechanical
coupling between the actuators and the shaft due to the high
load applied to the motor shaft. This indicates that the motor
is very close to its output torque limit, while also showing the
absolute position of the weakest contact point – the starting
point of the resonance. If load is increased further, a tooth skip
will occur at that point.
The lack of symmetry along the first diagonal of the
trajectory plot further indicates that the loading on the stack
actuators is not symmetrical. Specifically, the flattened region
visible in both the loaded and unloaded cases in the lower right
area of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 suggests a lack of proper centering
between the ring and shaft. The current does not increase as
it should, therefore the stacks are blocked and cannot expand
properly in that quadrant.
More information can be obtained by analyzing the single-
sided amplitude spectra of the currents on both actuation axes
with and without motor load. The input signals to the motor
are ideally pure-tone phase-shifted sinusoids. Therefore, the
ideal actuator response is also sinusoidal. The spectra, shown
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 were computed over a full mechanical
revolution of the motor shaft, meaning 312 electrical signal
periods. By analyzing these signals, it becomes quickly obvious
that a lot of energy is contained in the signal harmonics.
The fundamental frequency mirrors the motor electrical speed
(60Hz), but harmonic components can be detected all the way
down to the 92nd harmonic. This confirms the highly nonlinear
response of the motor to input voltages.
Furthermore, since the input signals are purely sinusoidal,
the quality of the motor response can be evaluated through
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), total harmonic distortion (THD)
and signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SINAD) analyses [8].
Table II presents the values obtained for each actuator axis,
with the motor both loaded and unloaded. The SNR is higher
under load than in the unloaded case. This is attributed to an
increase in signal value while the noise floor is constant. The
difference between the two axes in each case is consistent and
further enforces the conclusion that the stacks are unevenly
loaded. In all cases, the absolute values of the THD and SINAD
measurements are approximately equal. This suggests that most
of the distortion in the signals is harmonic distortion.
V. CONCLUSION
The present paper uses empirical methods to investigate the
effects of the electromechanical coupling between motor shaft
and actuators in a PAD motor, under no load and loads of
3N m. The information contained in the trajectory plot of the
ring-shaft contact point extracted from the normalized current
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Fig. 6: Normalized contact point trajectory plot under heavy load (blue).
The dotted circle is the ideal trajectory while the red pegs represent the
number of teeth passed.
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Fig. 7: Normalized contact point trajectory plot under no load (blue). The
dotted circle is the ideal trajectory while the red pegs represent the number
of teeth passed.
TABLE II: Values for SNR, THD and SINAD in loaded and unloaded cases
Case Heavy load No load
Axis X Y X Y
SNR (dB) 37.895 40.625 35.079 35.897
THD (dB) -17.367 -18.503 -17.638 -20.139
SINAD (dB) 17.365 18.543 17.561 20.059
measurements indicate rotor-ring misalignment as well as show
the absolute position of the weakest point of contact.
Further analysis of the single-sided amplitude spectra of the
stack actuators together with the current signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), total harmonic distortion (THD) and signal-to-noise and
distortion ratio (SINAD) calculations enforce the conclusions
drawn from the time and spatial plots of the current signals.
These metrics also state that most of the distortion in the signals
is harmonic distortion.
It was shown that the motor current carries a wealth of
information about not only the loading effects on the shaft, but
the quality of the mechanical assembly procedure. Moreover,
the analysis can be conducted on any readily-assembled motor
and therefore this a potentially useful tool in production quality
assurance.
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Abstract—This paper investigates the behavior of piezoelectric
stacks in a Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD) motor, which
shows non-linear equivalent impedance and has a dramatic
impact on the overall system performance. Therefore, in this
paper, the piezo stackt’s model is discussed and an improved
large signal model is proposed and verified by measurement.
Finally, a Class-D amplifier as a power driver and its associated
closed-loop control are implemented and tested to control PAD
drive effectively.
Index Terms—Piezoelectricity, motor, control
I. INTRODUCTION
THE The Piezoelectric Actuator Drive (PAD) is a new typeof electrical motor that employs piezoelectric multilayer
actuators which have inherent capacitive behavior [1]–[5].
The PADs internal structure is shown in Fig. 1. Through
voltage excitation, the multilayer actuators expand and contract
linearly along their length [6]–[8]. Therefore, by applying a
sinusoidal voltage to the actuators on one axis and a 90°
phase-shift version to the other actuators, the resulting space-
vector and trajectory will be circular, and the corresponding
waveforms are illustrated in Fig. 2 respectively. In order to
control PAD drives effectively and efficiently, in this paper,
besides small signal model, an improved large signal model
of piezoelectric actuators equipped in PADs is proposed to
estimate the apparent power transferring through the power
driver accurately. A switched-mode Class-D power amplifier
[9], [10] i.e. a synchronous Buck converter is employed as
the driver generating the needed two channel phase-shifted
sinusoidal outputs. The analysis and design of the power driver
and its associated average current mode closed-loop controller
implemented digitally are presented. Finally, the analysis is
verified by the measurement results from a laboratory proto-
type.
II. PIEZOELECTRIC STACK ACTUATORS
Considering piezoelectric stack a constant load capacitance
allows for designing the power amplifier in terms of com-
ponent stresses, switching frequency and efficiency. However,
neglecting the non-linear nature of the piezo stack impedance
hides many important phenomena. To better describe the
piezo stacks behavior, both small signal (SS) and large signal
(LS) impedance are measured, which can be used for a
mathematical analysis of system and more importantly for
power driver design. The SS capacitance and loss tangent of a
(a)
Piezo actuator
Preload spring
Welding
Mount
Joint
Motor shaft
Motor ring
(b)
Fig. 1. PAD motor (a) and its internal structure (b). The internal structure of
the PAD is made up of 4 PMA actuators acting against a motor ring, which
in turn is coupled to the shaft through a micromechanical gearing. The pitch
of the gears is 100 µm.
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Fig. 3. Derating of small-signal capacitance with the increase of dc voltage.
free standing piezo stack is measured with a 100Hz, 1V rms
excitation signal by OMICRON Lab Bode 100 and Picotest
J2130A DC Bias Injector. The result, which shows a similar
small signal feature with ceramic capacitors, can be seen in
Fig. 3. The normally used LS model is given in (1), where
the current (RMS) of piezo stack is approximated by simple
linear function of the SS signal capacitance Css and applied
RMS voltage Vrms . However, from Fig. 4a, the measured piezo
stack rms currents deviate from the estimated ones based on
(1). Therefore, an improved LS model is presented in (2) with
an exponential function rather than a linear one, which can
more actually predict the load current, as shown in Fig. 4b.
The exponential curve is based off of empirical observations
of stack behavior. This can then more accurately be used to
specify the power driver design.
irms D 2 f Css Vrms (1)
irms D 2 f Css  .a  ebVrms   c/ (2)
TABLE I
EMPIRICAL EXPONENTIAL FITTING COEFFICIENTS
25Hz 50Hz 75Hz 100Hz Avg.
a 51.26 45.02 45.72 42.65 46.16
b 0.013 0.014 0.014 0.015 0.014
c 51.62 45.31 46.03 42.87 46.46
where the coefficients a, b and c are obtained by averaging
the fitted parameter with four diverse operating frequencies as
listed in Table I.
III. DRIVER STAGE
A bidirectional Buck converter illustrated in Fig. 5 is
adopted as the power driver in this study. The specifications
are listed in Table II. Therefore, based on the LS model given
above, the output power per axis as a function of torque and
output frequency, and equivalent load resistance as a function
of output power are plotted in Fig. 6. Then the maximal
delivered power of the driver can be calculated, from which
the switching devices and the output inductor can be selected.
With the output inductor L of 270 µH, the inductor current
ripple-to-average ratio (RAR) at f D 200Hz and  D 2N m
is shown in Fig. 7, where the factor 2 is marked with a
red line. With output frequency f decreasing, the RAR will
much larger than 2. In this case the inductor current direction
reverses twice during every switching period and the power
switches can operate under ZVS condition.
IV. CONTROL
The control strategy is an average current control mode. An
inner current loop regulates the inductor current while an outer
voltage loop regulates the output voltage, where Gid and Gvi
represent the SS transfer functions of duty cycle to inductor
current and inductor current to output voltage, respectively.
The current compensator is a PID controller to achieve an
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Fig. 4. large signal model of the stacks: normal model (a), and the proposed improved model (right).
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Fig. 6. Output power of the driver versus frequency and torque.
TABLE II
DRIVER DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
Specification Value
Input voltage 200Vdc
Modulation index M 0.1 – 0.9
Output voltage 20V – 180V
Switching frequency fs 100 kHz
Output frequency 0Hz – 200Hz
Maximum motor torque  2N m
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Fig. 7. Inductor current ripple-to-average ratio.
adequate phase margin, since the sampling and hold process
as well as the computational delay contributes a negative effect
on phase response. The outer voltage compensator is simply a
P controller to avoid overshoot. The transfer functions of the
controllers are shown in (3) and (4)
Gci D 0:1393 0:1748z
 1C0:0548z 2
1 1:043z 1C0:0432z 2 (3)
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Fig. 8. Open loop response of uncompensated current loop (blue) and designed compensator (red) (a) and response of uncompensated voltage loop (blue)
and designed compensator (red) (b).
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The frequency responses of the plant and the designed con-
trollers are presented in Fig. 8.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to verify the analysis, a prototype is built, and
also the thermal measurement under full load from an infrared
camera is presented in Fig. 9, where the maximum temperature
stays below 60 C . Output voltage waveforms at lowest and
highest frequencies tested are shown in Fig. 10. Moreover,
a X-Y voltage plot of the two outputs under frequencies
ranging from 10Hz – 250Hz is shown, which verifies the
voltage control performance of the driver. To verify that the
motor is truly working in closed loop, its response to signal
disturbances is tested. As the system is only tested without
external load the only disturbances that can be tested are
changes in input voltage. Fig. 11 shows the output response
to the input voltage step from 200V to 250V, and there is
no significant voltage change in output voltage which means
the control loop works effectively. Finally, the power loss in
the PAD system including the driver and the motor has been
measured and shown in Fig.12. It can be seen clearly that the
converter loss increases with increasing output frequency.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work presents the implementation of a digitally con-
trolled Class-D switch mode driver to drive a PAD motor. The
piezo elements of the motor have been analyzed with both
small and large signals. The motor is a highly capacitive load
with a capacitance increase of up to 100% at large signals.
Due to the capacitive nature of piezo actuators, the power
driver has to been designed physically large relative to the
active power it processes. A discrete closed loop controller
is implemented on the digital signal controller. Measurement
results show that the PAD has been driven with up to 250 Hz
and the THD over the entire frequency range is from 0.9%
to 1.4%. The PAD was not pushed any further in frequency
due to the high loss on the piezoelectric stacks. It would be
interesting to optimize the driver in terms of size and power
efficiency in future research work.
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RESONANT POWER CONVERTER COMPRISING ADAPTIVE DEAD-TIME 
CONTROL 
The invention relates in a first aspect to a resonant power converter comprising: 
a first power supply rail for receipt of a positive DC supply voltage and a second 
power supply rail for receipt of a negative DC supply voltage. The resonant power 5 
converter comprises a resonant network with an input terminal for receipt of a reso-
nant input voltage from a driver circuit. The driver circuit is configured for alternating-
ly pulling the resonant input voltage towards the positive and negative DC supply 
voltages via first and second semiconductor switches, respectively, separated by 
intervening dead-time periods in accordance with one or more driver control signals. 10 
A dead-time controller is configured to adaptively adjusting the dead-time periods 
based on the resonant input voltage. 
 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
A sub-group of resonant power converter comprises a piezoelectric transformer as a 15 
resonant circuit or resonant tank. Piezoelectric power converters are a viable alter-
native to traditional magnetics based resonant power converters in numerous volt-
age or power converting applications such as AC/AC, AC/DC, DC/AC and DC/DC 
power converter applications. Piezoelectric power converters are capable of provid-
ing high isolation voltages and high power conversion efficiencies in a compact 20 
package with low EMI radiation. The piezoelectric transformer is normally operated 
in a narrow frequency band around its fundamental or primary resonance frequency 
with a matched load coupled to the output of the piezoelectric transformer. The op-
timum operating frequency or excitation frequency shows strong dependence on 
different parameter such as temperature, load, fixation and age. So-called zero-25 
voltage-switching (ZVS) operation, or soft-switching, of a driver circuit, coupled to 
the input terminal of a resonant network, which may comprise a piezoelectric trans-
former, may be achieved via the intrinsic input impedance characteristics of the res-
onant network or may be achieved by coupling an external inductor in series or par-
allel with the output signal supplied by the driver circuit. In both cases an input im-30 
pedance of the resonant network may appear inductive across a relatively large fre-
quency range such that capacitances at the output of the driver circuit can be alter-
natingly charged and discharged by resonant current during dead-time periods of 
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the driver circuit without inducing prohibitive power lossess. The driver circuit may 
comprise a half-bridge or full-bridge MOS transistor circuit.  
 
For obtaining the desired zero voltage switching (ZVS), a dead-time period or inter-
val (DT) of the driver circuit needs to be sufficiently large to allow charging and dis-5 
charging of the input terminal of the resonant network. The present inventors have 
discovered that a dead-time period shorter than required for zero voltage switching 
causes hard switching of the driver circuit. Likewise, a dead-time period longer than 
required for zero voltage switching may either cause hard switching of the driver 
circuit or may cause soft switching of the driver circuit with sub-optimum efficiency. 10 
However, prior art resonant power converters have been provided with a fixed dead-
time period, for example tailored to characteristics of a particular piezoelectric trans-
former at fixed operating conditions. The fixed dead-time period is unable to account 
for manufacturing tolerances and drift of active and passive electronic components 
of the resonant power converter, in particular those of a piezoelectric transformer. 15 
Hence, the use of fixed dead-time period leads to increased power consumption of 
practical resonant power converters where the above-mentioned manufacturing tol-
erances and drift of active and passive electronic components are inevitable.  
 
Hence, it would be advantageous to provide adjustable dead-time periods of appro-20 
priate length or duration to secure zero voltage switching of the driver circuit of a 
resonant power converter in general and in piezoelectric power converters specifi-
cally.  
 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 25 
A first aspect of the invention relates to a resonant  power converter comprising: 
a first power supply rail for receipt of a positive DC supply voltage and a second 
power supply rail for receipt of a negative DC supply voltage, 
a resonant network comprising an input section and an output section wherein the 
input  section comprises an input terminal for receipt of a resonant input voltage and 30 
the output  section comprises an output terminal for providing a resonant output 
voltage in response to the resonant input voltage, 
a driver circuit comprising a first semiconductor switch coupled to the positive DC 
supply voltage and a second semiconductor switch coupled to the negative DC sup-
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ply voltage and a driver output connected to the input terminal for supply of the res-
onant input voltage;  
wherein the driver circuit is configured for alternatingly pulling the resonant  input 
voltage towards the positive and negative DC supply voltages via the first and sec-
ond semiconductor switches, respectively, separated by intervening dead-time peri-5 
ods in accordance with one or more driver control signals, 
a dead-time controller configured to adaptively adjusting the dead-time periods 
based on the resonant input voltage. 
 
The dead-time controller is able to provide adequate length or duration of the dead 10 
time periods of the driver circuit to deliver sufficient energy for charging and dis-
charging the input capacitance at the input terminal of the resonant network for ex-
ample an input electrode of a piezoelectric transformer. This feature enables zero 
voltage switching (ZVS) and/or zero current switching (ZCS) of the driver circuit and 
minimizes the energy consumption involved in the switching activity of the first and 15 
second semiconductor switches of driver circuit. The dead-time controller of the res-
onant power converter may utilize various features of the resonant input voltage for 
detecting an optimum dead time period and adaptively adjusting the dead-time peri-
od. The dead-time controller may be configured to adjust the dead-time period dur-
ing every switching cycle of the resonant input voltage based on an instantaneous 20 
value thereof. The switching cycle is determined by a switching frequency of the 
resonant power converter. Alternatively, the dead-time controller may be configured 
to adjust the dead-time period during a specific operating condition of the power 
converter for example solely during a start-up phase or initialization time of the res-
onant network  or solely during steady state operation of the resonant network as 25 
discussed in further detail below with reference to the appended drawings. The 
adaptive adjustment of the dead-time period may hence result in a decrease of en-
ergy loss and consequently increased efficiency of the resonant power converter 
both during the start-up phase and during steady state operation. 
 30 
If the resonant network comprises a piezoelectric transformer which may possess  a 
zero-voltage-switching factor (ZVS factor) larger than 100%, preferably larger than 
120%, such as larger than 150% or 200%. This means the piezoelectric transformer 
possesses native ZVS properties or characteristics as discussed in further detail for 
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example in U.S. patent application No. 14/237,432. A number of highly useful piezo-
electric transformers suitable for application in the present piezoelectric power con-
verters with high power conversion efficiencies and native ZVS properties are dis-
closed in European patent application No. 11176929.5. 
 5 
The driver circuit may comprise a half-bridge or H-bridge driver. The half-bridge 
driver circuit may comprise a first semiconductor switch and a second semiconduc-
tor switch coupled in series between the positive DC supply voltage and the nega-
tive DC supply voltage. A midpoint node between the first and second semiconduc-
tor switches may be deliver the driver output voltage or signal to the input terminal of 10 
the resonant network such as an input electrode or electrodes of a primary/input 
section of the piezoelectric transformer. Each of the first and second semiconductor 
switches may comprise a MOSFET for example a DMOS, PMOS or NMOS device. 
Each of the first and second semiconductor switches further comprises a control 
terminal or input such as a gate terminal for receipt of the driver control signal. A first 15 
driver control signal of the first semiconductor switch is configured to switch the first 
semiconductor switch between a conducting/ON state and a non-conducting/OFF 
state. A second driver control signal of the second semiconductor switch is likewise 
configured to switch the second semiconductor switch between a conducting/ON 
state and a non-conducting/OFF state. The first and second driver control signals 20 
are preferably non-overlapping such that the first semiconductor switch pulls the 
resonant input voltage towards the positive DC supply voltage via its relatively small 
on-resistance in the conducting state and the second semiconductor switch after the 
intervening dead-time period pulls the resonant input voltage towards the negative 
DC supply voltage via its relatively small on-resistance in the conducting state. 25 
Hence, during the dead time period the resonant input voltage or signal is alternat-
ingly charged and discharged from the positive DC supply voltage to the negative 
DC supply voltage and vice versa by resonant current flowing through an intrinsic 
input impedance of the piezoelectric transformer and/or by resonant current flowing 
through, or out of, a series inductor of the resonant network as discussed in further 30 
detail below with reference to the appended drawings. The resonant input signal is 
clamped to the positive DC supply voltage in a first time period where the first semi-
conductor switch is conducting and the second semiconductor switch non-
conducting. Likewise, the resonant input signal is clamped to the negative DC sup-
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ply voltage in a second time period where the second semiconductor switch is con-
ducting and the first semiconductor switch non-conducting.  
 
Hence, according to one embodiment of the resonant power converter, the first sem-
iconductor switch comprises a conducting state where the input terminal is connect-5 
ed to the positive DC supply voltage and the second semiconductor switch compris-
es a conducting state where the input terminal is connected to the negative DC sup-
ply voltage; and where the first semiconductor switches is in a non-conducting state 
during the dead-time periods and the second semiconductor switch is in a non-
conducting state during the dead-time periods. 10 
 
The switching frequency of the resonant power converter may lie between 75 kHz 
and 500 kHz such as between 100 kHz and 150 kHz. The resonant power converter 
may comprise a feedback loop which induces self-oscillation of the resonant power 
converter. The feedback loop ensures that the switching or excitation frequency au-15 
tomatically tracks changing characteristics of a piezoelectric transformer and elec-
tronic circuitry of the input side of the power converter.  
 
According to one embodiment, the dead-time controller utilizes a level or amplitude 
of the instantaneous resonant input voltage to detect the respective time instant to 20 
switch the first or the second semiconductor switch to its conducting state. Accord-
ing to another embodiment, the dead-time controller utilizes a waveform shape of 
the instantaneous resonant input voltage to detect the respective time instants or 
phases at which to switch the first or second semiconductor to the conducting state 
as discussed in further detail below with reference to the appended drawings.  25 
 
The dead-time controller may be configured to adjust a phase or timing of the first 
driver control signal of the first semiconductor switch and a phase or timing of the 
second driver control signal of the second semiconductor switch to adaptively adjust 
the duration of the dead-time periods as discussed in further detail below with refer-30 
ence to the appended drawings.  
 
The dead-time controller may comprise a steady-state controller comprising: 
a first comparator configured to compare the instantaneous resonant input voltage 
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to the positive DC supply voltage and supply a first comparator output signal (ZHS) 
for adjusting the phase of the first driver control signal in accordance with the first 
comparator output signal. A second comparator of the steady-state controller may 
be configured to compare the instantaneous resonant input voltage to the negative 
DC supply voltage and supply a second comparator output signal (ZLS) for adjusting 5 
the phase of the second driver control signal in accordance with the second com-
parator output signal. 
 
The dead-time controller may comprise a start-up controller configured to detect a 
waveform shape of the instantaneous resonant input voltage; and  10 
generating a first control signal (ZMH) for adjusting the phase of the first driver control 
signal in accordance with the waveform shape; and/or  
generating a second control signal (ZML) for adjusting the phase of the second driver 
control signal in accordance with the waveform shape. 
 15 
The dead-time controller may be configured to detect the waveform shape of the 
resonant input voltage by comparing the instantaneous resonant instantaneous 
transformer input voltage with a delayed replica of the resonant input voltage as 
discussed in further detail below with reference to the appended drawings. The 
waveform shape of the resonant input voltage may be utilized by the dead-time con-20 
troller to: 
detect a local maximum of the waveform of the instantaneous resonant input voltage 
in response to the delayed replica of the resonant input voltage exceeds the instan-
taneous resonant input voltage; and/or  
detect a local minimum of the waveform of the instantaneous resonant input voltage 25 
in response to the delayed replica of the resonant input voltage falls below the in-
stantaneous resonant input voltage. 
 
The dead-time controller may be configured to limit the instantaneous resonant input 
voltage between a lower threshold voltage and an upper threshold voltage before 30 
detecting the local maximum and/or detecting the local minimum. The lower thresh-
old voltage may for example lie between 0.05 and 0.2 times the positive DC supply 
voltage and the upper threshold voltage may lie between 0.75 and 0.95 times the 
positive DC supply voltage if the negative DC supply voltage is ground or zero volt.  
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The dead-time controller may comprise a first digital OR circuit configured to logical-
ly OR the first comparator output signal and the first control signal; and 
a second digital OR circuit configured to logically OR the second comparator output 
signal and the second control signal.  
 5 
As discussed above, the driver circuit and the resonant network are preferably con-
figured for ZVS operation or ZCS operation at the switching frequency of the reso-
nant power converter to charge and discharge the resonant input voltage during the 
dead-time periods with minimal power consumption.  
As discussed previously, the resonant network may comprise a piezoelectric trans-10 
former wherein the primary or input section of the piezoelectric transformer is cou-
pled to the resonant input voltage to supply a transformer input voltage. The sec-
ondary section of the piezoelectric transformer may generate the resonant output 
voltage.   
 15 
A second aspect of the invention relates to a method of adaptively controlling a 
dead-time interval of a driver circuit of a resonant power converter. The method may 
comprise steps of: 
generating first and second non-overlapping driver control signals for the driver cir-
cuit in accordance with a switching frequency signal of the resonant power convert-20 
er, wherein the driver circuit is coupled between positive and negative DC supply 
voltages for supply of power, 
applying the first and second non-overlapping driver control signals to the driver 
circuit to generate a driver output signal alternating between the positive DC supply 
voltage and negative DC supply voltage separated by intervening dead-time periods 25 
or intervals, 
applying the driver output voltage to an input terminal of the resonant network  to 
generate a resonant input voltage, 
generating a resonant output voltage in response to the resonant input voltage at an 
output side or terminal of the resonant network , 30 
detecting a feature of the resonant input voltage, 
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adjusting a duration of the dead-time interval or period of the driver circuit based on 
the detected feature of the resonant input voltage. 
 
The method may comprise detecting the instantaneous resonant input voltage in 
each switching cycle of the switching frequency of the resonant power converter and 5 
adjusting the dead-time period adjusted accordingly in response. Other embodi-
ments, may be adjusting the dead-time periods less frequently for example during 
every second, third or fourth switching cycle of the resonant input voltage.  The res-
onant power converter may comprise a rectification circuit coupled to the resonant 
output voltage of the resonant network for example an output signal of the second-10 
ary side of a transformer such as the piezoelectric transformer. The rectification cir-
cuit may comprise a half-wave rectifier or a full-wave rectifier.  
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Preferred embodiments of the invention are described in more detail in connection 15 
with the appended drawings, in which:  
FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of a prior art piezoelectric power 
converter, 
FIGS. 1A, 1B and 1C show respective plots of equivalent circuits and resonant cur-
rent flow of the piezoelectric transformer of the piezoelectric power converter during 20 
eight separate time sub-intervals of a switching cycle, 
FIG. 2A) shows corresponding waveforms of transformer input voltage and resonant 
current during one switching cycle of the prior art piezoelectric power converter in 
steady state operation where ZVS is achieved, 
FIG. 2B) shows corresponding waveforms of transformer input voltage and resonant 25 
current during one switching cycle of the prior art piezoelectric power converter in 
steady state operation where ZVS is achieved, 
FIG. 3A) shows a first example of corresponding waveforms of the transformer input 
voltage and resonant current during one switching cycle of the prior art piezoelectric 
power converter during a start-up phase or period of the converter, 30 
FIG. 3B) shows a second example of corresponding waveforms of the transformer 
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input voltage and resonant current during one switching cycle of the prior art piezoe-
lectric power converter in steady state operation,  
FIG. 4A) shows corresponding waveforms of the resonant input voltage and reso-
nant current during one switching cycle of a resonant power converter, based on a 
piezoelectric transformer, in accordance with a first embodiment of the invention in 5 
steady state operation where the dead-time period is optimum and ZVS is achieved, 
FIG. 4B) shows corresponding waveforms of the resonant input voltage and reso-
nant current during one switching cycle of the piezoelectric power converter in ac-
cordance with the first embodiment during a start-up phase or period where the 
dead-time period is optimum, 10 
FIG. 5 is a simplified schematic circuit diagram of the resonant power converter in 
accordance with the first embodiment of the invention, 
FIG. 5A is a simplified schematic circuit diagram of a resonant power converter 
based on a LCC power converter in accordance with a second embodiment of the 
invention, 15 
FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of a preferred embodiment of the dead-time 
controller of the first and second embodiments of the resonant power converter; and 
FIG. 7 shows experimentally measured normalized voltage and current waveforms 
of the transformer input voltage and resonant current of the piezoelectric power con-
verter captured through several switching cycles of the start-up phase and corre-20 
sponding waveforms of a prior art piezoelectric power converter. 
 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 
The below-appended description of preferred embodiments of the piezoelectric 
power converters uses the following:  25 
NOMENCLATURE: 
VF: Transformer input voltage or switching voltage. 
ires: Resonant current of piezoelectric transformer. 
Ipk : Peak value of the resonant current of the piezoelectric transformer. 
? : Switching angular frequency. 30 
Cd1: Input electrode capacitance of the piezoelectric transformer. 
Cd2: Output electrode capacitance of the piezoelectric transformer. 
R: Dielectric losses inside the piezoelectric transformer. 
C: Resonant capacitance of the piezoelectric transformer. 
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L: Internal inductance of the piezoelectric transformer. 
Coss: Output capacitance of MOSFETs of a driver circuit. 
Cin: Equivalent input capacitance of the piezoelectric transformer attached to a driver 
circuit. 
DT: Dead time. 5 
ODT: Optimum dead time. 
 
FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of a prior art resonant power 
converter 100 based on a piezoelectric transformer 104. The piezoelectric trans-
former, PT, 104 is represented by a simplified equivalent electric circuit diagram 10 
inside box 104. A lower waveform plot 101 of FIG. 1 shows various voltage and cur-
rent waveforms of the prior art piezoelectric power converter 100 during operation at 
a certain switching or excitation frequency as discussed in further detail below. The 
piezoelectric power converter 100 additionally comprises an input driver circuit 103 
electrically coupled to an input electrode of the piezoelectric transformer 104 for 15 
receipt of transformer input voltage VF. Hence, the transformer input signal applies 
an ac input drive signal to the input or primary section of the piezoelectric transform-
er 104. A driver control circuit (not shown) may be generating appropriately timed 
gate control signals for NMOS transistors S1 and S2 of the input driver 103. A sec-
ond input electrode of the piezoelectric transformer 104 may be connected to a neg-20 
ative DC supply rail such as ground, GND, as illustrated. An electrical load RL may 
be coupled between a pair of output electrodes of the piezoelectric transformer 104. 
The pair of pair of output electrodes is electrically coupled to a secondary or output 
section of the piezoelectric transformer 104 as indicated by the 1:N transformer 
symbol.  25 
 
In piezoelectric power converters switches are normally semiconductor devices such 
as MOSFETs with a build-in delay time. This delay time applies to a gate drive sig-
nal to start up a switching of the state of the semiconductor switch. Typically, the 
turn on and turn off delay time of the semiconductor switch differs. Therefore, an 30 
amount of delay is given to the gate drive signal to prevent simultaneous conducting 
states on of the semiconductor switches. Therefore, a dead time period or interval is 
usually defined as a time interval during a switching transition where both semicon-
ductor switches, e.g. MOSFETs, are in non-conducting states, i.e. turned off. A driv-
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er circuit with a half-bridge topology, coupled to an input electrode of the piezoelec-
tric transformer, should preferably have a dead-time period arranged in-between the 
conducting state periods of the semiconductor switches in order to avoid cross-
conduction or shoot through between the semiconductor switches. In piezoelectric 
power converters, the semiconductor switches of the driver circuit need to supply 5 
reactive energy to an input capacitor or capacitance associated with the primary 
section of the piezoelectric transformer. However, the dead-time period provides 
appropriate time for charging and discharging this input capacitance of the primary 
section of the piezoelectric transformer. In contrast only MOSFET's output capaci-
tances need to be charged by resonant current of LCC resonant power converters. 10 
These MOSFET's output capacitances are typically around hundreds of pF.  
 
In piezoelectric power converters, the output capacitances of the semiconductor 
switches and the input capacitance associated with the primary section of the piezo-
electric transformer must be charged by resonant current to raise the resonant input 15 
voltage at input electrode from the negative DC supply voltage or rail, e.g. ground 0 
(V), to the positive DC supply voltage or rail as previously discussed. Since the input 
capacitance associated with the primary section of the piezoelectric transformer is 
normally in the range of nF it requires longer time for the resonant current to provide 
enough charge to the capacitances. Hence, the dead-time of the input driver of a 20 
piezoelectric power converter is normally longer or larger than the dead-time of the 
input driver of a LCC resonant converter. It is often advantageous to keep the dead-
time of the input driver of a piezoelectric power converter as short as possible in 
order to increase power conversion efficiency. Furthermore, this feature will prolong 
injection of energy to the piezoelectric transformer during turn on time of a high side 25 
switch pulling the input the output of the driver circuit towards the positive DC supply 
voltage. The behaviour of input inductor less piezoelectric power converters where 
ZVS operation of the input driver circuit is achieved is analysed in the following with 
reference to the different operating modes illustrated on the plots of FIGS. 1A, 1B 
and 1C. The present analysis is generally carried out for 8 different operating modes 30 
which are divided into 4 intervals. Each of these 4 intervals comprises 2 subintervals 
as discussed below. Therefore, voltage waveforms of the transformer input voltage 
VF through a switching cycle of the input voltage are shown as t0 – t12 with respect to 
VF. FIG. 2 shows both the transformer input voltage VF and corresponding resonant 
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current Ires waveforms during one switching cycle in steady state of the piezoelectric 
power converters where ZVS operation is achieved. The plots a-h of FIGS. 1A), 1B) 
and 1C) show eight different operating modes. The below-appended analysis is 
based on the following three assumptions: 
 5 
1) The converter's input capacitor is considered as summation of the input capaci-
tance Cd1 of the piezoelectric transformer 104 and the sum of output capacitances of 
the first and second semiconductor switches S1 and S2, typically MOSFETs, 
 
Cin = 2 Coss+Cd1    (1) 10 
 
2) Negligible parasitic components; 
 
3) Fundamental resonating of the piezoelectric transformer due to its high quality 
factor. 15 
 
Therefore, Mason's lumped circuit is used to demonstrate operation of the piezoe-
lectric power converter in terms of resonant current and switching voltages of the 
semiconductor switches S1 and S2 of the input driver 103. Resonant current is also 
illustrated to allow detailed investigation of the operating modes. Output capacitors 20 
of S1 and S2 and Cd1 are considered to be the input capacitance of the input section 
of piezoelectric transformer 104 since parasitic capacitances of a MOSFET based 
semiconductor switch is typically much lower than Cd1 or in the other hand they 
would be charged and discharged together in the dead-time period. Furthermore, 
the dead-time period is studied in detail below.  25 
 
1) S2 is in a conducting switch state or ON while S1 is in a non-conducting switch 
state or OFF state: Time interval t12 – t2. The input capacitance of the piezoelectric 
transformer 104 is fully discharged and essentially short circuited through the rela-
tively small on-resistance of semiconductor switch S2 which is a low-side switch of 30 
the input driver. At t12 S2 is turned on and resonant current Ires freewheels through S2 
and changes direction at some point in time which is labelled as t1I. There is a minor 
voltage difference across S2 while it is conducting. At time instant t1I the resonant 
current has crossed zero and changes direction from forward to reverse and the 
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operation of the piezoelectric power converter is illustrated in two subintervals by 
plots a and b of FIG. 1A. Plot a and plot b show an equivalent circuit and a resonant 
current flow during each of these time intervals. The below listed set of equations (2) 
formulates the resonant current and the switching voltage at this interval. 
 5 
 
 
2) Both S2 and S1 are in a non- conducting switch state or OFF: Time interval t2 – t5. 
During this time interval both semiconductor switches are OFF and the resonant 
current keeps its direction in the reverse orientation going through Cd1 to a voltage 10 
slightly above the positive DC supply voltage VDC until a high-side body diode, i.e. 
the body diode 113a of MOSFET switch S1, clamps the transformer input voltage VF 
at VDC. Plot c of FIG. 1A shows the equivalent circuit and current flow in this time 
interval and the set of equations (3) below describes the voltage and current wave-
forms.  15 
 
 
 
During time interval t5 – t6, the high-side body diode 113a of MOSFET switch S1 
starts to conduct reverse resonant current. Therefore, the transformer input voltage 20 
VF is clipped to the sum of diode voltage drop across the body diode and VDC. This 
time interval is not requisite because Cd1 is already charged sufficiently to produce 
ZVS or soft switching. Plot d of FIG. 1B shows the equivalent circuit and current flow 
in this time interval and the set of equations (4) below describes the voltage and 
current waveforms. 25 
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3) S1 is in a conducting switch state or ON while S2 is in a non-conducting switch 
state or OFF: Time interval t6 – t8. The high side MOSFET S1 is conducting and the 
resonant current Ires freewheels through S1 to be provided to the piezoelectric trans-5 
former. There is in practice a minor voltage difference across the finite on-resistance 
of S1 while conducing. At t2I the resonant current Ires has crossed zero or ground and 
changes direction from reverse to forward. The operation of the piezoelectric power 
converter is therefore illustrated in two subintervals by plots e and f of FIG. 1B. The 
plots e and f show an equivalent circuit and current flow during each of these time 10 
intervals. The below listed set of equations (5) formulates the resonant current and 
the switching voltage VF during this time interval. 
 
 
 15 
4) Both S2 and S1 are in a non- conducting switch state or OFF: Time interval t8 – t12. 
At time instant t8 the high-side switch S1 is turned off. During this interval both S2 
and S1 are in OFF states and the resonant current Ires keeps its direction in the for-
ward orientation by being fed through the input capacitance Cd1. The input capaci-
tance Cd1 is discharged and the voltage across Cd1 drops to a level slightly below 20 
ground until a low side body diode 113b of S2 clamps at time instant t1I. Plot g of 
FIG. 1C shows the equivalent circuit and current flow in this time interval and the set 
of equations (6) below describes the voltage and current waveforms of Ires and VF. 
 
 25 
 
15
 
Time interval t1I – t12 : At t1I  the low side body diode of S2 starts to conduct forward 
the resonant current. Therefore, the transformer input voltage VF is clipped at a level 
of one diode voltage drop below ground. This time interval is not requisite because 
Cd1 is already discharged completely to produce ZVS or soft switching. Plot h of FIG. 5 
1C shows the equivalent circuit and current flow in this time interval and the set of 
equations (7) below describes the resonant current and the switching voltage VF 
during this time interval. 
 
 10 
 
As previously mentioned it is important to have a sufficient duration or length of the 
intervening dead-times periods between the alternatingly conducting switch states of 
the first and second semiconductor switches S1 and S2. The duration of each of 
these dead time periods have often been shorter or longer than required to provide 15 
optimal ZVS operation for the reasons discussed above. This situation causes so-
called hard switching of the first and and/or second semiconductor switches S1 and 
S2 and leads to a marked increase of the power consumption of the driver circuit. 
FIGS. 2A) and 2B) show these situations in the steady state operation of the prior 
rat piezoelectric power converter 100 depicted schematically on FIG. 1.  20 
 
In contrast, the piezoelectric power converter 500 in accordance with the first em-
bodiment of the present invention provides soft-switching of the first and and/or sec-
ond semiconductor switches S1 and S2 of the driver circuit 503 by making an appro-
priate adaptation of the dead-time period of the driver circuit. In this manner, the 25 
dead-time may be adaptively adjusted to charge and discharge the input capaci-
tance Cd1 of the piezoelectric transformer 504 to the positive DC supply voltage VDC 
and the negative DC supply voltage - for example ground or 0 V. FIG. 5 shows one 
embodiment of a piezoelectric power converter 500 in accordance with the present 
invention where a dead-time controller is configured to adaptively adjust a duration 30 
of the dead-time periods based on the transformer input voltage VF as discussed in 
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further detail below. In addition, FIG. 5A shows a magnetics based LCC topology of 
resonant power converter 500a in accordance with a second embodiment of the 
present invention where a dead-time controller is configured to adaptively adjust 
durations of the dead-time periods based on the resonant input voltage VF as dis-
cussed in further detail below. 5 
 
FIG. 2A)  shows the situation where the dead-time period is shorter than optimum 
because the first and second semiconductor switches S1 and S2 are turned ON too 
early before the input capacitance Cd1 is fully charged or discharged, respectively, to 
the DC supply voltage in question. This situation leads to hard switching of the driver 10 
circuit as shown by the respective waveforms 222a, 222b of the instantaneous 
transformer input voltage VF and the corresponding resonant current Ires.  
 
FIG. 2B)  shows the situation where the dead-time period is longer than optimal be-
cause the first and second semiconductor switches S1 and S2 are turned ON too late. 15 
This situation also leads to hard switching of the driver circuit as shown by the re-
spective waveforms 223a, 223b of the instantaneous transformer input voltage VF 
and the corresponding resonant current Ires. In this case when the resonant current 
changes direction, the body diodes of the first and second semiconductor switches 
S1 and S2 are not conducting. This causes the input capacitance Cd1 to discharge at 20 
time instant t2I or being charged at t1I before the semiconductor switches are turned 
on. 
 
In prior art resonant power converters, such as piezoelectric power converters, the 
dead-time period has been a fixed time or value for the purpose of ensuring that 25 
ZVS operation is achieved in the steady state operation of the resonant power con-
verter. This fixed dead-time period is normally longer than the optimal dead-time 
period discussed above. Another disadvantage of this fixed dead-time period is the 
build-up of resonant current is delayed during initialization or start-up of the prior art 
resonant power converter and it takes longer time for the converter to reach steady 30 
state operation. While this prolonged start-up time may seem rather insignificant in 
general, it becomes an important source of excess power consumption in resonant 
power converters that are turned on and turned off very frequently. This pattern of 
frequent turn off and turn off of the resonant power converter is for example utilized 
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in so-called burst-mode control or quantum-mode control of the output voltage of the 
resonant power converter. 
 
The present resonant power converter embodiments eliminate the cases shown in 
FIGS. 2A) and 2B) with too short or too long dead-time periods, compared to the 5 
optimal dead-time period. The piezoelectric power converter embodiment 500 de-
picted on FIG. 5 comprises the previously discussed dead-time controller OTD 514 
which may dynamically detect and set an optimized dead time during every switch-
ing cycle of the transformer input voltage VF. The operation of dead-time controller 
514 optimizes, for example during each switching cycle, the time instants where the 10 
semiconductor switches S2 and S1 are switched from OFF to ON, i.e. turned on, to 
be placed substantially where the instantaneous transformer input voltage VF reach-
es either the positive DC supply voltage or reaches the negative DC supply voltage 
during steady-state operation of the power converter. Furthermore, the dead-time 
controller 514 may also be configured to optimize the switching instants of the semi-15 
conductor switches S2 and S1 during the previously discussed initialization or start-
up phase of the power converter. In the latter case, the operation of dead-time con-
troller 514 optimizes, during each switching cycle, the time instants where the semi-
conductor switches S2 and S1 are switched from OFF to ON, i.e. turned on, to be 
placed substantially where the instantaneous transformer input voltage VF reaches 20 
either a minima level or a maxima level. This may be accomplished by detecting or 
monitoring the waveform shape of the instantaneous transformer input voltage VF as 
discussed in additional detail below. FIG. 4A) shows exemplary waveforms of the 
transformer input voltage VF and resonant current Ires of the piezoelectric power con-
verter 500 during steady-state operation of the power converter 500. The two con-25 
secutive dead-time periods of the depicted single switching cycle of the transformer 
input voltage VF are indicated by legend ODT. As shown by the waveform segment 
422a, the transformer input voltage VF increases monotonically from the negative 
DC supply voltage for ground (0 V) to the positive DC supply voltage VDC. This in-
crease of voltage is caused by the conducting state of the first semiconductor switch 30 
S1 (and hence non-conducting state of S2) which is pulling the transformer input 
voltage VF towards VDC via the small on-resistance of switch S1. Likewise, the mono-
tonically decreasing waveform segment 422b of the transformer input voltage VF 
from the positive DC supply voltage VDC to the negative DC supply voltage (0 V) is 
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caused by the small on-resistance of switch S2 which is pulling the transformer input 
voltage VF towards 0 V or ground. 
 
As shown in FIG. 1B), there are two dead time period periods or intervals in each 
switching cycle and these dead-time periods correspond to the time intervals t2 – t 6 5 
and t8 – t12 described above. Two time subintervals t2 – t4 and t8 – t10 are necessary 
to reach voltage across Cd1 to the positive and negative DC supply voltage for ob-
taining ZVS operation of the driver circuit. In effect, the optimum dead time period is 
may reasonably be defined as a minimum time required for the resonant input volt-
age VF to travel from one of the positive and negative DC supply voltages or rails to 10 
the other. Therefore, by detecting the time instants or points where the resonant 
input voltage VF reaches either the positive or the negative DC supply voltage the 
time intervals t4 – t6 and  t10 – t12  can be reduced to a minimum possible time. This is 
utilized in one embodiment of invention. On the other hand, optimizing the respec-
tive time intervals t2 – t4 and t8 – t10 is achieved by detection of time instant t4 and 15 
detection of of time instant t10 as shown in Fig. 4A). The latter detection allows the 
dead-time controller 514 to turn on the first and second semiconductor switches S1 
and S2 at these time instants or points, respectively. This results in the setting of the 
optimum dead time period during each switching cycle of the resonant input voltage 
VF. This feature results in fast and power efficient start-up of the resonant current Ires 20 
by maximizing respective conducting state time periods of the first and second sem-
iconductor switches S1 and S2 in order to feed energy into the resonant tank, e.g. 
including a primary side of the piezoelectric transformer, and build up resonant cur-
rent. 
 25 
The skilled person will appreciate that the detection of the time instants or points 
where the instantaneous transformer input voltage VF reaches either the positive or 
negative DC supply voltage under steady state operation may be accomplished by 
different types of analog, digital or mixed-signal circuitry as discussed below in fur-
ther detail. The previously discussed start-up phase or time period of the power 30 
converter designates the time period from power-on of the power converter to the 
time instant where the resonant current in the piezoelectric transformer reaches the 
maximum amplitude in the operating point of the power converter. During this start-
up phase, the resonant current is growing continuously, but it does not reach the 
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highest possible amplitude. Therefore, the input capacitance Cd1 will not be charged 
all the way up to the level of the positive DC supply voltage or discharged all the 
way down to the level of the negative DC supply voltage.  
 
FIGS. 3A) and 3B) show exemplary voltage and current waveforms of VF and Ires 5 
during the start-up phase or period of the prior art power converter 100.  
 
Accordingly, two different situations may be encountered during the dead time peri-
od DT in the start-up period: In a first situation, the instantaneous transformer input 
voltage VF may pass through local maximum/minimum before the semiconductor 10 
switches are turned on. FIG 3B) shows waveforms 323a, 323b of VF and Ires for this 
situation. The presence of the maximum/minimum or extrema in VF at time instant t2I 
of the waveform 323a is caused by a change of direction of the resonant current Ires 
during the first dead time period DT as indicated by the zero-crossing of Ires at the 
time instant t2I. Therefore, the resonant current Ires changes from charging to dis-15 
charging the input capacitance Cd1. In the second situation, the transformer input 
voltage VF is still increasing or decreasing until the first or second semiconductor 
switch S1 or S2 is turned on. This means that the transformer input voltage VF will 
not pass through any local extrema. In this situation, the amplitude of the resonant 
current Ires is too small to fully charge the input capacitance Cd1. This second situa-20 
tion is illustrated by the waveforms 322a, 322b of VF and Ires of FIG. 3A). The reso-
nant current Ires is changing direction during a switching cycle. The amplitude of the 
resonant current leads to the difference between the first and second situations 
which may be encountered during the start-up period. The resonant current Ires is 
build up after power-on of the power converter and gradually increases in amplitude 25 
until the resonant current Ires reaches a steady state amplitude. During steady state 
operation, the amplitude of the resonant current Ires remains essentially constant 
provided the input voltage, temperature and load of the power converter also remain 
essentially constant. At the beginning of the start-up time period, the amplitude of 
the resonant current Ires is so small that Ires is unable to fully charge the the input 30 
capacitance Cd1 during the dead time period to the positive DC supply voltage. This 
deficiency applies to both of the charging processes illustrated by FIG. 3A) and FIG. 
3B). The optimal charging process may reasonably be considered reached by 
adapting the charging process of the input capacitance Cd1 as illustrated by FIG. 
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4B). In the latter charging process the resonant current Ires is near its peak amplitude 
at time instant t2 when dead time period starts. 
 
It can be shown that the total amount of energy provided to the input capacitance 
Cd1 in the dead time period, defined as ?t = t6 - t2, is: 5 
 
  
 
Therefore, it is important to turn on the first semiconductor switch S1 or the second 
semiconductor switch S2 at the zero crossing of the resonant current Ires depicted on 10 
FIG. 4B). Consequently, to optimize the dead time period either during the start-up 
phase of the power converter or during the steady state operation thereof, one em-
bodiment of the dead-time controller 514 may be configured to switch the first or 
second semiconductor switch to its conducting state either when the transformer 
input voltage VF reaches one of the positive and negative DC supply voltages or 15 
when the resonant current Ires crosses zero which ever condition occurs first. If nei-
ther of these conditions are detected the dead-time controller 514 may apply a fixed 
dead time period to facilitate build-up of the resonant current Ires. The skilled person 
will understand that there is no direct access to detect or measure the resonant cur-
rent Ires inside the piezoelectric transformer 513. Therefore, the transformer input 20 
voltage VF may conveniently be used by the dead-time controller 514 as a reference 
for detecting the dead time period in the piezoelectric power converter 500.  
 
The LCC resonant power converter 500a of FIG. 5A in accordance with the second 
embodiment of the present invention likewise eliminates cases corresponding to 25 
those shown in FIGS. 2A) and 2B) with too short or too long dead-time periods of 
the resonant input voltage, compared to the optimal dead-time period. The LCC 
power converter 500a comprises a resonant network or circuit comprising first ca-
pacitor C and a first inductor L connected in series to the resonant input voltage VF 
applied at the input terminal 507a of the resonant network. The resonant network 30 
additionally comprises a second capacitor Cp coupled in parallel across a primary 
side of a magnetic transformer with conversion ratio 1:N. Hence, the resonant volt-
age across the primary side of the magnetic transformer may be an output voltage 
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of the resonant network. A secondary side of the magnetic transformer is coupled to 
a load RL. Other embodiments of the resonant power converter 500a may comprise 
a rectification circuit coupled to the secondary side of the magnetic transformer to 
generate a DC output voltage of the LCC power converter 500a. A resonant current 
Ires is flowing through the first inductor L of the resonant network to alternatingly 5 
charge and discharge the resonant input voltage VF during successive dead-time 
periods of the half-bridge driver 503a. The LCC power converter 500a comprises a 
dead-time controller OTD 514a which may be configured to dynamically detect and 
set an optimized dead time period during every switching cycle of the resonant input 
voltage VF. The operation of the dead-time controller 514a may optimize, during 10 
each switching cycle or at least a majority of switching cycles, the time instants 
where the semiconductor switches S2 and S1 of the driver 501a are switched from 
OFF to ON to be placed substantially where the instantaneous resonant input volt-
age VF reaches either the positive DC supply voltage or reaches the negative DC 
supply voltage during steady-state operation of the LCC power converter 500a. This 15 
may be accomplished by adjusting the phase or timing of the first and second driver 
control signals HSG, LSG as discussed in detail below with reference to FIG. 6. Fur-
thermore, the dead-time controller 514a may also be configured to optimize the 
switching instants of the semiconductor switches S2 and S1 of the driver circuit 503a 
during an initialization or start-up phase of the LCC power converter 500a. In the 20 
latter case, the operation of dead-time controller 514 optimizes, during each switch-
ing cycle, the time instants where the semiconductor switches S2 and S1 are 
switched from OFF to ON, i.e. turned on, to be placed substantially where the in-
stantaneous resonant input voltage VF reaches either a minima level or a maxima 
level during a dead-time period. This may be accomplished by detecting or monitor-25 
ing the waveform shape of the instantaneous resonant input voltage VF in a manner 
correspond to the one discussed in additional detail below with reference to FIG. 6. 
The operation and characteristics of the gate driver 501a and driver circuit 503a are 
also discussed in additional detail below with reference to the corresponding gate 
driver 501 and driver circuit 503 of the first embodiment of the resonant power con-30 
verter 500. 
 
FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of a preferred embodiment of the dead-time 
controller 514 of the piezoelectric power converter 500. The dead-time controller 
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514 comprises inter alia a steady-state controller 624 and a start-up controller 634 
and a control circuit 644 (OTD C). The steady-state controller 624 is adapted to 
generate appropriately timed first and second driver control signals HSG, LSG for the 
for the half-bridge driver 503, delivered through the optional gate drive 501, and dur-
ing steady-state operation of the power converter 500 and the corresponding first 5 
and second driver control signals HSG, LSG for the half-bridge driver 503a during 
steady-state operation of the LCC resonant power converter 500a. The start-up con-
troller 634 is adapted to generate appropriately timed first and second driver control 
signals HSG, LSG for the half-bridge drivers 503, 503a during the initialization time or 
start-up time of the power converters 500, 500a. Hence, the first driver control signal 10 
HSG switches the first or high side semiconductor switch S1 between its conducting 
state and non-conducting state and the second driver control signal LSG switches 
the second semiconductor switch S2 between its conducting state and non-
conducting state. Body diodes D1 and D2 are associated with the semiconductor 
switches S1 and S2, respectively, and may have the same function as the previously 15 
discussed body diodes 113a, 113b. Each of the first and second semiconductor 
switches S1 and S2 preferably comprises a MOSFET. The output of the driver circuit 
503 supplies the transformer input voltage VF since the output node of the driver 
circuit 503, i.e. the mid-point node between respective drain terminals of the 
MOSFET semiconductor switches S1 and S2, is coupled directly to a first input elec-20 
trode 507a of an input section or primary side of the piezoelectric transformer  513. 
A second input electrode 507b of the primary side of the piezoelectric transformer 
513 may be coupled to GND.  The dead-time controller 514 is electrically connected 
to the transformer input voltage VF and to the second input electrode 507b. The pie-
zoelectric transformer 513 may further comprise a pair of output electrodes 508a, 25 
508b electrically coupled to a secondary or output section of the piezoelectric trans-
former 513 and supply a transformer output voltage to an input of a rectification cir-
cuit 508.  The rectification circuit 508 may comprise a half wave or full wave rectifier, 
and possibly output capacitor(s), to provide a smoothed DC voltage at an output 
node or terminal VOUT of the piezoelectric power converter 500.  30 
 
The steady-state controller 624 comprises a first comparator 625 configured to 
compare the instantaneous level or value of the transformer input voltage VF to the 
positive DC supply voltage VDC,  fed through terminal or line 622, and supply a first 
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comparator output signal ZHS. The first comparator output signal ZHS is utilized for 
adjusting the phase of the first driver control signal HSG (please refer to FIG. 5) via 
the logic control circuit 644. The first driver control signal HSG is applied to a control 
or gate terminal of the first semiconductor switch S1 of the driver circuits 503, 503a. 
The steady-state controller 624 additionally comprises a second comparator 627 5 
configured to compare the instantaneous level or amplitude of the transformer input 
voltage VF to the negative DC supply voltage, which is ground or 0 V in the present 
embodiment,  fed through terminal or line S, 623, and supply a second comparator 
output signal ZLS. The second comparator output signal ZLS is utilized for adjusting a 
phase of a second driver control LSG (please refer to FIG. 5) via the logic control 10 
circuit 644. The second driver control signal LSG is applied to the control or gate 
terminal of the second semiconductor switch S2 of the half-bridge driver 503, option-
ally via the gate drive 501.  
 
The start-up controller 634 is configured to detect a waveform shape of the trans-15 
former input voltage VF and generate a first control signal ZMH for adjusting the timing 
or phase of the first driver control signal HSG via the logic control circuit 644 in ac-
cordance with the waveform shape of the transformer input voltage VF. The start-up 
controller 634 is preferably also configured to detect a waveform shape of the trans-
former input voltage VF and generate a second control signal ZML for adjusting the 20 
timing or phase of the second driver control signal LSG via the logic control circuit 
644 in accordance with the waveform shape of the transformer input voltage VF. 
During the initialization period or start-up phase or period of the piezoelectric power 
converter 500, the instantaneous transformer input voltage VF is applied at line or 
terminal 620, signal S, and compared with a delayed replica of the transformer input 25 
voltage Sd. The delayed replica of the transformer input voltage Sd is applied to a 
negative input of a third comparator 639 of the circuit 514. A local local maximum of 
the waveform of the instantaneous transformer input voltage is detected when Sd > 
signal S. Hence, the local maximum of the waveform of the instantaneous trans-
former input voltage during a dead-time period with increasing resonant input volt-30 
age is detected in response to, or when, the voltage of the delayed replica Sd ex-
ceeds signal S. Likewise, a local minimum of the waveform of VF during a dead-time 
period with decreasing or falling resonant input voltage is detected when signal S < 
signal Sd (the delayed replica of the transformer input voltage).  
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The start-up controller 634 may furthermore limit the instantaneous transformer in-
put voltage VF between a predefined lower threshold voltage and a predefined upper 
threshold voltage before detecting the above-discussed local local maximum and 
minimum of the waveform of the instantaneous transformer input voltage. In the pre-
sent embodiment, the start-up controller 634 is configured to set an intermediate or 5 
middle voltage range (M) between the predefined lower threshold voltage VLow  and 
the predefined upper threshold voltage VHi via the corresponding reference voltages 
applied through input lines or terminals 616 and 618 of the start-up controller 634. 
The predefined lower threshold voltage VLow may for example be around 10 % of the 
positive DC supply voltage VDC such as between 0.05 and 0.2 times VDC when the 10 
negative DC supply voltage is ground as in the present embodiment. The predefined 
upper threshold voltage VHi may for example be around 90 % of the positive DC 
supply voltage VDC such as between 0.75 and 0.95 times VDC. These value ranges 
for the predefined lower and upper threshold voltages will provide a suitable noise 
margin for local extrema detection and prevent undesired triggering by noise im-15 
pulses of the transformer input voltage. A fourth comparator 636 indicates whether 
the instantaneous transformer input voltage on line S is above the predefined lower 
threshold voltage VLow. A fifth comparator 638 indicates whether the instantaneous 
transformer input voltage on line S is below the predefined upper threshold voltage 
VHi. The third comparator 639 may comprise a high precision dual/differential output 20 
comparator. As mentioned above, the output signals HSG, LSG of the ODT C block 
are controlled by the control circuit or block 644 in accordance with logic states of 
the input signals ZMH, ZML, ZHS and ZLS. The first semiconductor switch S1 is switched 
ON in response to either ZHS or ZHM is asserted such that HSG is logically “1”. The 
second semiconductor switch S2 is turned/switched ON in response to either ZLS or 25 
ZML is asserted or digitally “1” such that LSG is logically “1”. A reset control signal "R" 
through line 645 of the control circuit or block 644 is configured to selectively switch-
ing off the first and second semiconductor switches S1 and S2 after the allocated ON 
time period of the semiconductor switch in question. Finally, an optional enable sig-
nal "En" and function received through line 647 may enable/disable the operation of 30 
the dead-time controllers 514, 514a in the resonant power converters 500, 500a. 
The skilled person will understand that the respective voltage levels of references 
voltages such as VHi, VDC and VLow utilized in the dead-time controller 514 may be 
scaled to a voltage level of the comparators 625, 627, 639, 636, 638. The particular 
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Boolean functions implemented in the dead-time controller 514 for the outputs of the 
steady-state controller 624 and the start-up controller 634 are: 
 
 
 5 
 
The steady-state controller 624 comprises the first comparator 625 which is config-
ured to comparing the transformer input voltage VF to the positive DC supply voltage 
VDC via the positive and negative inputs of the first comparator 625. The positive 
input of the first comparator 625 receives the transformer input voltage VF via line or 10 
terminal 620. The second comparator 627 is configured to comparing the transform-
er input voltage VF to the negative DC supply voltage, i.e. 0 V via the positive and 
negative inputs of the second comparator 627.  
 
Overall, the first and second semiconductor switches S1 and S2 are turned on, i.e. 15 
switched to the conducting state, by a rising edge of ZHS and ZLS, respectively, in the 
steady state operation of the resonant power converters 500, 500a. Likewise, the 
first and second semiconductor switches S1 and S1 are turned off, i.e. switched to 
the non-conducting state, by a falling edge of ZHS and ZLS, respectively, in the steady 
state. The same control scheme applies during the start-up or initialization period of 20 
the resonant power converters 500, 500a and the logic control block 644 determines 
whether first and second driver control signal HSG, LSG for the first and second sem-
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iconductor switches S1 and S2 are derived from the outputs of the steady-state con-
troller 624 or the outputs of the start-up controller 634. Hence, each of the driver 
circuits 501, 503, 501a, 503a is configured to alternatingly pulling the resonant or 
transformer input voltage VF towards the positive and negative DC supply voltages 
or rails via the first and second semiconductor switches S1 and S2, respectively, 5 
separated by intervening dead-time periods during each switching cycle in accord-
ance the first and second driver control signals HSG, LSG. 
 
 
The lower plot 1020 of FIG. 7 shows experimentally measured normalized voltage 10 
and current waveforms of the transformer input voltage VF and resonant current Ires 
captured through several switching cycles of a start-up phase or state of the piezoe-
lectric power converter 500 in comparison with the corresponding waveforms on the 
upper plot 1010 of the exemplary prior art piezoelectric power converter 100 depict-
ed on FIG. 1A. The measurements were performed on a radial mode piezoelectric 15 
transformer with the following parameters: 
 
 
Furthermore, the fundamental resonance frequency of the radial mode piezoelectric 
transformer was 116.3 kHz and the load ZL was a resistive load corresponding to 20 
300 W of output power. 
 
  
 
  25 
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CLAIMS 
 
1. A resonant  power converter comprising: 
a first power supply rail for receipt of a positive DC supply voltage and a second 
power supply rail for receipt of a negative DC supply voltage, 5 
a resonant network comprising an input section and an output section wherein 
the input  section comprises an input terminal for receipt of a resonant input 
voltage and the output  section comprises an output terminal for providing a 
resonant output voltage in response to the resonant input voltage, 
a driver circuit comprising a first semiconductor switch coupled to the positive 10 
DC supply voltage and a second semiconductor switch coupled to the negative 
DC supply voltage and a driver output connected to the input terminal for supply 
of the resonant input voltage;  
wherein the driver circuit is configured for alternatingly pulling the resonant  in-
put voltage towards the positive and negative DC supply voltages via the first 15 
and second semiconductor switches, respectively, separated by intervening 
dead-time periods in accordance with one or more driver control signals, 
a dead-time controller configured to adaptively adjusting the dead-time periods 
based on the resonant input voltage. 
 20 
2. A piezoelectric power converter according to claim 1, wherein the first semicon-
ductor switch comprises a conducting state where the input terminal  is con-
nected to the positive DC supply voltage and the second semiconductor switch 
comprises a conducting state where the  input terminal  is connected to the 
negative DC supply voltage; and 25 
where the first semiconductor switches is in a non-conducting state during the 
dead-time periods and the second semiconductor switch is in a non-conducting 
state during the dead-time periods. 
 
3. A resonant power converter according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the dead-time 30 
controller is configured to adjust a phase of a first driver control signal of the first 
semiconductor switch and a phase of a second driver control signal of the sec-
ond semiconductor switch to adaptively adjust the duration of the dead-time pe-
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riods. 
 
4. A resonant power converter according to claim 1, wherein the driver circuit  
comprises a half-bridge wherein the first semiconductor switch and the second 
semiconductor switch are coupled in series between the positive DC supply 5 
voltage and the negative DC supply voltage. 
 
5. A resonant power converter according to claim 3 or 4, wherein the dead-time 
controller comprises a steady-state controller comprising: 
a first comparator configured to compare the instantaneous resonant input volt-10 
age to the positive DC supply voltage and supply a first comparator output sig-
nal (ZHS) for adjusting the phase of the first driver control signal in accordance 
with the first comparator output signal, 
a second comparator configured to compare the instantaneous resonant input 
voltage to the negative DC supply voltage and supply a second comparator 15 
output signal (ZLS) for adjusting the phase of the second driver control signal in 
accordance with the second comparator output signal. 
 
6. A resonant power converter according to claim 3 or 4, wherein the dead-time 
controller comprises a start-up controller configured to detect a waveform shape 20 
of the instantaneous resonant input voltage; and  
generating a first control signal (ZMH) for adjusting the phase of the first driver 
control signal in accordance with the waveform shape; and/or  
generating a second control signal (ZML) for adjusting the phase of the second 
driver control signal in accordance with the waveform shape. 25 
 
7. A resonant power converter according to claim 6, wherein the dead-time con-
troller is configured to detect the waveform shape of the instantaneous resonant 
input voltage by comparing the instantaneous resonant instantaneous trans-
former input voltage with a delayed replica of the resonant input voltage. 30 
  
8. A resonant power converter according to claim 7, wherein the dead-time con-
troller is configured to: 
detect a local maximum of the waveform of the instantaneous resonant input 
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voltage in response to the delayed replica of the resonant input voltage exceeds 
the instantaneous resonant input voltage; and/or  
detect a local minimum of the waveform of the instantaneous resonant input 
voltage in response to the delayed replica of the resonant input voltage falls be-
low the instantaneous resonant input voltage. 5 
 
9. A resonant power converter according to claim 7 or 8, wherein the dead-time 
controller is configured to limit the instantaneous resonant input voltage be-
tween a lower threshold voltage and an upper threshold voltage before detect-
ing the local maximum and/or detecting the local minimum.   10 
 
10. A resonant power converter according to claim 9, wherein the lower threshold 
voltage lies between 0.05 and 0.2 times the positive DC supply voltage and the 
upper threshold voltage lies between 0.75 and 0.95 times the positive DC sup-
ply voltage. 15 
 
11. A resonant power converter according to claim 5 and 6, wherein the dead-time 
controller comprises a first digital OR circuit configured to logically OR the first 
comparator output signal and the first control signal; and 
a second digital OR circuit configured to logically OR the second comparator 20 
output signal and the second control signal.  
 
12. A method of adaptively controlling a dead-time interval of a driver circuit of a 
resonant power converter, comprising steps of: 
generating first and second non-overlapping driver control signals for the driver 25 
circuit in accordance with a switching frequency signal of the resonant power 
converter, wherein the driver circuit is coupled between positive and negative 
DC supply voltages for supply of power, 
applying the first and second non-overlapping driver control signals to the driver 
circuit to generate a driver output signal alternating between the positive DC 30 
supply voltage and negative DC supply voltage separated by intervening dead-
time periods or intervals, 
applying the driver output voltage to an input terminal of the resonant network  
to generate a resonant input voltage, 
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generating a resonant output voltage in response to the resonant input voltage 
at an output side or terminal of the resonant network , 
detecting a feature of the resonant input voltage, 
adjusting a duration of the dead-time interval or period of the driver circuit based 
on the detected feature of the resonant input voltage. 5 
 
13. A method of adaptively controlling a dead-time period according to claim 12, 
wherein the instantaneous resonant input voltage is detected in each switching 
cycle of the switching frequency of the resonant power converter and the dead-
time period adjusted accordingly in response. 10 
 
14. A resonant power converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein 
the driver circuit and the resonant network are configured for ZVS operation or 
ZCS operation at the switching frequency of the resonant power converter.  
 15 
15. A resonant power converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein 
the resonant network comprises a piezoelectric transformer; 
wherein a primary section of the piezoelectric transformer is coupled to the res-
onant input voltage to supply a transformer input voltage and a secondary sec-
tion of the piezoelectric transformer generates the resonant output voltage.   20 
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ABSTRACT 
The invention relates in a first aspect to a resonant power converter comprising: 
a first power supply rail for receipt of a positive DC supply voltage and a second 
power supply rail for receipt of a negative DC supply voltage. The resonant power 
converter comprises a resonant network with an input terminal for receipt of a reso-5 
nant input voltage from a driver circuit. The driver circuit is configured for alternating-
ly pulling the resonant input voltage towards the positive and negative DC supply 
voltages via first and second semiconductor switches, respectively, separated by 
intervening dead-time periods in accordance with one or more driver control signals. 
A dead-time controller is configured to adaptively adjusting the dead-time periods 10 
based on the resonant input voltage. 
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RESONANT POWER CONVERTER WITH DEAD-TIME CONTROL OF 
SYNCHRONOUS RECTIFICATION CIRCUIT 
The invention relates in a first aspect to a resonant power converter comprising a 
synchronous rectifier for supplying a DC output voltage. The synchronous rectifier is 
configured for alternatingly connecting a resonant output voltage to positive and 5 
negative DC output nodes via first and second semiconductor switches, respective-
ly, separated by intervening dead-time periods in accordance with first and second 
rectification control signals. A dead-time controller is coupled to the resonant output 
voltage or the resonant input voltage and configured for adaptively adjusting lengths 
of the dead-time periods via the first and second rectification control signals. 10 
 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
A sub-group of resonant power converter comprises a piezoelectric transformer as a 
resonant circuit or resonant tank. Piezoelectric power converters are a viable alter-
native to traditional magnetics based resonant power converters in numerous volt-15 
age or power converting applications such as AC/AC, AC/DC, DC/AC and DC/DC 
power converter applications. Piezoelectric power converters are capable of provid-
ing high isolation voltages and high power conversion efficiencies in a compact 
package with low EMI radiation. The piezoelectric transformer is normally operated 
in a narrow frequency band around its fundamental or primary resonance frequency 20 
with a matched load coupled to the output of the piezoelectric transformer. The op-
timum switching frequency or excitation frequency of the piezoelectric power con-
verter shows strong dependence on different parameter such as temperature, load, 
fixation and age. So-called zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) operation, or soft-
switching, of an input driver and/or a synchronous rectification circuit of the piezoe-25 
lectric power converter is important to avoid prohibitive power losses associated with 
the respective switching activities of the input driver and/or synchronous rectification 
circuit. However, synchronous rectification circuits of prior art resonant power con-
verters have utilized a fixed length of the dead-time period, for example tailored to 
characteristics of a particular piezoelectric transformer at fixed operating conditions. 30 
The fixed dead-time period is unable to account for manufacturing tolerances and 
drift of active and passive electronic components of the resonant power converter, in 
particular those of a piezoelectric transformer. ´ 
 
2
 
Hence, the use of fixed dead-time periods leads to increased power consumption of 
practical resonant power converters where the above-mentioned manufacturing tol-
erances and drift of active and passive electronic components are inevitable. Hence, 
it would be advantageous to provide mechanisms for maintaining the desired zero 5 
voltage switching (ZVS) properties of the input driver and/or synchronous rectifica-
tion circuit. 
  
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
A first aspect of the invention relates to a resonant power converter comprising: 10 
a first power supply rail for receipt of a positive DC supply voltage and a second 
power supply rail for receipt of a negative DC supply voltage, 
a resonant network comprising an input section for receipt of a resonant input volt-
age and an output section for supplying a resonant output voltage generated in re-
sponse to the resonant input voltage, 15 
an input driver configured for supplying the resonant input voltage;  
a synchronous rectifier comprising: 
a rectifier input coupled to the resonant output voltage, 
first and second semiconductor switches controlled by first and second rectification 
control signals, wherein the synchronous rectifier is configured for alternatingly con-20 
necting the resonant output voltage to positive and negative DC output nodes via 
the first and second semiconductor switches, respectively, separated by intervening 
dead-time periods in accordance with the first and second rectification control sig-
nals; 
a first dead-time controller coupled to the resonant output voltage or the resonant 25 
input voltage and configured for adaptively adjusting lengths of the dead-time peri-
ods via the first and second rectification control signals. 
 
The first dead-time controller is configured to provide adequate length or duration of 
the dead time periods of the synchronous rectifier to deliver sufficient energy for 30 
charging and discharging various capacitances at the output section of the resonant 
network with the resonant current alternatingly flowing into and out of the resonant 
network. The capacitances at the output section of the resonant network may com-
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prise a capacitance of a secondary section of a piezoelectric transformer and vari-
ous intrinsic capacitances of the first and second semiconductor switches.  
 
The first dead-time controller is able to maintain zero voltage switching (ZVS) and/or 
zero current switching (ZCS) of the synchronous rectifier despite temperature drift 5 
and variation of component values or parameters of the resonant power converter 
by adaptively adjusting lengths or durations of the dead-time periods of the synchro-
nous rectifier. Maintaining proper ZVS operation over time minimizes energy con-
sumption involved in the switching activity of the first and second semiconductor 
switches of the synchronous rectifier. The present inventors have discovered that a 10 
dead-time period shorter than required for zero voltage switching causes hard 
switching of the synchronous rectifier. Likewise, a dead-time period longer than re-
quired for zero voltage switching may either cause hard switching of the synchro-
nous rectifier or may cause soft switching of the synchronous rectifier with sub-
optimum efficiency. The synchronous rectifier may comprise a half-wave rectifier or 15 
a full-wave rectifier. 
 
The resonant power converter may comprise an AC-DC or DC-DC converter topolo-
gy. The positive and negative DC output nodes of the synchronous rectifier may 
provide the DC output voltage of the resonant power converter for connecting to a 20 
load device, load resistor or load circuit. 
 
The first dead-time controller of the resonant power converter may utilize various 
features of the resonant output voltage for detecting an optimum length of the dead 
time period and adaptively adjusting the length of the dead-time period. The dead-25 
time controller may be configured to adjust the length of the dead-time period during 
every switching cycle of the resonant output voltage based on an instantaneous 
value thereof. Alternatively, the dead-time controller may be configured to adjust the 
lengths of dead-time periods during a specific operating condition of the resonant 
power converter - for example solely during a start-up or initialization phase of the 30 
resonant network or solely during steady state operation of the resonant network. 
 
The switching cycle is determined by a selected switching frequency of the resonant 
power converter. The switching frequency of the resonant power converter may be 
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set by certain characteristics or tuning of a self-oscillating feedback loop connected 
around a secondary side circuit of the resonant power converter as discussed in 
further detail below with reference to the appended drawings.  
 
The synchronous rectifier may comprise a half-bridge or H-bridge driver. The half-5 
bridge driver circuit may comprise a first semiconductor switch and a second semi-
conductor switch coupled in series between the positive DC supply voltage and the 
negative DC supply voltage. A midpoint node between the first and second semi-
conductor switches may be connected to an input of the synchronous rectifier. 
Hence, according to one embodiment of the resonant power converter, the first sem-10 
iconductor switch comprises a conducting state connecting the resonant output volt-
age to the positive DC supply voltage and the second semiconductor switch com-
prises a conducting state connecting the resonant output voltage to the negative DC 
supply voltage. In addition, each of the first and the second semiconductor switches 
resides in a non-conducting or off state during the dead-time periods of the rectifica-15 
tion circuit. 
 
According one embodiment of the present resonant power converter, the input driver 
comprises third and fourth semiconductor switches controlled by first and second 
driver control signals, respectively. The input driver is configured for alternatingly 20 
connecting the resonant input voltage to the positive and negative DC supply volt-
ages through the third and fourth semiconductor switches, respectively, separated 
by intervening dead-time periods in accordance with the first and second driver con-
trol signals. The first driver control signal is configured to switch the third semicon-
ductor switch between a conducting/ON state and a non-conducting/OFF state. The 25 
second driver control signal is likewise configured to switch the fourth semiconductor 
switch between a conducting/ON state and a non-conducting/OFF state. The first 
and second driver control signals are preferably non-overlapping such that the third 
semiconductor switch pulls the resonant input voltage towards the positive DC sup-
ply voltage via its relatively small on-resistance in the conducting state and the 30 
fourth semiconductor switch, subsequent to the intervening dead-time period, pulls 
the resonant input voltage towards the negative DC supply voltage via its relatively 
small on-resistance in the conducting state. Hence, during the dead time period of 
the input driver the resonant input voltage or signal is alternatingly charged and dis-
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charged from the positive DC supply voltage to the negative DC supply voltage and 
vice versa by resonant current flowing through an intrinsic input impedance of the 
piezoelectric transformer and/or by resonant current flowing through, or out of, a 
series inductor of the resonant network as discussed in further detail below with ref-
erence to the appended drawings. The resonant input signal is effectively clamped 5 
to the positive DC supply voltage in a first time period where the third semiconductor 
switch conducts and the fourth semiconductor switch is non-conducting. Likewise, 
the resonant input signal is clamped to the negative DC supply voltage in a second 
time period where the fourth semiconductor switch is conducting and the third semi-
conductor switch is non-conducting. During the dead-time periods, both the third 10 
semiconductor switch and the fourth semiconductor switch are non-conducting.   
Each of the first, second, third and fourth semiconductor switches may comprise a 
MOSFET for example a DMOS, PMOS or NMOS device. Each of the first, second, 
third and fourth semiconductor switches further comprises a control terminal or input 
such as a gate terminal for receipt of the respective driver control signal or rectifica-15 
tion control signal. 
 
As discussed previously, the resonant network may comprise a piezoelectric trans-
former wherein the input section of the resonant network comprises a primary sec-
tion of the piezoelectric transformer coupled to the resonant input voltage and the 20 
output section of the resonant network comprises a secondary section of the piezoe-
lectric transformer for generating the resonant output voltage. 
 
The switching frequency of the resonant power converter may lie between 75 kHz 
and 500 kHz such as between 100 kHz and 150 kHz. The resonant power converter 25 
may comprise a feedback loop configured to induce self-oscillation around the pri-
mary side circuit and/or secondary side circuit of the resonant power converter as 
discussed in additional detail below. The feedback loop may ensure that a switching 
frequency of the resonant power converter automatically tracks changing character-
istics of the resonant network, e.gl based on a piezoelectric transformer, and elec-30 
tronic circuitry of the primary side or secondary side of the power converter.  
 
According to one embodiment, the dead-time controller utilizes a level or amplitude 
of the resonant input voltage to detect the respective time instant to switch the first 
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or the second semiconductor switch to its conducting state. According to another 
embodiment, the dead-time controller utilizes a waveform shape of the instantane-
ous resonant input voltage to detect the respective time instants or phases at which 
to switch the first or second semiconductor to their respective conducting states as 
discussed in further detail below with reference to the appended drawings.  5 
 
The dead-time controller may be configured to adjust a phase or timing of the first 
driver control signal of the first semiconductor switch and a phase or timing of the 
second driver control signal of the second semiconductor switch to adaptively adjust 
the duration of the dead-time periods as discussed in further detail below with refer-10 
ence to the appended drawings.  
 
A number of useful embodiments of the present resonant power converter comprise 
a self-oscillating feedback loop for setting or controlling the switching frequency of 
the power converter. The self-oscillating feedback loop may be connected around 15 
either the primary section or the secondary section of the power converter. The pri-
mary side or secondary side self-oscillating feedback loop is efficient in maintain a 
proper operating point of the resonant power converter despite drift or variation of 
component values and parameters of the power converter - for example those caused 
by ageing and temperature variations. The self-oscillating feedback loop may be de-20 
signed or configured to oscillate at, or proximate to, a fundamental resonance fre-
quency of the resonant network as discussed in further detail below with reference 
to the appended drawings. 
 
The first dead-time controller may be coupled to the resonant output voltage in one 25 
embodiment of the resonant power converter. The resonant power converter further 
comprises a first self-oscillating feedback loop which comprises a first resonant 
voltage or current detector coupled to the output section of the resonant circuit and 
configured to derive a first feedback signal from a resonant voltage or resonant cur-
rent of the output section. The resonant power converter further comprises a first 30 
adjustable delay circuit configured for generating the first and second rectification 
control signals based on the first feedback signal. The piezoelectric transformer 
may comprise a separate electrode for supplying the first resonant voltage or cur-
rent detector with a resonant voltage or current proportional to the resonant output 
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voltage. Hence, the piezoelectric transformer may comprise: 
- a first secondary electrode connected to the secondary section of the piezoelectric 
transformer for supplying the resonant output voltage; and 
- a second secondary electrode embedded in the secondary section for supplying  
the first feedback signal to the first adjustable delay circuit. 5 
 
One embodiment of the resonant power converter comprises a first phase shift cir-
cuit configured to derive the first and second drive control signals from the first and 
second rectification control signals by adding respective phase shifts to the first and 
second rectification control signals. This feature is advantageous in certain applica-10 
tions because the first and second drive control signals are derived/generated in a 
relatively simple manner from the first and second rectification control signals, re-
spectively, using a small amount of additional components and signal routing as 
discussed in further detail below with reference to the appended drawings. 
 15 
In an alternative embodiment, the first dead-time controller is coupled to the reso-
nant input voltage and a self-oscillating feedback loop is connected around the pri-
mary section of the power converter. The self-oscillating feedback loop comprises a 
resonant voltage or current detector coupled to the input section of the resonant 
circuit and configured to derive a first feedback signal from a resonant voltage or 20 
resonant current of the input section; The self-oscillating feedback loop further 
comprises a first adjustable delay circuit configured for generating the first and sec-
ond drive control signals based on the first feedback signal. In some of these em-
bodiments, the resonant network comprises a piezoelectric transformer which com-
prises: 25 
- a first primary electrode connected to the primary section of the piezoelectric 
transformer for supplying the resonant input voltage; and 
- a second primary electrode embedded in the primary section of the piezoelectric 
transformer for supplying the first feedback signal to the first adjustable delay cir-
cuit. One such embodiment comprises a first phase shift circuit configured to derive 30 
the first and second drive control signals from the first and second rectification con-
trol signals by adding respective phase shifts to the first and second rectification 
control signals as discussed in further detail below with reference to the appended 
drawings. 
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Another alternative embodiment of the resonant power converter comprises two 
separate and independent self-oscillating feedback loops connected around the 
primary section or the secondary section, respectively, of the power converter. The 
presence of such separate self-oscillating feedback loops in the present piezoelec-
tric resonant power converter provides numerous advantages such as an adjusta-5 
ble bi-directional power flow between the DC input voltage and the DC output volt-
age. The characteristics of this bi-directional power flow can furthermore be very 
accurately and flexibly controlled by independent digital control or setting of the re-
spective time delays of the first and second adjustable delay circuits as discussed 
in further detail below with reference to the appended drawings. 10 
 
One such embodiment of the resonant power converter therefore comprises, in ad-
dition to the first self-oscillating feedback loop: 
- second self-oscillating feedback loop comprising: 
a second resonant voltage or current detector coupled to the input section of the 15 
resonant circuit and configured to derive a second feedback signal from a resonant 
voltage or resonant current of the input section; and a second adjustable delay cir-
cuit configured for generating the first and second drive control signals based on the 
second feedback signal; and 
- a second dead-time controller coupled to the resonant input voltage and configured 20 
for adaptively adjusting lengths of the dead-time periods of the input driver via the 
first and second driver control signals. The first adjustable delay circuit may com-
prise a first digital delay line and a first digital control input for adjusting respective 
time delays between the first feedback signal and the first and second rectification 
control signals. The second adjustable time delay circuit may in addition or alterna-25 
tive comprise a second digital delay line and a second digital control input for adjust-
ing respective time delays between the second feedback signal and the first and 
second driver control signals. Various construction details, programming interfaces 
etc. of the first and second digital delay lines are discussed in further detail below 
with reference to the appended drawings. 30 
 
Each of the first and second adjustable time delay circuits may comprise a digital 
control input for setting the time delay in the digital domain by a digital processor 
such as a microprocessor. For this purpose the resonant power converter may 
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therefore comprise: 
a digital processor comprising a first data communication interface connected to at 
least one of the first and second digital control inputs of the first and second adjust-
able time delay circuits; 
said digital processor being configured to repeatedly compute and apply time delay 5 
settings for at least one of:  
the first digital delay line for adapting a switching frequency of the first self-
oscillating feedback loop to a fundamental resonance frequency of the output sec-
tion of the resonant circuit; and  
the second digital delay line for adapting a switching frequency of the second self-10 
oscillating feedback loop to a fundamental resonance frequency of the input section 
of the resonant circuit. 
 
The digital processor is configured to: 
compute the time delay settings of the first digital delay line to maintain a loop 15 
phase shift of substantially 360 degrees, or an integer multiple of 360 degrees, in 
the first self-oscillating feedback loop; and/or  
compute the time delay settings of the second digital delay line to maintain a loop 
phase shift of substantially 360 degrees, or an integer multiple of 360 degrees, in 
the second self-oscillating feedback loop.  20 
 
One embodiment of the first and/or second adjustable time delay circuits has a time 
step resolution of the first or second digital delay line greater than 10 ns such as 
greater than 2 ns, or greater than 1 ns, as discussed in further detail below with ref-
erence to the appended drawings. 25 
 
The first dead-time controller may be configured to adjust a phase of the first rectifi-
cation control signal based on a waveform shape of the resonant output or input 
voltage and a phase of the second rectification control signal based on the wave-
form shape of the resonant output or input voltage to adaptively adjust the lengths 30 
of the dead-time periods. 
 
A second aspect of the invention relates to a method of adaptively controlling dead-
time periods of a synchronous rectifier of a resonant power converter, said method 
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comprising steps of: 
a) generating first and second non-overlapping rectification control signals of the 
synchronous rectifier in accordance with a resonant output voltage or a resonant 
input voltage of a resonant network of the resonant power converter, wherein the 
synchronous rectifier is coupled between positive and negative DC output voltage 5 
nodes of the converter, 
b) applying the first and second non-overlapping rectification control signals to con-
trol inputs of the synchronous rectifier to generate a DC output voltage by alternat-
ingly connecting the resonant output voltage to the positive and negative DC output 
voltage nodes separated by intervening dead-time periods, 10 
c) monitoring at least one of the resonant output voltage and the resonant input volt-
age, 
d) detecting a feature of a waveform of the resonant output voltage or the resonant 
input voltage, 
f) adjusting lengths of the dead-time periods of the synchronous rectifier based on 15 
the detected feature. 
 
According to one embodiment of the present methodology of adaptively controlling 
dead-time periods, step d) may comprise:  
detecting the feature of the waveform in each cycle of the resonant input voltage 20 
waveform or detecting the feature of the waveform in each cycle of the resonant 
output voltage waveform.  
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Preferred embodiments of the invention are described in more detail in connection 25 
with the appended drawings, in which:  
FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic circuit diagram of a piezoelectric resonant pow-
er converter in accordance with a first embodiment of the invention, 
FIG. 2 shows a simplified schematic circuit diagram of an exemplary adjustable de-
lay circuit for application in various embodiments of the present piezoelectric reso-30 
nant power converters,  
FIG. 2A shows a schematic circuit diagram of an exemplary embodiment of the ad-
justable delay circuit of FIG. 2 based on a digital delay line for application in various 
embodiments of the present piezoelectric resonant power converters, 
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FIG. 3 shows a simplified schematic circuit diagram of a piezoelectric resonant pow-
er converter in accordance with a second embodiment of the invention, 
FIG. 4 shows a schematic block diagram of an exemplary dead-time controller for 
use in resonant power converters in accordance with various embodiments of the 
present invention; and 5 
FIG. 5 is a simplified schematic circuit diagram of a piezoelectric resonant power 
converter in accordance with a third embodiment of the invention, 
 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 
In the following sections various exemplary embodiments of the present resonant 10 
power converter are described with reference to the appended drawings. The skilled 
person will understand that the accompanying drawings are schematic and simpli-
fied for clarity and therefore merely show details which are essential to the under-
standing of the invention, while other details have been left out. Like reference nu-
merals refer to like elements throughout. Like elements will, thus, not necessarily be 15 
described in detail with respect to each figure. 
 
FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of a resonant power converter 
100 based on a piezoelectric transformer 104 operating as a resonant network of 
the power converter. The piezoelectric resonant power converter 100 additionally 20 
comprises an input driver 103 electrically coupled to an input section or primary sec-
tion of the piezoelectric transformer 104 for receipt of a resonant input voltage VFP. 
The resonant input voltage VFP is supplied at an output node or terminal 102 of the 
input driver 103. Hence, the resonant input voltage VFP is an ac input drive signal at 
a switching frequency of the power converter. The resonant input voltage VFP may 25 
be applied to the input or primary section of the piezoelectric transformer 104 via 
first and second physical input electrodes of the transformer 104. A driver control 
circuit 101 is configured to generate appropriately timed gate control signals for the 
first and second semiconductor switches SD1 and SD2 of the input driver 103. Each of 
the first and second semiconductor switches SD1 and SD2 may comprise a FET for 30 
example a NMOS or PMOS transistor. The first and second semiconductor switches 
SD1 and SD2 are coupled in cascade such that they jointly form a half-bridge topology 
of the input driver 103. The second input electrode of the piezoelectric transformer 
104 may be connected to a negative DC supply rail of the power converter 100 such 
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as ground, GND, shared with the input driver 103 as illustrated. The input driver 103 
additionally comprises a first power supply rail for receipt of a positive DC supply 
voltage VDD. Hence, the waveform of the resonant input voltage VFP is determined by 
a first driver control signal LSP and a second driver control signal HSP supplied to 
the first and second semiconductor switches SD1 and SD2 through the driver control 5 
circuit 101. The first and second input control signals LSP, HSP are derived via time 
delay or phase shift imparted by an optional phase shifter 126 coupled to a first and 
second rectification control signals LSS, HSS of a synchronous rectifier 123 of a sec-
ondary side circuit of the resonant power converter as discussed below in further 
detail. The first and second driver signals LSP, HSP are non-overlapping and sepa-10 
rated by intervening off periods as discussed below in further detail.  
  
The above-mentioned secondary side circuit of the piezoelectric resonant power 
converter 100 comprises an output section of the piezoelectric transformer 104, the 
synchronous rectifier 123, a smoothing capacitor CL and a converter load RL con-15 
nected to a DC output voltage VOUT of the piezoelectric power converter. The output 
section of the piezoelectric transformer 104 generates the resonant output voltage 
VFS at an output electrode or electrodes coupled to the secondary section of the 
piezoelectric transformer 104 in response to the previously discussed application of 
the resonant input voltage VFP to the primary section of the piezoelectric transformer 20 
104. The resonant output voltage VFS is applied to an input node 122 of the syn-
chronous rectifier 123. The synchronous rectifier 123 comprises first and second 
semiconductor switches SR1 and SR2 controlled by the first and second non-
overlapping rectification control signals LSS, HSS, respectively. The first and second 
rectification control signals LSS, HSS are generated by a self-oscillating feedback 25 
loop extending around the secondary circuit of the piezoelectric resonant power 
converter 100. The non-overlapping property of LSS, HSS forces the synchronous 
rectifier 123 to alternatingly connect the resonant output voltage VFS to the DC out-
put voltage VOUT and ground (GND), serving as the negative DC output voltage in 
the present embodiment, separated by intervening dead-time periods as controlled 30 
by the timings of the first and second rectification control signals LSS, HSS. The 
skilled person will understand that the resonant output voltage VFS is alternatingly 
connected to the DC output voltage VOUT through a relatively small on-resistance of 
semiconductor switch S4 and GND through a relatively small on-resistance of semi-
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conductor switch SR1. During the dead-time periods, semiconductor switches SR1 
and SR2 are both placed in non-conducting states or off states to let the resonant 
output voltage VFS essentially float such that the resonant currents flowing into, or 
out of, an intrinsic output inductance of the output section of the piezoelectric trans-
former 104 charges or discharges the input node 122 of the synchronous rectifier 5 
123 either towards VOUT or towards GND. During the dead-time period, the resonant 
current must charge and discharge output capacitances of the first and second sem-
iconductor switches SR1 and SR2 and an output capacitance of the secondary section 
of the piezoelectric transformer 103 as these all are coupled to the input node 122 of 
the synchronous rectifier 123. The output capacitance associated with the second-10 
ary section of the piezoelectric transformer is normally in the range of nF while the 
output capacitances of typical MOSFETs used as switches SR1 and SR2 may be 
around hundreds of pF. Therefore, the dead time period or interval of the synchro-
nous rectifier 123 or the input driver 103 is defined as the time interval of a switching 
cycle of the resonant input voltage or resonant output voltage where both semicon-15 
ductor switches, e.g. MOSFETs, are in non-conducting states, i.e. turned off. 
 
The skilled person will understand that the present invention may be applied to 
magnetics based resonant power converter in a corresponding manner. In such 
magnetics based resonant power converter, the piezoelectric transformer 104 is 20 
replaced by a resonant network typically comprising a number of interconnected 
capacitors and inductors in accordance with a particular converter topology. The 
magnetics based resonant power converter may comprise a magnetic transformer 
galvanically insulating the primary section and the secondary side circuitry of the 
resonant power converter. The magnetics based resonant power converter may for 25 
example comprise a LCC converter topology. 
 
As previously mentioned it is important to have a sufficient duration or length of the 
intervening dead-time periods between the alternatingly conducting switch states of 
the first and second semiconductor switches SR1 and SR2 to provide optimal ZVS 30 
operation of the synchronous rectifier 123 for the reasons discussed in significant 
detail in the applicant’s co-pending European patent application No. 15174592.4. In 
the latter co-pending patent application, optimal ZVS operation is discussed in the 
context of adjusting the corresponding dead-time periods of the semiconductor 
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switches of the input driver 103. The ZVS operation eliminates so-called hard 
switching of the first and and/or second semiconductor switches SR1 and SR2 of the 
rectifier which hard switching would lead to a marked increase of the power con-
sumption of the synchronous rectifier 123.  
 5 
The secondary side circuit of the resonant power converter 100 comprises a dead-
time controller comprising an ODT-s block 114 and a cooperating DB-s block 124 
which jointly are configured to adaptively adjusting lengths of the dead-time periods 
of the synchronous rectifier 123 by controlling state switching of the first and second 
rectifications control signals LSS, HSS based on the resonant output voltage VFS. The 10 
dead-time controller 114, 124 is capable of adjusting the lengths or durations of the 
dead-time periods by individually controlling timing or phase of the state transitions 
of the first and second rectifications control signals LSS, HSS applied to the control 
inputs of the synchronous rectifier 123. The ODT-s block 114 generates a set of 
control signals to the DB-s block 124 via a signal bus or connection 115. The dead-15 
time controller exploits these control signals to provide adequate length or duration 
of the dead time periods of the driver circuit to deliver sufficient energy for charging 
and discharging the output capacitance at the output terminal or node of the output 
section of the piezoelectric transformer 104. This feature enables zero voltage 
switching (ZVS) and/or zero current switching (ZCS) of the synchronous rectifier 123 20 
such that energy consumption imparted by the switching activity of the first and sec-
ond semiconductor switches SR1 and SR2.  
 
The dead-time controller 114, 124 may utilize various features of the resonant out-
put voltage VFS for detecting an optimum dead time period of each of the first and 25 
second semiconductor switches SR1 and SR2 and adaptively adjusting the dead-time 
period. The dead-time controller 114, 124 may in some embodiments be configured 
to adjust the length of the dead-time period during substantially every switching cy-
cle of the resonant output voltage based on an instantaneous value thereof. This 
switching cycle is determined by a switching frequency of the resonant power con-30 
verter. Alternatively, the dead-time controller may be configured to adjust the length 
of the dead-time period during a specific operating condition of the piezoelectric 
power converter 100 for example solely during a start-up phase or initialization time 
of the resonant network or solely during steady state operation of the resonant net-
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work as discussed in further detail below with reference to FIG. 4 illustrating an ex-
emplary embodiment of the ODT-s block 114. The adaptive adjustment of the 
lengths or durations of the dead-time periods reduces energy losses and conse-
quently leads to increased power conversion efficiency of the piezoelectric resonant 
power converter both during the start-up phase and during steady state operation. 5 
The self-oscillating feedback loop of the piezoelectric resonant power converter 100 
extends around the secondary side circuit of the power converter. The self-
oscillating feedback loop comprises a first resonant voltage or current detector 120 
coupled to the output/secondary section of the piezoelectric transformer 104. The first 
resonant voltage or current detector 120 may be coupled to the piezoelectric trans-10 
former 104 via an auxiliary, or second secondary, electrode 121 which provides a 
resonant voltage or current proportional to the resonant output voltage VFS. The aux-
iliary, or second secondary, electrode 121 may be embedded in the secondary sec-
tion of the piezoelectric transformer. The output 119 of the resonant voltage or cur-
rent detector 120 is digital or binary feedback signal with a frequency corresponding 15 
to, or proportional, to the resonant output voltage VFS.  
 
The binary feedback signal is applied to an adjustable delay circuit 125 of the self-
oscillating feedback loop. The adjustable delay circuit 125 is configured for deriving 
the previously discussed first and second rectification control signals LSS, HSS of the 20 
synchronous rectifier 123 from the first feedback signal. The adjustable delay circuit 
125 accomplishes this task by generating a pair of intermediate control signals OD-
Lon and ODLoff for the DB-s block 124 as discussed in further detail below with refer-
ence to the exemplary embodiment of the adjustable delay circuit 125 and DB-s 
block 124 depicted on FIGS. 2 and 2A.  25 
 
The skilled person will understand that the characteristics of the secondary side self-
oscillating feedback loop discussed above must satisfy two requirements to produce 
sustained oscillation in the closed loop. One is that the phase shift through the entire 
feedback loop should be an integer multiple of 360°; the other requirement is that the 30 
loop gain must be greater than unity to start-up oscillation. The former condition is ful-
filled by adjusting phase shift through the loop. The latter condition is preferably fulfilled 
by using a suitable comparator in the resonant voltage or current detector 120. The 
gain of this comparator can reasonably be considered infinite and therefore its output 
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voltage, i.e. the first feedback signal, possesses a square wave shape alternatingly 
saturated to the positive DC supply voltage VDD and the negative DC supply voltage 
GND. 
 
The first and second drive control signals LSP, HSP of the input driver 103 are de-5 
rived from the first and second rectification control signals LSS, HSS via the time de-
lay or phase shift imparted by the phase shifter 126 as previously discussed. In this 
manner, the first and second drive control signals LSP, HSP may be essentially identi-
cal to the first and second rectification control signals, respectively, except for a pre-
determined phase shift ??. In this manner, the switching frequency of the resonant 10 
input voltage VFP generated by the input driver 103 is forced to, or locked to, the 
switching frequency of the secondary side self-oscillating feedback loop. The latter 
feature is advantageous in certain applications because the first and second drive 
control signals LSP, HSP are derived/generated in a relatively simple manner from 
the first and second rectification control signals, respectively, using a small amount 15 
of additional components and signal routing. However, this method of deriving the 
first and second drive control signals LSP, HSP may lead to sub-optimal ZVS proper-
ties of the input driver 103 because the timing of the first and second drive control 
signals LSP, HSP is based on the adaptive optimization of the first and second recti-
fication control signals LSS, HSS carried out by the dead-time controller 114, 124 20 
and the adjustable delay circuit 125. The optimum timing of the first and second 
drive control signals LSP, HSP may differ from that of the first and second rectifica-
tion control signals LSS, HSS for numerous reasons for example different intrinsic 
input and output capacitances of the piezoelectric transformer 104, different intrinsic 
output capacitances between the pair of semiconductor switches SD1 and SD2 of the 25 
input driver and the pair of semiconductor switches SR1 and SR2 of the synchronous 
rectifier 123. 
 
The skilled person will appreciate that the dead-time controller 114, 124 is coupled to 
the resonant output voltage VFS in the present piezoelectric power converter 100 to 30 
derive the set of control signals, transmitted via bus 115, to the DB-s block 124 for 
adjusting the lengths of the dead-time periods of the synchronous rectifier 123. Ac-
cording to the alternative embodiment discussed below with reference to FIG. 3, a 
corresponding dead-time controller is coupled to the resonant input voltage VFP ra-
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ther than the resonant output voltage VFS. In the latter embodiment, the first and 
second rectification control signals LSS, HSS are derived from the first and second 
drive control signals LSP, HSP via an optional phase shifter 326 coupled to the first 
and second rectification control signals LSS, HSS of the input driver. The use of the 
secondary side self-oscillating feedback loop to control the switching frequency of the 5 
present piezoelectric power converter 100 has several advantages. The closed loop 
control efficiently compensates for the drift or variation of component values and param-
eters of the power converter for example those caused by ageing and temperature var-
iations. This is achieved because the closed loop control scheme is efficient in keeping 
the switching frequency of the piezoelectric power converter 100 at a proper operating 10 
point of the power converter. This switching frequency typically lies slightly above a fun-
damental resonant frequency of the piezoelectric transformer 104. 
 
The adjustable delay circuit 125 of the present piezoelectric power converter 100 
utilizes a digital delay line to apply a digitized phase shift compensation to the feed-15 
back signal to maintain a full feedback loop phase shift of 360° (or a multiple thereof) 
despite the previously discussed component and parameters variations over time. The 
time delay imparted by the digital delay line to the binary feedback signal (at the out-
put 119 of the resonant voltage/current detector 120) is digitally controllable via a 
digital control input of the adjustable delay circuit 125 through a data communication 20 
interface 135. The data communication interface 135 is connected to a digital con-
troller 130 that is configured to program or write a desired time delay to the adjusta-
ble delay circuit as discussed in further detail below with reference to FIG. 2A. The 
digital controller 130 may comprise a software programmable device such as a micro-
processor or hard-wired digital logic circuitry for example comprising a digital sequential 25 
and combinational logic. The digital controller 130 may be programmed or implemented 
by a FPGA device or fabricated as an ASIC - for example using sub-micron CMOS 
technology.  
 
FIG. 2 shows a simplified schematic circuit diagram of an exemplary embodiment of the 30 
adjustable delay circuit 125 and the DB-s block 124 which also forms part of the dead-
time controller 124 as discussed above. The skilled person will appreciate that the ad-
justable delay circuits of the other embodiments of the present resonant power con-
verters 300, 500 as discussed below in connection with FIG. 3 and FIG. 5 may be sub-
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stantially identical to the adjustable delay circuit 125. The ODL block 125 is composed of 
two sub-blocks 201, 203 designated ODLon and ODLoff, respectively. The previously 
discussed binary feedback signal is applied to the input of the adjustable delay circuit 
125 and gets delayed by ODLon to turn on, i.e. switching to the conducting state, 
each of the first and second semiconductor switches SR1 and SR2 at its rising edge. 5 
The output of the ODLon sub-block 201 is tied to the ODLoff and imposes additional 
time delays to the binary feedback signal to turn off, i.e. switching to a non-
conducting state, each of the first and second semiconductor switches SR1 and SR2 
at each rising edge of its output pulses. The time delay applied by the ODLoff sub-
block 203 defines the on-time or conducting time period of the first and second sem-10 
iconductor switches SR1 and SR2. The DB-s block 124 is controlling the final wave-
forms of the first and second rectification control signals LSS, HSS. The time delay 
span of the adjustable delay circuit 125 may correspond to at least one half–cycle of the 
either the resonant input voltage or the resonant output voltage. In the present embodi-
ment, signal Ref applied to the input of an optional fixed time delay (FTD) circuit in-15 
creases the time delay of the adjustable delay circuit 125 in certain predetermined steps 
to ensure that the time delay span of the circuit 125 covers at least the one half–cycle of 
the either the resonant input voltage or the resonant output voltage. 
 
The configuration or topology of the adjustable delay circuit 125 provides a digitally 20 
programmable or settable time delay of the dead-time periods with very high resolu-
tion as explained in further detail below with reference to the detailed schematic of 
FIG. 2A. The inventors have achieved a time resolution down to 1 ns in an experi-
mental prototype of the present piezoelectric power converter 100. The high time 
resolution makes it possible to accurately control the time delay added to the sec-25 
ondary side self-oscillating feedback loop and/or to the primary side self-oscillating 
feedback loop as discussed below. In return, this feature allows the digital controller 
130 to very accurately adapt or adjust the switching frequency of the self-oscillating 
loop to changes of the operating point, e.g. the fundamental resonance frequency, 
of the piezoelectric transformer 104.  30 
 
FIG. 2A shows a schematic circuit diagram 205 of an exemplary embodiment of the 
adjustable delay circuit blocks DDL-ON 205a and DDL-OFF 205b of FIG. 2 based 
on the digital delay line. The adjustable delay circuit block 205 comprises a resetta-
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ble integrator build around operational amplifier 211 generating a saw tooth wave-
form to the inverting input of a comparator 213. The resettable integrator uses ca-
pacitor CF as integration element and is reset by switch D1 via a control network 
steered by an inverting output. The non-inverting input of the comparator 213 is 
supplied with an adjustable reference voltage VRef generated by a programmable 5 
D/A converter 207. The programmable D/A converter 207 may have a resolution 
between 12 and 18 bits for example 16 bits as illustrated. The level of the reference 
voltage VRef is set by a digital control input 215 of the programmable D/A converter 
207. This digital control input 215 is connected to the previously discussed digital 
controller 130 via the data communication/programming interface or bus 135. The 10 
data communication bus 135 may comprise a SPI compatible data bus or any other 
suitable data bus. The high resolution of the programmable D/A converter 207 ena-
bles a very small step size of the level of the reference voltage VRef such that the 
latter can be very accurately set to a desired voltage. The small step size of the level 
of the reference voltage VRef allows the delay time of the output signal DDLout to in 15 
response be adjusted in very small time steps such as time steps of 10 ns or smaller 
or 1 ns or smaller depending inter alia on the selected resolution of the programma-
ble D/A converter 207.  
 
Waveform graph 250 shows respective exemplary waveforms of the input signal 20 
DDLin and output signal DDLout of the adjustable delay circuit block DDL-ON 205. 
The graph 250 finally shows a corresponding waveform of the internal control signal 
EDDLin. 
 
FIG. 3 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of a piezoelectric resonant pow-25 
er converter 300 in accordance with a second embodiment of the invention. The 
piezoelectric resonant power converter 300 largely comprises corresponding circuit 
blocks and features to those of the first embodiment of the piezoelectric resonant 
power converter 100 discussed above. However, the piezoelectric resonant power 
converter 300 comprises a self-oscillating feedback loop connected around a prima-30 
ry side circuit of the power converter 100 in contrast to the self-oscillating feedback 
loop of the previous piezoelectric resonant power converter 100 which was connect-
ed around the secondary circuit of the converter.  
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The primary side circuit of the resonant power converter 300 comprises a dead-time 
controller comprising an ODT-p block 314 and a cooperating DB-p block 324 which 
jointly are configured to adaptively adjusting lengths of the dead-time periods of the 
input driver 303 by controlling state switching of first and second driver control sig-
nals LSP, HSP based on the resonant output voltage VFS. The dead-time controller 5 
314, 324 is thereby capable of adjusting the lengths or durations of the dead-time 
periods of input driver 303 by individually controlling timing or phase of the state 
transitions of the first and second driver control signals LSP, HSP applied to the con-
trol inputs of the input driver. The input driver 303 comprises semiconductor switch-
es SD1 and SD2 which are both placed in non-conducting states, or off states, during 10 
each dead-time period to let the resonant input voltage VFP essentially float such 
that resonant currents flowing into, or out of, an intrinsic input inductance of the pri-
mary section of the piezoelectric transformer 304 charges or discharges the reso-
nant input voltage VFP either towards VDC or towards GND. During each the dead-
time period, the resonant current must either charge or discharge the output capaci-15 
tances of the first and second semiconductor switches SD1 and SD2 and an input 
capacitance of the primary section of the piezoelectric transformer 303 as these all 
are coupled to the deriver output node 102. The role of the ODT-p block 314 and 
cooperating DB-p block 324 is provide an adaptable and optimum length of the 
dead-time periods of the input driver 303 in a manner largely similar to the adaptable 20 
and optimum dead-time period of the synchronous rectifier 123 of the previous em-
bodiment of the resonant power converter 100. As mentioned previously, the opera-
tion theory and principles of the dead-time controllers are discussed in significant 
detail in the applicant’s co-pending European patent application No. 15174592.4. 
FIG. 4 is illustrating an exemplary embodiment of the ODT-p block 314. 25 
 
The primary side self-oscillating feedback loop comprises a resonant voltage or cur-
rent detector 320 coupled to the input /primary section of the piezoelectric trans-
former 304. The first resonant voltage or current detector 320 may be coupled to the 
piezoelectric transformer 304 via an auxiliary, or second primary, electrode 321 30 
which provides a resonant voltage or current proportional to the resonant input volt-
age VFP. The output 319 of the resonant voltage or current detector 320 is digital or 
binary feedback signal with a frequency corresponding to, or proportional, to the 
resonant output voltage VFP. The binary feedback signal is applied to an adjustable 
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delay circuit 325 of the primary side self-oscillating feedback loop. The adjustable 
delay circuit 125 derives the previously discussed first and second drive control sig-
nals LSP, HSP from the binary feedback signal in a similar manner to the operation of 
the previously discussed adjustable delay circuit 125 of the first embodiment of the 
power converter 100. The skilled person will understand that the characteristics of 5 
the primary side self-oscillating feedback loop must satisfy same two requirements 
as those discussed above in respect of the secondary side self-oscillating feedback 
loop discussed above to produce and maintain sustained oscillation in the closed 
loop.  The resonant power converter 300 furthermore comprises a digital controller 
330 that is configured to program or write a desired time delay to the adjustable de-10 
lay circuit 325 via a data bus or interface 335 in a similar manner to the one dis-
cussed above in connection with the previous embodiment of the invention. 
 
The first and second rectification control signals LSS, HSS of the synchronous rectifi-
er 323 are derived from the first and second drive control signals LSP, HSP of the 15 
input driver 303 via a time delay or phase shift imparted by a phase shifter 326. In 
this manner, the first and second rectification control signals LSS, HSS are derived 
by the primary side connected dead-time controller 325 which is coupled to the res-
onant input voltage VFP rather than the resonant output voltage VFS. The first and 
second rectification control signals may be essentially identical to the first and sec-20 
ond drive control signals, respectively, except for a predetermined phase shift ?? 
generated by the phase shifter 326. Thereby, the switching frequency of the reso-
nant output voltage VFS applied to the input of the synchronous rectifier 323 is forced 
to, or locked to, the switching frequency of the primary side self-oscillating feedback 
loop. The latter feature is advantageous in certain applications because the first and 25 
second rectification control signals LSS, HSS are derived/generated in a relatively 
simple manner from the first and second drive control signals, respectively, using a 
small amount of additional components and signal routing. The role of the primary 
side self-oscillating feedback loop of the present converter 300 is to control the 
switching frequency of the piezoelectric power converter 300 and preferably maintain 30 
the switching frequency of the converter at a substantially optimal frequency of the 
piezoelectric transformer 304 despite drift and variation of component values and pa-
rameters of the power converter 300 - for example caused by ageing and/or temperature 
variations.  
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FIG. 4 shows a schematic block diagram of an exemplary embodiment of the dead-
time controllers 114, 314, 514 of the piezoelectric power converters 100, 300, 500. 
The dead-time controller 414 comprises inter alia a steady-state controller 624 and a 
start-up controller 634 and a control circuit 644 (OTD C). The steady-state controller 5 
624 is adapted to generate appropriately timed first and second driver control sig-
nals HSG, LSG for the either the input driver 103 or the synchronous rectifier 323 of 
the piezoelectric power converters 100, 300. The start-up controller 634 is adapted 
to generate appropriately timed first and second driver control signals HSG, LSG or 
first and second rectification control signals LSS, HSS during the initialization time or 10 
start-up time of the piezoelectric power converters 100, 300. The operation theory 
and operation principles of the dead-time controller 514 are discussed in significant 
detail in the applicant’s co-pending European patent application No. 15174592.4 
and will not be repeated here. 
 15 
 
FIG. 5 is a simplified schematic circuit diagram of a piezoelectric resonant power 
converter 500 in accordance with a third embodiment of the invention. The piezoe-
lectric resonant power converter 500 comprises two separate self-oscillating feed-
back loops connected around the primary section of the converter and the second-20 
ary section of the converter, respectively. The piezoelectric resonant power convert-
er 500 furthermore comprises two separate dead-time controllers. A first dead-time 
controller is connected to the resonant output voltage and comprises an ODT-s 
block 514 and a cooperating DB-s block 524 which jointly are configured to adap-
tively adjusting lengths of the dead-time periods of the synchronous rectifier 523 by 25 
controlling state switching of first and second driver control signals LSP, HSP based 
on the resonant output voltage VFS. The primary side circuit of the resonant power 
converter 500 comprises a second dead-time controller comprising an ODT-p block 
514 and a cooperating DB-p block 524p which jointly are configured to adaptively 
adjusting lengths of the dead-time periods of the input driver 503 by controlling state 30 
switching of first and second driver control signals LSP, HSP based on the resonant 
input voltage VFP. The skilled person will understand that the first dead-time control-
ler may be substantially identical to the dead-time controller discussed above in 
connection with the first embodiment of the piezoelectric power converter 100 and 
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that the second dead-time controller may be substantially identical to the dead-time 
controller discussed above in connection with the second embodiment of the piezoe-
lectric power converter 300. The use of two separate dead-time controllers in the 
present piezoelectric resonant power converter 500 provides separate optimization 
of the lengths of the dead-time periods of synchronous rectifier 523 and the lengths 5 
of the dead-time periods of the input driver 503. This may be a significant advantage 
for numerous types of resonant power converters because the optimum lengths of 
these different dead-time periods typically differ for example due to different intrinsic 
input and output capacitances of the piezoelectric transformer 504 etc. as briefly 
discussed above. 10 
 
The first self-oscillating feedback loop of the piezoelectric resonant power converter 
500 comprises a first resonant voltage or current detector 520s coupled to an out-
put/secondary section of the piezoelectric transformer 504. The first resonant voltage 
or current detector 520s may be coupled to the piezoelectric transformer 504 via an 15 
auxiliary, or second secondary, electrode as discussed above in connection with 
FIG. 1. The output of the resonant voltage or current detector 520s is a digital or bina-
ry feedback signal with a frequency corresponding to, or proportional, to the reso-
nant output voltage VFS. The binary feedback signal is applied to a first adjustable 
delay circuit 525s of the self-oscillating feedback loop which may be identical to the 20 
previously discussed adjustable delay circuit 125 of the first power converter embod-
iment 100. The second, or primary side, self-oscillating feedback loop comprises a 
second resonant voltage or current detector 520p coupled to the input/primary sec-
tion of the piezoelectric transformer 504. The second resonant voltage or current 
detector 520p may be coupled to the piezoelectric transformer 504 via an auxiliary, 25 
or second primary, electrode as discussed above in connection with FIG. 3. The 
output of the resonant voltage or current detector 520p is a digital or binary feed-
back signal with a frequency corresponding to, or proportional, to the resonant input 
voltage VFP. The binary feedback signal is applied to a second adjustable delay cir-
cuit 525p of the primary side self-oscillating feedback loop. The second adjustable 30 
delay circuit 525p derives the previously discussed first and second drive control 
signals LSP, HSP from the binary feedback signal in a similar manner to the opera-
tion of the previously discussed adjustable delay circuit 325 of the second embodi-
ment of the power converter 300. The skilled person will understand operational 
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characteristics and features of the first self-oscillating feedback loop may be sub-
stantially identical to those of the self-oscillating feedback loop discussed above in 
connection with the first embodiment of the piezoelectric power converter 100 and 
that the operational characteristics and features of the second self-oscillating feed-
back loop may be substantially identical to those of the self-oscillating feedback loop 5 
discussed above in connection with the second embodiment of the piezoelectric 
power converter 300. 
 
The presence of two separate self-oscillating feedback loops within the present pie-
zoelectric resonant power converter 500 provides numerous advantages such as an 10 
adjustable bi-directional power flow between the DC input voltage and the DC output 
voltage. This bi-directional power flow can furthermore be very accurately and flexi-
bly controlled by the digital control, via the digital controller 530s, of the time delay 
through programming of the first adjustable delay circuit 525s, e.g. with 10 ns or 
better resolution such as better than 1 ns. The control of the bi-directional power 15 
flow is a significant advantage because this feature allows efficient driving of induc-
tive loads and seamless integration in numerous smart-grid applications and net-
works. The piezoelectric resonant power converter 500 furthermore comprises first 
and second digital controllers 530s, 530p. The first digital controller 530s is config-
ured to program or write a desired time delay to the first adjustable delay circuit 20 
525s via a first data bus or interface 535s in a similar manner to the one discussed 
above in connection with FIG. 1. The second digital controller 530p is configured to 
program or write a desired time delay to the first adjustable delay circuit 525s via a 
second data bus or interface 535p in a similar manner to the one discussed above in 
connection with FIG. 3. The first and second digital controllers 530p, 530s may be 25 
physically separate circuits or devices which has the advantage of enabling galvanic 
isolation between the primary side and secondary side circuits of the piezoelectric 
resonant power converter 500. However, in alternative embodiments of power con-
verter 500, the first and second digital controller 530p, 530s may be integrated or 
fused to form a single physical circuit or device connected to both of the first and 30 
second data busses or interfaces 535s, 535p. This embodiment of the power con-
verter 500 may lower component costs and space requirements of the power con-
verter. 
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CLAIMS 
 
1. A resonant power converter comprising: 
a first power supply rail for receipt of a positive DC supply voltage and a second 
power supply rail for receipt of a negative DC supply voltage, 5 
a resonant network comprising an input section for receipt of a resonant input volt-
age and an output section for supplying a resonant output voltage generated in re-
sponse to the resonant input voltage, 
an input driver configured for supplying the resonant input voltage;  
a synchronous rectifier comprising: 10 
a rectifier input coupled to the resonant output voltage, 
first and second semiconductor switches controlled by first and second rectification 
control signals, wherein the synchronous rectifier is configured for alternatingly 
connecting the resonant output voltage to positive and negative DC output nodes 
via the first and second semiconductor switches, respectively, separated by inter-15 
vening dead-time periods in accordance with the first and second rectification con-
trol signals; 
a first dead-time controller coupled to the resonant output voltage or the resonant 
input voltage and configured for adaptively adjusting lengths of the dead-time peri-
ods via the first and second rectification control signals. 20 
 
2. A resonant power converter according to claim 1, wherein the input driver compris-
es third and fourth semiconductor switches controlled by first and second driver 
control signals; wherein the input driver is configured for alternatingly connecting 
the resonant input voltage to the positive and negative DC supply voltages through 25 
the third and fourth semiconductor switches, respectively, separated by intervening 
dead-time periods in accordance with the first and second driver control signals. 
 
3. A resonant power converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 
resonant network comprises a piezoelectric transformer; 30 
wherein the input section of the resonant network comprises a primary section of 
the piezoelectric transformer coupled to the resonant input voltage and the output 
section of the resonant network comprises a secondary section of the piezoelectric 
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transformer for generating the resonant output voltage. 
 
4. A resonant power converter according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 
first dead-time controller is coupled to the resonant output voltage; said resonant 
power converter further comprising:  5 
a first self-oscillating feedback loop comprising: 
a first resonant voltage or current detector coupled to the output section of the res-
onant circuit and configured to derive a first feedback signal from a resonant volt-
age or resonant current of the output section; and 
- a first adjustable delay circuit configured for generating the first and second rectifi-10 
cation control signals based on the first feedback signal. 
 
5. A resonant power converter according to claims 3 and 4, wherein the piezoelectric 
transformer comprises: 
- a first secondary electrode connected to the secondary section of the piezoelectric 15 
transformer for supplying the resonant output voltage; and 
- a second secondary electrode embedded in the secondary section for supplying  
the first feedback signal to the first adjustable delay circuit. 
 
6. A resonant power converter according to claim 5, further comprising:  20 
a first phase shift circuit configured to derive the first and second drive control sig-
nals from the first and second rectification control signals by adding respective 
phase shifts to the first and second rectification control signals. 
 
7. A resonant power converter according to any of claims 1-3, wherein the first dead-25 
time controller is coupled to the resonant input voltage; said resonant power con-
verter further comprising:  
a self-oscillating feedback loop comprising: 
a resonant voltage or current detector coupled to the input section of the resonant 
circuit and configured to derive a first feedback signal from a resonant voltage or 30 
resonant current of the input section; and 
- a first adjustable delay circuit configured for generating the first and second drive 
control signals based on the first feedback signal. 
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8. A resonant power converter according to claims 3 and 7, wherein the piezoelectric 
transformer comprises: 
- a first primary electrode connected to the primary section of the piezoelectric 
transformer for supplying the resonant input voltage; and 
- a second primary electrode embedded in the primary section of the piezoelectric 5 
transformer for supplying the first feedback signal to the first adjustable delay cir-
cuit. 
 
9. A resonant power converter according to claim 8, further comprising:  
a first phase shift circuit configured to derive the first and second drive control sig-10 
nals from the first and second rectification control signals by adding respective 
phase shifts to the first and second rectification control signals. 
 
10. A resonant power converter according to any of claims 4-6, further comprising: 
- second self-oscillating feedback loop comprising: 15 
a second resonant voltage or current detector coupled to the input section of the 
resonant circuit and configured to derive a second feedback signal from a resonant 
voltage or resonant current of the input section; and 
- a second adjustable delay circuit configured for generating the first and second 
drive control signals based on the second feedback signal; and 20 
- a second dead-time controller coupled to the resonant input voltage and config-
ured for adaptively adjusting lengths of the dead-time periods of the input driver via 
the first and second driver control signals. 
 
11. A resonant power converter according to any of claims 4-10, wherein the first 25 
adjustable delay circuit comprises a first digital delay line and a first digital control 
input for adjusting respective time delays between the first feedback signal and the 
first and second rectification control signals; and/or 
the second adjustable time delay circuit comprises a second digital delay line and a 
second digital control input for adjusting respective time delays between the second 30 
feedback signal and the first and second driver control signals. 
 
12. A resonant power converter according to claim 11, further comprising: 
- a digital processor comprising a first data communication interface connected to at 
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least one of the first and second digital control inputs of the first and second adjust-
able time delay circuits; 
said digital processor being configured to repeatedly compute and apply time delay 
settings for at least one of:  
the first digital delay line for adapting a switching frequency of the first self-5 
oscillating feedback loop to a fundamental resonance frequency of the output sec-
tion of the resonant circuit; and  
the second digital delay line for adapting a switching frequency of the second self-
oscillating feedback loop to a fundamental resonance frequency of the input section 
of the resonant circuit. 10 
 
13. A resonant power converter according to claim 12, wherein the digital processor is 
configured to: 
compute the time delay settings of the first digital delay line to maintain a loop 
phase shift of substantially 360 degrees, or an integer multiple of 360 degrees, in 15 
the first self-oscillating feedback loop; and/or  
compute the time delay settings of the second digital delay line to maintain a loop 
phase shift of substantially 360 degrees, or an integer multiple of 360 degrees, in 
the second self-oscillating feedback loop. 
 20 
14. A method of adaptively controlling dead-time periods of a synchronous rectifier of a 
resonant power converter, said method comprising steps of: 
a) generating first and second non-overlapping rectification control signals of the 
synchronous rectifier in accordance with a resonant output voltage or a resonant 
input voltage of a resonant network of the resonant power converter, wherein the 25 
synchronous rectifier is coupled between positive and negative DC output voltage 
nodes of the converter, 
b) applying the first and second non-overlapping rectification control signals to con-
trol inputs of the synchronous rectifier to generate a DC output voltage by alternat-
ingly connecting the resonant output voltage to the positive and negative DC output 30 
voltage nodes separated by intervening dead-time periods, 
c) monitoring at least one of the resonant output voltage and the resonant input 
voltage, 
d) detecting a feature of a waveform of the resonant output voltage or the resonant 
 
29
input voltage, 
f) adjusting lengths of the dead-time periods of the synchronous rectifier based on 
the detected feature. 
 
15. A method of adaptively controlling dead-time periods of a synchronous rectifier 5 
according to claim 15, wherein step d) comprises:  
detecting the feature of the waveform in each cycle of the resonant input voltage 
waveform or detecting the feature of the waveform in each cycle of the resonant 
output voltage waveform.  
 10 
  
 
30
ABSTRACT  
The invention relates in a first aspect to a resonant power converter comprising a 
synchronous rectifier for supplying a DC output voltage. The synchronous rectifier is 
configured for alternatingly connecting a resonant output voltage to positive and 
negative DC output nodes via first and second semiconductor switches, respective-5 
ly, separated by intervening dead-time periods in accordance with first and second 
rectification control signals. A dead-time controller is coupled to the resonant output 
voltage or the resonant input voltage and configured for adaptively adjusting lengths 
of the dead-time periods via the first and second rectification control signals. 
 10 
 
(FIG. 1 for publication) 
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Abstract
A new method is implemented in designing of self-oscillating loop for driving piezoelectric transform-
ers. This method can also be used for other types of converters, e.g. resonant converters. The implemented
method is based on combining both analog and digital control systems. Digitized time delay, or in other
words digitized phase shift through the self-oscillating loop results in very precise frequency control
and ensures optimum operation of the piezoelectric transformer in terms of gain and efficiency. In this
work, additional time delay is implemented digitally for the first time through a 16 bit digital-to-analog
converter in the self-oscillating loop. Delay control setpoints updates at a rate of 417 kHz. The new
design of the optimum delay circuit provides 1ns time resolution for the control in the self-oscillating
loop. This allows the control loop to dynamically follow frequency changes of the transformer in each
resonant cycle. Ultimately, by selecting the optimum phase shift, maximum efficiency under the load,
and temperature condition is achievable. In this work efficiency improvement of 9% in the experiments
is achieved. The operation principle behind self-oscillating is also discussed in this paper.
All authors are with the Electronics Group, Department of Electrical Engineering, Technical University of Denmark, Richard
Petersens Plads, bld. 325, Kgs. Lyngby,DK-2800, Denmark.
E-mail: maekh@elektro.dtu.dk, tgzsur@elektro.dtu.dk, ma@elektro.dtu.dk, zz@elektro.dtu.dk.
3Index Terms
Optimum delay line; self-oscillating loop; phase shift; switch mode power supply; zero-voltage
switching; piezoelectric transformer.
NOMENCLATURE
ADL-CEZC Adjustable delay line circuit added to the CEZC block.
C Resonant capacitance of the piezoelectric transformer.
Cd1 Input electrode capacitance of the piezoelectric transformer.
Cd2 Output electrode capacitance of the piezoelectric transformer.
CEZC Current estimation zero crossing.
DDL Dynamic delay line.
DDLin Input signal of the DDL block.
DDLout Output signal of the DDl block.
EDDLin Input signal of the digitized delay line block passed through the edge detector.
FF Flip-flop.
FPGA Field-programmable gate array.
FTD Fixed time delay.
HS High-side gate voltage.
ires The resonant current of the piezoelectric transformer.
L Internal inductance of the piezoelectric transformer.
LS Ligh-side gate voltage.
MOSFET Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor.
ODL Optimum delay line circuit block.
ODLout Output signal of the optimum delay line circuit block.
R Dielectric losses inside the transformer.
4Rm Matched load for the piezoelectric transformer.
vF Switching voltage.
ZCires Zero crossed signal of the estimated resonant current.
ZVS Zero-voltage switching.
ω Switching angular frequency.
φI Phase shift of the resonant current with reference to the turn-off time of the low-side
switch.
I. INTRODUCTION
Piezoelectric transformers’ (PT) voltage gain, resonance frequency and efficiency change with variation
of their load and temperature [1]–[4]. Therefore, in order to operate a PT in its optimum point, located
slightly above the resonant frequency [5], it is necessary to follow changes in the resonance frequency [1],
[6]–[8].
When the inductorless topology is employed for the PT-based converters, the operating frequency
of the PT is reduced to a narrow band in which PT shows an inductive behavior. Therefore, a very
small variations in the resonant frequency can easily cause instability in the converter. However, keeping
operating frequency in a proper point which is slightly above resonant frequency is hard to be attained
by open loop. As a consequence, closed loop control is indispensable for compensating influence of
parameters such as frequency and temperature, in order to have stable operation of PT and consequently
accurate performance of the converter [9]–[13].
The options for the closed-loop are phased locked loop (PLL) and self-oscillating loop control methods.
The PLL approach which is also a controlled oscillator is not a good option for the inductorless PT-based
converters [5]. Therefore, the self-oscillating loop is used for the closed-loop control of the PT’s operating
point.
5The self-oscillating loop is able to adjust its phase shift to follow the PT’s resonant frequency. Therefore,
implemented adjustable phase shift compensates for the rest of the phase shift in the loop for frequency
variations. This is more important when a PT-based converter is operating in bi-directional mode for
energy recovery [10]. As an example, when the energy transfered by the converter needs to be controlled
to maintain DC output voltage at different voltage levels, the PT’s load changes [8], [10]. Any changes
in the PT’s load causes a change in its operating point [8]. In order to keep the PT operating at its most
efficient point, its operating frequency should be changed. This is performed by changing the converter’s
switching frequency. The switching frequency is controlled through a self-oscillating loop [9], [14].
Therefore, by changing the predesigned phase shift, the switching frequency follows variations in the
PT’s resonant current.
Phase shift compensation with high resolution becomes necessary especially when the load of the
converter is variable. Notably, the PT’s transfer function also differs by temperature rise [1], [15]. These
variations directly translates to PT’s load variations. If the total phase shift of the loop is not properly
adjusted to an integer factor of 360°, it causes a damping of the resonant current. Therefore, closed-
loop operation cannot be achieved and basically the converter will not start working. Thereby, very fine
resolution for phase shift adjustment is required. A more thorough explanation of the self-oscillating loop
is provided in the Section II.
Several attempts have done for closing the feedback loop in the PT-based switch-mode power supply
(SMPS) [9], [11], [12], [16]. In previous research, an adjustable time delay block that controls the total
loop phase has been implemented for a bi-directional converter through an analog circuit. This was
done by detecting peaks in the PT’s resonant current [10], [17]. In the closed-loop operation, 360° phase
difference cannot be ensured for the load or temperature variations of the PT, particularly in bi-directional
operation [10]. The principle behind self-oscillation obtained in the prior art is explained in the Sub-
section II-A and experimental results are provided inthe Sub-section II-C.
The analog implementation becomes unstable when approaching 0° in the real implementation [10].
6To solve this problem, a digitalized phase shift compensation is applied in this paper. Changes in the
PT’s resonant frequency are compensated for the closed-loop by detecting and adding required phase
shift in order to obtain a full loop phase shift of 360°. Furthermore, digital implementation allows for
fine changes in time delay inside the loop for frequency tracking. Compensation is performed by adding
a finely-controlled time delay to the feedback chain. Resolution of the applied time delay is 1 ns. This
ensures that the added time delay is finely controllable in order to precisely adapt the frequency of
the self-oscillating loop and match changes in the PT’s operating point. More explanation about the
proposed method is provided in the Sub-section III-A and experimental results are provided in the Sub-
sections II-C and IV. This further ensures soft switching operation of the PT and therefore, the highest
efficiency attainable.
II. SELF-OSCILLATING LOOP FOR PT-BASED CONVERTERS
A. Principle and design considerations
Essentially, two requirements need to be satisfied in order to produce sustained oscillation in closed-
loop. One is that phase angle of the entire loop should be an integer multiple of 360°; the other requirement
is that the loop gain should be greater than unity to start-up oscillation. The former condition is fulfilled by
adjusting phase shift through the loop. The latter condition is fulfilled by designing through a comparator
since the comparator’s gain can be considered infinite and therefore its input becomes saturated to the
rail voltages, generating square waves in the output. In the designed circuit there is a hysteresis controller
which operates as an oscillator during start-up with a frequency close to or lower than the PT’s resonance
frequency. The frequency of square waves can be designed to be slightly lower than the resonance
frequency. In this case, it is ensured that oscillation does not lock into the second or higher resonance
frequencies of the PT. Furthermore, it is close to the PT’s fundamental resonance frequency and this
helps minimizing time for the loop to be locked. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram for the self-oscillating
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of prior art self-oscillating loop.
loop [9], and Fig. 2 shows the circuit for the self-oscillating loop together with the PT-based power stage
with matched load. Equation (1) represents the time period of this self-induced oscillation.
T = R′F C3 ln(1+
2R4
R5
) (1)
where R′F is equivalent resistance of two parallel resistors, RF and R3. The resistor R5 is used in order to
provide an initial condition for the capacitor and helps with oscillation start-up. The ratio of R4/R5 forms
the hysteresis window to specify a voltage range and to build the appropriate level of noise immunity.
Thereby, small perturbations in the loop start the self-induced oscillation. This results in self-excitation
of the resonant current inside the PT during the start-up. Self-excited square waves with a frequency lower
than or close to the resonant frequency of the PT will excite resonant modes inside the transformer. This
is achieved by the fundamental frequency of the square waves and its higher order harmonics. Since the
PT is operating as a high Q band-pass filter (BPF), it filters higher order harmonics out and transfers the
fundamental component to its output. The electrical quality factor of the PT is derived as:
Q =
1
ωCd2 RL
(2)
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Fig. 2: Circuit design demonstrates principle of self-oscillating loop in PT-based SMPS.
where ω = 1/
√
LC is the series-resonance angular frequency of the PT [18], [19]. Therefore, resonant
current is considered as sinusoidal waveform described in (3).
ires(t) = Ipk(t) sin(ωt − φI) (3)
where φI ∈ [0, pi] is the current phase angle.
The amplitude of the fundamental resonant current grows with time, until its level is large enough
compared to the self-induced oscillator. Since the amplitude of the sinusoidal waveform at the output
of low-pass filter (LPF), shown in Fig. 1, is greater than the amplitude of the self-induced oscillation
waveform, the oscillator operates as a comparator. This allows the comparator’s behavior to change from
that of an oscillator to that of a true comparator. Therefore, it compares resonant current with a DC level
in order to mark the zero crossing of the current. The loop is designed for the case where the PT is
9connected to the resistive matched load [9] by considering Mason’s equivalent parameters [20], [21].
Rmatched =
1
ωCd2
(4)
The reasoning behind this design choice is that a matched load is considered to be the worst-case
scenario for a PT, in terms of achieving soft switching [22]. Zero-voltage switching (ZVS) is a form
of soft switching considered in this work. Fig. 3 shows the trend of load resistance versus ZVS factor
[22]. At the matched load, the energy transfer through the PT is maximum and therefore its efficiency is
maximized as well. This results in a point of minima on the ZVS factor axis [8], [21]. The role of the
ZVS factor is to provide the worst-case scenario for analyzing PTs in terms of soft switching capability.
Therefore, if ZVS is achieved for the matched load, it will be obtained for other loads as well [22]. The
worst-case explanation of approximated ZVS factor is expressed based on empiric analysis of ZVS in
the following equation [23]:
V ′p = (0.304
1
n2
Cd2
Cd1
+0.538) · (0.585η+0.414) (5)
where η is the efficiency of the transformer. V ′p is ZVS factor and should be roughly above 1 in order
to obtain soft switching. Therefore, the ZVS region is a narrow frequency range above the resonance
frequency, where the PT behaves as an inductor and V ′p > 1. Furthermore, the ZVS bandwidth of the
PT is a ratio of L/C for a constant resonance frequency [22]. Equation (5) and Fig. 4 are based on a
primary analysis of ZVS in order to justify the necessity to design a driver and self-oscillating loop for
the matched load, where Fig. 4 shows the soft switching factor for a PT as an example [22].
B. Current estimation zero crossing (CEZC)
The resonance current in the PT is reconstructed within two time intervals. Voltage VB across RB shown
in Fig. 2 measures this resonance current while the switches are on. Voltage VA across RA measures the
resonant current during dead time, while both switches are off. The resonance current in this period is
10
Fig. 3: Soft switching factor for PT as a function of load
resistance.
Fig. 4: Normalized frequency vs. normalized soft switch-
ing factor for PT; R= 98 mΩ, C = 11.27 nF , L= 733 µH,
Cd1 = 112 nF , Cd2 = 14.6 pF , N = 112.
supplied by the PT’s input capacitor Cd1. Therefore, the current passing through Cd1 follows the resonant
current and can be measured by differentiating the voltage across Cd1. This is performed by using CA
and RA as a differentiator. CA should be approximately 10 times lower than Cd1 in order not to affect
the input capacitance of the PT and, subsequently, dead time and ZVS factor of the transformer. RA and
RB are also chosen to have low values and in order to set a ratio between VA and VB for the input of
the op-amp. By subtraction of these two voltage waveforms through the op-amp, an approximate sine
waveform representing the resonant current will be reconstructed in the output [5], [9], [24]. Fig. 2 shows
the voltages VA and VB. Therefore, voltage in the output of the op-amp is:
Vout |opamp = G1(VA−VB) = G1(RA
ires|sw:o f f︷ ︸︸ ︷
CA
d
dt
VCd1−RB ires|sw:on) (6)
The estimated current has a 180° phase shift compared to the resonance current which results in the
same zero-crossing points. Thereafter, the estimated resonance current is transmitted to a second order
low-pass filter (LPF) which provides an additional phase shift through the feedback loop. In order to
have adequate phase shift through the LPF, its cut-off frequency is adjusted to be around the resonance
11
TABLE I: PT EQUIVALENT PARAMETERS
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Cd1 3.83 nF Cd2 626 pF
C 565 nF R 5.63Ω
L 3.5 mH N 3.57
TABLE II: Phase shift during one switching cycle in the self-oscillating loop;
switching frequency is 118.3 kHz with time period of 8.45µs.
Delay Time[µs] Phase[°] Duty cycle%
HS−→HSGD 1.59 67.8 18.85
HSGD−→Iest 0.27 11.5 3.19
Iest−→LPF 6.09 259.4 72.04
LPF−→CEZC 0.5 21.3 5.92
Total 8.45 360 100
frequency. Furthermore, some harmonics are eliminated by the LPF, resulting in a smoother waveform
which contains the fundamental harmonic of the resonance current. The filtered signal is transmitted to
the comparator and generates a square wave indicating the zero crossing of the input signal. The square
wave signal is fed into the adjustable time delay in order to compensate for the rest of the phase shift to
have a total of 360° in the whole loop from the input of the gate driver to the output of feedback loop.
In case the switching frequency needs to be decreased, the total phase shift should be increased.
C. Experimental results
Fig. 5 shows experimental waveforms. The designed board is shown in Fig. 6. A radial mode PT
with Mason’s equivalent circuit, shown in Fig. 2, is used, driven by square wave signals with a switching
frequency of 118.3 kHz, while driving a resistive load of 300 Ω. Moreover, reconstructed resonant current
from voltages VA and VA is shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, the equivalent parameter values of the PT are
measured and shown in Table I. Phase shifts and corresponding time delays between stages are measured
and shown in Table II.
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Fig. 5: Reconstruction of the resonant current. C1: switching voltage vF , C2: VA,
M3: VA, C4: G1 (VA-VB) Fig. 6: ODL and CEZC-A boards
III. PHASE-SHIFT SELF-OSCILLATING LOOP WITH OPTIMUM DELAY LINE
A. Digitized delay line (DDL)
Initial investigation of the time step resolution which required finely adjustment of the total phase
shift in the loop. This investigation was performed by mapping relative changes in the frequency to the
output voltage variations. The result of this investigation shows that there is an measurable change in the
amplitude of the PT’s output voltage for every 10 Hz change in switching frequency. For example, if the
operating frequency of 100 kHz increases by 10 Hz, the output voltage shows a considerable change in the
amplitude e.g. 6 V. This output voltage variation depends on the transformer and the range of the operating
frequency. Therefore, a precision of minimum 10 Hz in the frequency is required for dynamic time delay
which is equivalent to 1ns time delay resolution. Thereby, a phase shift self-oscillating closed loop is
designed together with the contribution of the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and field-programmable
gate array (FPGA). These are used to implement a high-resolution time delay inside the dynamic time
delay block.
Fig. 7 shows the circuit designed for the dynamic time delay (DDL) together with the drawing of
the input and output waveforms of the DDL circuit block. In this block, the input signal (DDLin) is
first transformed into edge-detecting one-shot pulses (EDDLin) which are then used as a clock source
13
for the flip-flop (FF). The signal froms this FF is then used to reset the hardware integrator present in
the circuit. Namely, when the input signal edge-triggers the FF, the feedback capacitor in the op-amp
feedback starts charging, thereby creating a fixed voltage slope. This is then compared to the variable
reference voltage provided by the DAC. Thereafter, the complementary output of the comparator resets
the FF which consequently turns the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) D1 on
and discharges the feedback capacitor, thereby resetting the integrator. Since the input pulse triggers the
start of the integration, the variable reference provided to the comparator by the DAC coupled with the
voltage slope work together to create a time-delayed version of the input pulse which is proportional
to the DAC output value. The output of the comparator is then latched for a short time by its own
output through a high-passed signal to its latch pin, resulting in one-shot pulses at the output of the DDL
(DDLout).
B. Self-oscillating loop based on the optimum time delay
A new phase shift self-oscillating loop for the PT-based converter is designed and proposed with the
combination of the analog and digital designs. Fig. 8 shows the simplified block diagram of the proposed
closed-loop with main blocks. The output signal of the current estimation zero-crossing (CEZC) block is
a 50% duty cycle square wave signal, having the same frequency as the PT. For the closed-loop operation
the reference signal is considered as high-side gate voltage (HS). For tracking the PT’s frequency the
reference is considered as the output of the CEZC block. In this design rising edge of the CEZC is used
for turning on the high-side switch. By working on the different operating frequency ranges, there is need
to adjust the phase shift of the LPF inside the CEZC analog block to synchronize the CEZC and HS
signals. In order to avoid adjusting phase shift in the hardware, a digital time delay circuit is added to
the CEZC block, named adjustable delay line (ADL-CEZC). The delayed estimated resonant current is
then tied to the optimum delay line block (ODL). The output of the ODL is then capable of prolonging
the switching period by changing the on time of the switches (Ton). The output of the ODL is fed into
14
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b: The input and output signals of the DDL block shows an arbitrary delay with 1 ns step resolution.
Fig. 7: DDL circuit and input and output signals.
the control block in order to generate the high-side and low-side signals as an input of the gate driver.
In addition to the hardware control gates, commands from the FPGA are also have contribution in the
control block.
Fig. 9 decomposes the main blocks in the Fig. 8 into sub-blocks also shows a detailed drawing of the
main input and output signals inside the block diagram. The voltage vF(t) is the transformer’s primary-
side voltage while exhibiting soft switching. ires(t) shows the resonance current of the PT. However, in
the PT-based SMPS the resonant current is dependent on the characteristic parameters of the PT and
15
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Fig. 8: Block digram of self-oscillating loop with optimum phase.
it changes its polarity when either the switches are turned on or their body diodes conduct. Therefore,
depending on the operating frequency and temperature of the PT, there is a phase shift between the
resonance frequency and the switching voltage, that is defined as φI in (3), [21]. The signal ZCires shows
the zero crossing resonant current. The CEZC implies a 180° phase shift to the real resonant current.
The output of the adjustable delay line (ADL-CEZC) turns on the half-bridge switches. This block is
composed of a digitized delay circuit (DDLon) and a FF with 50% square waves in its input and output.
The 50% square wave signal fed into to the ODL is delayed by a certain value adjustable with a reference
signal. In the end the one-shot pulse signal generated by DDLoff in the output of the ODL turns off
the MOSFETs. The high-side and low-side switches are turned on by rising edges of DL-CEZC and
DL-CEZC signals, respectively, which are used as clock inputs to the control block FFs. The output of
the ODL block is then used to reset the FFs, thereby turning the switches off.
DT is first adjusted for a specific design regarding a certain PT and switching frequency. By adjusting
the time-delay for turning the switches off, the frequency of self-oscillation changes. The propagation
delay in the control block is assumed negligible in the waveforms shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9: Optimum phase self-oscillating loop and signal waveforms
IV. RESULTS
A prototype has been built and analyzed shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 6 shows designed modular boards
for DDL and CEZC blocks. The circuit implemented for CEZC is very similar to one explained in
17
Fig. 10: Prototype buit; bidirectional board.
Fig. 11: Signal waveforms where dynamic delay is applied; C1: switching waveform (vF (t)); C2: CEZC as input of DDL block;
C3: one-shot pulse as input of DDL block (EDDLin); C4: output of DDL (DDLout).
section II-B. Fig. 11 shows signals in the input and output of the DDL module in the setup.
Fig. 12 shows efficiency improvement. The input voltage is 24 V and the load is a 225 Ω resistor
in parallel with a 470 µF capacitance. For each specific output voltage the delay has been swept from
a minimum value to the maximum value in the range that ZVS is obtained. The starting point for the
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Fig. 13: Simulation results: Efficiency improvement vs. sweep
of delay in order to detect the optimum phase (OP) for voltage
gains.
delay sweep is set to 115.6 kHz in each voltage gain. Therefore, the best phase shift or frequency can
be chosen to achieve the maximum possible efficiency as are shown in Fig. 12 with square markers.
Simulation results shown in Fig. 13 for both step-up and step-down converters which shows efficiency
improvement by choosing the best phase shift in the loop.
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V. CONCLUSION
General operation of a self-oscillating loop for piezoelectric transformer-based power converters was
explained. The designed circuit for operating the transformer together with experimental results were
provided. The circuit is based on a new idea for compensating and controlling the total loop phase shift
for the self-oscillating PT loop through digital means, in order to achieve and maintain soft switching. This
is combined with a resonance current estimation that is able to start and maintain the circuit oscillation.
The operation of and cooperation between the analog resonance current estimator and digital phase shift
adjustment were presented in detail, together with some insight into the performance of the designed
circuit. The concept was proven through the experimental results. 1 ns time step resolution is sufficient
for adjusting the phase shift of the loop. The designed circuit is able to follow changes in the resonance
frequency of the PT in every cycle. Experimental results showed proof of the concept. Although this
method was applied for the PT-based power converters but it has a general application and can also be
used for other types of resonant converters. One of the advantages of the presented approach is that the
designed hardware can be utilized for different PTs where in previous research; analog self-oscillating
loop; the loop should be individually designed for each PT. Another advantage is that implemented
method has flexibility for phase shift compensation, but the disadvantage is a complex control method.
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This paper presents a method of reducing load fric-
tion in two degrees-of-freedom (2-DOF) transparent elec-
trostatic induction actuator by using vibration-induced
squeeze ﬁlm effect. An experimental set-up was built to
prove the concept. An overall 70% reduction in required
driving voltage was obtained when the squeeze ﬁlm is
present.
1 Introduction
Electrostatic ﬁlm actuators are thin, lightweight and ﬂex-
ible actuators composed of fully transparent plastic ﬁlms
etched with ﬁne-pitched electrodes. They have very wide
areas of application such as particle transportation or ﬂexi-
ble muscle actuation, but feature most prominently in hapt-
cis and human-machine interfaces where their transparency
allows them to be overlaid onto any traditional display sur-
face or game board. This allows enhancing these interfaces
with actuation, motion and feedback capabilities [1–4].
Despite their usefulness, a disadvantage of electrostatic ac-
tuators is the fact that they require a layer of very small glass
beads between stator and slider ﬁlms to act as both gap ma-
terial and friction reducer. This reduces the feasibility of the
actuators since the glass beads require periodic reapplication
and also create a mess around the area in use.
The necessity for glass beads can be reduced or totally
eliminated by inducing a squeeze ﬁlm between the contact
surfaces through controlled piezoelectric vibration. This vi-
bration traps a very thin layer of air (or any other gas) be-
tween parallel plate surfaces thereby creating the squeeze
ﬁlm effect [5–12]. This thin air layer can successfully sub-
stitute the use of glass beads in electrostatic ﬁlm actuators.
2 Study of glass plate vibration
The transparent electrostatic actuator consists of a layer
of ﬁlm with electrodes printed onto a large glass plate sub-
strate. A large voltage is applied to the electrodes, whereby
an electrostatic force is exerted upon a dielectric sheet placed
on top. This controllable force enables the dielectric sheet to
move across the surface. Small glass beads need to be spread
onto the actuator surface in order to both provide an air gap
and reduce friction between actuated sheet and actuator sur-
face.
In order to eliminate the need for these beads, squeeze
ﬁlm effect is employed. The squeeze ﬁlm effect is the ef-
fect whereby a very thin layer of gas gets trapped between
relatively large, parallel plate surfaces if these are kept in rel-
ative motion versus one another. This effect is the result of
an overpressure phenomenon present between the surfaces.
The design methodology closely follows the one presented
in [13], with a signiﬁcant difference in the size scope of the
Fig. 1 Snapshot of time-domain vibration propagation anal-
ysis in the glass plate subjected to sinusoidal excita-
tion at 21.7 kHz.
Fig. 2 Resonating glass-base electrostatic actuator system
sketch.
application. While Giraud et al. employ the effect for tac-
tile friction modulation on a relatively small 4.3 inch LCD,
the plate used as base for the electrostatic actuator measures
345mm in length, its width is 250mm with a thickness of
1.8mm. A full modal, frequency and time analysis of the vi-
bration of such a size plate is performed in order to size the
required actuators to excite the correct mode of vibration,
beyond human hearing range. One such mode obtained is at
21.7 kHz. The resulting vibration half-wavelength is 15mm.
This is shown in Fig. 1.
3 System design
In order to excite the glass plate to vibrate at the obtained
resonant frequency, two copper-berylium resonators with at-
tached piezoelectric actuators were sized and glued to the
glass plate through epoxy resin. The resonators measure
250mm x 50mm x 2mm, where the long edge has to ﬁt the
glass plate while the width is determined by the desired reso-
nance frequency. The initial design used six 11mm x 50mm
x 1mm piezos on each resonator, designed to operate in d31
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Fig. 3 Photo of the ﬁnal system, with plastic actuated sheet
shown on top of the actuator surface.
mode. Due to long delivery time of the desired piezos, these
were substituted with two 120mm x 10mm x 5mm actuators
which were readily available. The difference in size with re-
spect to the original design resulted in a resonance frequency
shift of the entire system into the audible range. The sketch
of the designed system is shown in Fig. 2, while the actual
ﬁnal system is presented in Fig. 3.
4 Results and conclusion
In order to generate a sizable electrostatic force that can
overcome stick-slip of the chosen dielectric sheet (visible on
top of the actuator surface in Fig. 3) without using any glass
beads or squeeze ﬁlm, a voltage of 500V needs to be ap-
plied to the electrodes. With the vibration system turned on,
this minimum voltage is reduced to only 150V. That equates
to a 70% reduction in electrostatic voltage requirements to
overcome stick-slip, which can be attributed a corresponding
reduction in friction between the actuated sheet and actuator
surface. Moreover, using the originally-designed piezoelec-
tric actuators would push the system resonance frequency to
above hearing range, making it more suitable for human in-
teraction.
All in all, squeeze ﬁlm effect is successfully employed
in order to eliminate the need for glass beads in transparent
rigid-plate surface electrostatic actuators, but the actual op-
eration of the actuator seems to depend on other inﬂuencing
factors, such as humidity. Therefore, the overall system will
be the subject of further analysis and improvement.
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This paper evaluates breaking performance of an 
electrostatic surface induction actuator. The actuator is 
equipped with piezoelectric vibrators such that the 
friction between the slider and the stator electrodes can 
be dramatically reduced by squeeze-film effect. In such 
an actuator, the friction force can be changed by 
turning on and off the vibrator. The friction change can 
be utilized for high-performance slider motion control; 
for example, friction can be increased by switching off 
the vibrator when the slider needs to stop. In this paper, 
we evaluated how fast the slider can stop in several 
conditions. The result clearly shows the effect of friction 
change in breaking performance of the actuator. 
 
1 Introduction 
Table top displays with electrostatic surface actuators 
enable users to interact with computers through real 
physical objects placed on the display [1, 2]. The 
electrostatic surface actuators can be fabricated thin and 
transparent by utilizing screen printing; printing fine-pitch 
electrodes using transparent (or translucent) conductive 
paste on a transparent plastic sheet or glass plate can realize 
thin and transparent actuator. Such an actuator can be quite 
easily mounted on off-the-shelf LCD monitors. For 
example, in [1], electrostatic surface induction actuator was 
placed on LCD monitor to realize physical interaction with 
computer-animated objects; the user can move a paper 
sheet placed on the LCD to play with a computer-animated 
object inside the monitor. 
One of the technical challenges in the electrostatic 
surface actuators is the reduction of friction between the 
slider and the stator electrodes. The electrostatic force that 
drives the slider in horizontal direction also works in 
vertical direction as attraction force. The attraction force is 
much larger than the lateral driving force, and therefore, the 
interface surface between the slider and the stator must 
have very low surface friction; otherwise the slider does not 
move due to large friction force. One common method to 
reduce friction coefficient is to spread tiny glass beads 
between slider and stator [1, 2]. However, use of glass 
beads raises a maintenance problem. Another method is to 
use special surface coating for both surfaces of the slider 
and the stator [3]. The surface coating, however, limits the 
slider material. 
Recently, another method of friction reduction has been 
tried, which utilizes squeeze film effect caused by vibration 
[4]. By vibrating the stator surface using piezoelectric 
elements, a thin air layer is produced between the slider and 
the stator, which dramatically reduces the friction. 
The use of squeeze film effect brings us a new function 
that does not exist in the previous means of friction 
reduction. The new function is modulation of friction force; 
by turning on and off the piezoelectric vibrator, friction 
coefficient can virtually be changed. For example, friction 
can be reduced for acceleration of the slider, whereas 
friction can be enhanced for sudden stop of the slider. Such 
characteristic is quite important for the above-mentioned 
application of the electrostatic actuator. In the interactive 
system reported in [1], the slider needs to stop instantly 
when it hits the virtual object rendered in the LCD. 
Toward such goal, this paper investigates the breaking 
performance of the electrostatic actuator with squeeze-film 
effect. The performance was compared in three different 
conditions, where either or both of vibration and 
electrostatic driving force are turned off to stop the slider. 
 
2 Experiment 
   The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The 
electrostatic actuator was made by screen printing. 
Translucent conductive paste was printed on a glass plate to 
form fine-pitch electrodes. The electrode pattern consists of 
16 sub-areas arranged in 4-by-4 matrix, as same as in [2]. 
Each sub-area contains three-phase electrode arrangements 
in x- or y-direction. Such electrode pattern can realize 
rotation of the slider at some fixed points, in addition to 
2-DOF translational motion [2]. On both edges of the glass 
plate, vibration sources are attached, consisting of 
beryllium copper plates and piezoelectric elements. The 
detail of the actuator design is reported in [4]. 
   The breaking performance was evaluated for rotation 
motion of the slider, as there is no stroke limitation for 
rotational motions. Transparent slider (OHP sheet) was cut 
into circular form with a diameter of 80 mm and placed on 
the stator surface such that the slider covers four electrode 
y
x
 
Fig. 1 Experimental setup. 
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 sub-areas. The electrodes were fed three-phase voltage such 
that they generate electrostatic driving force in the 
directions illustrated in Fig. 1 using red arrows. The motion 
of the slider was recorded by high speed camera 
(VW-6000, Keyence). To facilitate it, the slider was 
equipped with two fiducial markers (black dots in Fig. 1). 
   The slider was rotationally accelerated using 
electrostatic driving force until it reaches a steady-state. 
The vibration was kept on during the acceleration. Then, 
either electrostatic driving force or vibration, or both, was 
suddenly turned off to investigate breaking performance. 
The driving conditions for the piezo elements were 290 Vp-p 
and 17.9 kHz, and those for electrostatic driving were 500 
Vp-p and 200 Hz. 
   Fig. 2 shows the results. The plots on the top show the 
motion trajectories of the fiducial markers on the slider, 
recorded from three seconds before the breaking started 
until the slider stopped. The plots on the bottom show the 
time-course of the rotational angle of the slider. The 
breaking conditions are 
(a) only electrostatic driving force was cut off, 
(b) only vibration was cut off (electrostatic driving force 
was kept active), and 
(c) both electrostatic driving force and vibration were cut 
off. 
In case (a), the slider lost control and drifted away due to 
too small friction force. It hit some obstacles, such as 
electrical terminals, before it completely stopped in about 5 
seconds. In case (b), the slider stopped the rotation in about 
0.5 second, even though there was still electrostatic driving 
force. This stopping time was much shorter than the case 
(c) where the slider needed about two seconds to stop. In 
case (b), it seems that the electrostatic attraction force 
became dominant due to the increased friction coefficient 
after the cut off of the vibration. Comparison of these three 
cases clearly shows the effect of friction changes for slider 
breaking performance. This time, in case (b), the voltages 
for the electrostatic actuator was kept the same even after 
the cut-off of the vibration. The breaking performance 
would be much enhanced if we apply different voltage 
pattern for breaking, such as voltage pattern for reversed 
motion or DC voltages. 
 
3 Conclusion 
Friction reduction between the slider and the stator 
electrodes was one of the technical challenges in 
electrostatic surface actuators. Use of squeeze-film effect is 
one promising mean for friction reduction. In this paper, we 
focused on another interesting aspect of the squeeze-film 
effect; the friction between the slider and the stator can be 
changed. The effect of friction change was evaluated in 
breaking performance for the rotating slider. The results 
clearly shows that the breaking performance was enhanced 
by cutting off the vibration for the squeeze film effect. 
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Fig. 2 Trajectories of two fiducial markers and rotational angle of the slider. 
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Abstract—This paper describes the implementation of a gen-
erator as a source of resistance in a modern kayaking ergometer.
This ergometer can function as a platform for emulation of
the athlete-kayak-paddle system. The system was considered
and described. A possible model for digital regulation has also
been described. A synchronous-rectified buck converter has been
designed to control the current through the rotor and, by
extension, the mechanical resistance felt by the oarsman. The
circuit was designed to function with a 12V car battery as a
supply. Necessary specifications for efficiency and output stability
were set, measured and met. The prototype without regulation
was presented at the 2015 Kayaking World Cup, and was met
with appreciation and positive feedback.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently indoor rowing machines, known as kayaking
ergometers, are being used by professionals and amateurs
alike for convenient training. Many different versions of
kayaking ergometers exist. The idea of this paper is to
replace the ordinary sources of mechanical resistance with
an alternator delivering a variable resistance. The issue with
a the mechanical approach to the emulation of kayaking,
lies in the dynamics of the stroke through water. The drag
through the water will initially be high, but as it is broken
into laminar flow resistance and turbulent flow resistance,
the drag of the water changes through the stroke. This can
be emulated more accurately by use of digital regulation
and a computer model of the athlete-kayak-paddle system.
An overview of the controller circuit is provided along with
results on how well the circuit performs.
This paper also discusses potential improvements to the
existing system, as the design described in this paper is meant
as a platform for further work on advanced emulation of
kayaking.
II. SYSTEM DYNAMICS
The main reason that the traditional ergometers are insuffi-
cient is their inability to accurately emulate the dynamics of
a athlete-kayak-paddle system. In all modern ergometers the
machine is separated from any large bodies of water and the
fluid dynamics of water are unsuccessfully recreated.
There are two forces acting on the system in the anteropos-
terior direction; FP , the forward element of the blade force
FB , also known as the force of propulsion, and RT , the total
aerodynamic and hydrodynamic drag forces[1]. M is the total
mass of our system.
The equations governing the change of velocity in the antero-
posterior direction are:
dvx =
FP +RT
M
dt (1)
Where the total resistance can be broken down into the
aerodynamic and hydrodynamic resistance. The hydrodynamic
resistance can further be broken into viscous (RV ) and wave
(RW ) resistance[1]. These can be calculated from the coeffi-
cient of viscosity (CV ) and wave drag (CW ) as:
RV =
1
2
· ρW · CV · SW · v2/W (2)
RW =
1
2
· ρW · CW · σ
L
· v2/W (3)
Where v/W is the hull velocity relative to the water, ρW the
density of water, SW the submerged surface area of the hull,
σ the maximum sectional area of the hull and L the length of
the waterline[1].
The aerodynamic drag is expressed as:
RA =
1
2
· ρA · CA · SA · v2/A (4)
Where ρA is the density of air, CA is the aerodynamic drag
coefficient, SA is the forward frontal area of the system above
water and v/A is the velocity of the air relative to the system.
The estimation of constants is not the subject of this paper.
There are also vertical forces to consider; B, the buoyancy
of the kayak and w, the weight of the system. When the
kayak is in motion the blade force FB will likely have
a vertical component, causing the system to become less
submerged the faster it goes. This implies that the surface
area of the submerged part of the system will wary with speed
and/or stroke technique, something to consider for advanced
modelling. These vertical forces will not be considered in
the following section, as that would increase the degrees of
freedom and complexity of the system considerably while
adding very little to the emulation.
III. REGULATOR DESIGN
There are a few things to consider before a regulator can
be designed. The ”load” felt by the paddle in accelerating the
system is proportional to the difference in velocity between
the paddle and the kayak, assuming that the user is rowing in
still water. Due to the string based force transfer method of the
mechanical system, we cannot simulate the push of the water
on the paddle in those cases where the kayak is moving at a
higher velocity than the paddle. Furthermore there is a torque
constant relating the force the paddle is acting on the water
with and the current magnitude in the rotor of the generator,
to correlate the simulated load and the load in the generator.
This proportionality factor will be dependent on the generator
used. The model of the system and a possible design for the
regulator can be seen in Fig. 1. There are two transfer functions
in the model. One is for the change in speed of the kayak and
should correlate to the inertia of the system. The second is for
the simulated load, and should be adjusted to give a correct
feeling of a paddle through water. In-depth consideration of
these transfer functions will be addressed in future work.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the system model.
IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN
The control circuit has been designed from a list of initial
goals:
• Efficiency should be greater that 85%.
• Maximum output ripple should be less that 10% at max
IOut.
• Passive cooling should keep the circuit below 75 ◦C
The converter chosen for our control circuit is a
synchronous-rectified buck converter. This converter topology
has been chosen due to the demand of zero output without
shutting down the circuitry. A synchronous rectified version
of the buck has been chosen to reduce the losses in the
circuit. The alternator winding resistance is estimated to 2Ω.
12V across the windings will result in a 6A rotor current
when the rotor is not moving. This current is sufficient to
produce the required maximum resistance.
When the circuit is turned on, it amplifies the output current
and dampens output voltage as a linear function of duty
cycle[2]:
Iout =
Iin
D
(5)
Vout = Vin ·D (6)
The linear nature of this type of converter makes it easy
to change the output current Iout, and hereby change the
magnetic resistance in the alternator. The control circuit is
designed with a voltage-controlled pulse width modulator
(PWM) that has a controllable duty cycle. The prototype
has a manually changeable duty cycle, which is achieved by
using a potentiometer in a voltage division to control the
input voltage. The PWM signal is used to control a gate
driver which then controls the two MOSFETs.
The efficiency of the converter depends on the conduction
losses and switching losses. To minimise the conduction
losses, the RDS(on) in the MOSFET’s, as well as the
resistance in the copper wire of the inductor, should be as low
as possible. These losses are reduced primarily by choosing
the right components.
The switching losses are a combination of the internal
MOSFET loss, and the loss resulting from parasitic
inductance due to gate and switching loops.
V. MECHANICAL IMPLEMENTATION
A kayaking ergometer was provided with a resistance fan
which was replaced with a cogwheel. A smaller cogwheel
was mounted on the alternator, and a chain was fitted to the
appropriate length, as seen on Fig. 2. The force put into the
strokes, also known as the blade force FB , is converted into
torque, which in turn drives the alternator with a gearing of
1:1.5. A low gearing is used to reduce the minimum resistance,
so that operation with very low resistance is possible.
A. Alternator Functionality
As a given specification, an oarsman produces up to 600W
of continuous power. The alternator acquired is therefore
specified to handle at least 1kW. The alternator used in the
prototype is a standard Lundell type car alternator, which
requires a current through the rotor to generate the magnetic
field required to induce an output. The alternator has been
refitted, so that this rotor current is controlled by the controller
circuit. The Lundell type alternator is designed to work with
a car engine, and generates power in the interval 900 - 10,000
RPM[3]. With our gearing of 1:1.5, this requires the user to
row a minimum of 600 RPM to generate power as our battery
supplies 12V. By Faraday’s law:
|| = |dΦB
dt
| (7)
2
Fig. 2. Ergometer fitted with a cogwheel, alternator and a chain connecting
the two
The induced voltage  is proportional to the change of the
magnetic field ΦB over time. This means that the induced
voltage is proportional to both the angular velocity of the
rotor and the strength of the magnetic field in the rotor. At
a constant velocity and magnetic field strength, the output of
the alternator can be measured as a sinusoidal wave. This is
then rectified by a full-wave rectifier in the alternator. Fig. 3
shows a simplified version of this circuit.
VI. SENSOR IMPLEMENTATION
A six axis gyroscope and accelerometer (in a MPU-6050
chip) were fitted at each end of the paddle. In this way we
can measure and calculate the kinematics of each blade, and
use it as the modified blade force seen in Fig. 1.
IR diodes were fitted at the ends of the paddle and sensors
were fitted below the seat of the user, for measuring if the pad-
dle was below the waterline or not. Changing the placement of
the sensors decide waterline height in relation to the user. By
reading the blade force and waterline sensors into an Arduino
UNO, the Arduino calculates the needed load for a given speed
of the kayak compared to the momentum of the stroke, and
sets the control signal to the power converter, which in turn
adjusts the rotor current giving a greater sense of resistance
to the rower. The emulation is in this way controlled digitally
by the Arduino, where constants and transfer functions can be
adjusted to give a better emulation, though this is not the focus
of this paper. The complete setup of sensors and Arduino can
be seen on Fig. 3.
VII. MEASUREMENTS
To further reduce the switching losses, the circuitry has
been constructed on a printable circuit board (PCB). The final
PCB design can be seen in Fig. 5. In the design, large heat
sinks have been included for both of the MOSFETs’ drains
for better heat dissipation. A thermal picture after two hours
of continuous maximum output can be seen on Fig. 4. The
greatest temperature is reached by the gate driver at 42,1 ◦C.
Fig. 3. Complete block diagram showing significant interconnections
The gate driver is rated for an absolute maximum temperature
of 150 ◦C.
Implementing the PCB greatly reduced switching losses
due to reduced parasitic inductances from loops. A PCB also
reduces conduction losses in the copper wire since the size of
the circuit is greatly reduced.
Fig. 4. Thermal picture at maximum power dissipation.
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Fig. 5. Final Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
A. Efficiency
The efficiency of the circuit has been measured at
differing duty cycles and with different ohmic loads. These
measurements can be seen in Fig. 6. As previously mentioned
the alternator winding resistance is estimated to be 2Ω, which
means that the actual efficiency of the ergometer in use
should be slightly better than or close to the measurements at
2.5Ω load.
The measurements shows an efficiency of above the targeted
85%, as soon as a duty cycle of 20% is reached. This threshold
of 20% duty cycle is acceptable due to the relatively low
output at this stage.
Fig. 6. Effeciency at different loads
B. Ripple
The output ripple was measured with a load of 2.5Ω at a
50% duty cycle, resulting in a peak-peak ripple of 140mV as
seen in Fig. 7, which is equivalent to 56mA peak-peak current
ripple. At max output the current ripple is:
56mA
4.8A
% = 1.16% (8)
This output ripple is well below our initial goal of a 10%
ripple.
Fig. 7. Output ripple at 50% duty cycle with 2.5Ω
C. Emulation
To emulate the kayak the converter has to react much faster
than a human can react (approx. 200ms)[4] for a smooth
operation. Fig. 8 shows a rise time well under 60µs from duty
cycle 30%-70%. This states that the converter is fast enough
to meet the demand of seamless transition in emulation.
Fig. 8. Rise time output change
We also have to consider how fast the Arduino can adjust the
control signal. This can be seen in Fig. 9, where the response
time is 25.5ms which is fast considering the reaction time of
a human as discussed previously. Note that the response time
of the converter is added to the total response time, but it is
so small that it is negligible. For faster emulation an Arduino
Mega or an embedded controller would be the next step.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper was to create an ergometer
with resistance that is given electronically and controlled
digitally. We have implemented the alternator and designed
a control circuit for controlling the rotor current. We have
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then included an Arduino and sensors, and made a platform
for implementation of high-end emulation of the kayaking
ergometer.
The circuit was designed as a synchronous-rectified buck
converter on a PCB. The specifications set for the circuit
were all met. The duty cycle of the circuit is controlled by
the Arduino, which can be adjusted to any desired system. By
perfecting the digital regulator on the Arduino, an accurate
emulation of the athlete-kayak-paddle system can be made.
The non-regulated design was presented at the 2015
kayaking world cup and received warmly (Fig. 10). Some
rowers stated that it was superior to other ergometers, even
in its then non-regulated state.
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